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Abstract
The Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is one of the major research areas in computer 
network field today. It is considered as one of ten emerging technologies that will bring far- 
reaching impacts on the future of humanity lives. In addition, the importance is due to numerous 
applications that can benefit from the WSN. As a new challenging research field, WSNs are now 
undergoing intensive research to overcome complexity and constraints. Such constraints include 
limitation of processors perfomiance, memory capacity, power source, and communication 
bandwidth, in addition to, mobility, network density, and data aggi'egation issues. According to 
the mentioned constrains, existing routing protocols camiot be efficiently deployed in WSN 
directly. The Wireless Sensor Network consists of small, limited resources, inexpensive (low 
cost), mobile or stationary, and heterogeneous devices deployed automatically at large numbers 
in areas of interest. The devices dynamically fonn a network to deliver requested sensed data to 
the base station (BS) and overcome any arising difficulties without human intervention.
This thesis presents a novel hierarchical routing protocol named Self Organizing and 
Network Sumvability (SONS) to provide network fault-tolerance and QoS in the presence of 
network mobility (mobility of both base station and sensor nodes) applied to the forest fire 
application. A survey of state of the ait WSN routing protocols is presented with focus on 
network lifetime, reliability, and Quality of Seiwice (QoS). A description of forest fire 
monitoring is presented as an application scenario. The proposed protocol can operate in 
heterogeneous networks (in tenns of sensed data) and to provide quality of service in teiins of 
packets End-to-End Delay (EED). Simulation studies are perfoiined using open source Object 
Modular Network Testbed in C++ (OMNeT++) and results are produced. Analysis of the 
simulation results revealed the superiority of the proposed protocol over existing ones in tenns of 
fault-tolerance, network lifetime, QoS, and scalability. In addition, these results confimi the 
suitability of SONS routing protocol to the fire forest monitoring application. Analyses of the 
main features of the proposed algoritlnn were also carried out. Finally conclusions are presented 
to draw the future work map.
Key words: Wireless Sensor Network, Routing Protocol, Hierarchical, QoS, Fault-tolerance, Redundancy, 
Survivabilitv. Heterogeneous, scalabilitv.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is one of the major research areas in computer 
networks field today. It is considered one of the ten emerging technologies that will bring 
far-reaching impacts on the future of humanity lives [1]. The promising technologies are 
Brain-Wireless Sensor Networks, Injectable Tissue Engineering (developing a technique 
to inject human damaged joints like knee or hip with specially designed mixtures of 
polymers, cells, and growth stimulators that solidify and fomi healthy tissue to avoid joint 
replacement surgery procedure), Nano Solar Cells (producing a photovoltaic material tliat 
can be spread like plastic wrap or paint by using nanoteclinology to form an inexpensive 
Nano solar cells which could be integrated with other building materials), Mechatronics 
(the integi’ation of familiar mechanical systems with new electronic components and 
intelligent software control). Grid computing (developing a grid protocols that allow to 
link almost anything: databases, simulation/visualization tools, and computational 
resources), Molecular Imaging (developing a technique to be used in scanning a tumour 
and observe the reaction to the medication. Also, the teclmique allows to watch molecules 
at work in the body like genes, and proteins), Nanohnprint Lithography (a manufacturing 
teclmique for a cheap and easy fabrication of Nano features products), Software 
Assurance (developing a computer language and progiamming tools for making software 
development more rigorous and eiTor-fiee), Glycomics (developing new glycomic drugs 
that could have an impact on health problems ranging fiom rheumatoid arthritis to the 
spread of cancer cells), and Quantum Cryptography (developing a tool for securing 
communications line that detect any effort to eavesdrop the line based on quantum 
physics). Also, the importance is due to numerous applications that can benefit fiom the 
WSN, such as healthcare, environmental, forest fire, and militaiy applications, etc. [2-5].
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As a new challenging research field, WSN now is undergoing an intensive research to 
overcome its complexity and constraints [4],[6]. The following list out the main 
constraints:
• Power source limitation.
• Communication bandwidth limitation.
• BS and SN Mobility.
• Low processors performance and small memory capacity.
• High network density and high data aggregation traffic.
Because of the above constraints, existing routing protocols cannot be efficiently 
deployed in WSN directly. Moreover, one of the difficult challenging features offered by 
the routing protocol in WSN is to provide reliable network connectivity and Quality of 
Service (QoS) in the presence of harsh environment (resist to link and sensor nodes 
failures). The proposed routing algorithm presented in this thesis uses forest fire scenario 
as the test environment. The major specifications of forest fire scenario are the large area 
of deployment (reach 20km x 20km), heterogeneous in sensed data and in Sensor Nodes 
(SN) types, and harsh environment (goes behind the high probability of node failure). 
Previous studies [7-9] have shown that link quality greatly affects the performance of 
routing protocols in WSN. However, the impact of unreliable link/node on the 
connectivity of WSN is not fully tackled in preceding research.
1.2 Research Objectives
The research objective is to design a routing protocol in Wireless Sensor 
Network (WSN) witli the ability to operate in a large area, harsh environment, mobile 
network, and heterogeneous network as in forest fire surveillance application. The 
proposed routing protocol also should have the feature of scalability to operate in large 
network, provide network reliability and survivability features to cope with the harsh 
enviromnent, and provide Quality of Service (QoS) to work in heterogeneous network.
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1.3 Research Methodology
The methodology of the research is accomplished in first by defining and 
analysing the problem and to identify the requirements to be provided and challenges to 
be overcome by the designer engineers. Based on the problem definition a study and 
reviews of the existing related researches is covered in details in the second phase. From 
the literature review it has shown that existing researches did not provide all problem 
requirements. Afterwards a novel routing protocol entitled Self Organizing and Network 
Survivability (SONS) routing protocol in WSN is proposed to provide problem 
requirements in the presence of WSN challenges. A simulation tools and analysis was 
used to validate the proposed protocol based on a full detailed described scenario. From 
the simulation and analysis results it has shown the superiority of the proposed protocol 
over the existing ones. Finally, a future work and research direction are identified.
1.4 Main Contributions
Some of the routing challenges and design issues that affect routing process in 
WSNs are distributed control, fault-tolerance, scalability, heterogeneous network, Quality 
of Service (QoS), and network mobility. Distribute control enable routing protocol to 
work in large harsh enviromnent in a fast and economical (in teims of power 
consumption) way by avoiding large number of control packets and communication cost. 
In WSN some SNs may fail or blocked due to lack of power, physical damage, or 
enviromnental interference especially in the harsh environments. The fault-tolerance 
routing protocols maintain to work in the presence of failure SNs that should not affect 
the overall task of the sensor network. The scalability enables routing protocol to scale 
and operate correctly as the number of SNs increased that deployed in a large area 
network. Some applications require heterogeneous network that consists of a mixture of 
sensors with a different characteristics and sensing abilities. This creates different types of 
data with different routing requirements. In time-constrained applications, data should be 
delivered within a certain period of time fiom the moment it is sensed with taking in 
consideration the power constraint; otheiivise the data will be useless. Additionally,
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heterogeneous network creates different data types that require different level of service. 
QoS routing protocol take in consideration this issue. Mobility of Base Station (BS) and 
SNs makes dynamic network topology (dynamic neighbour SNs for each sensor) that 
affects routing process.
The main contribution of the research is developing a novel WSN hierarchical 
routing protocol that tackles several requirements at the same time in the presence of 
WSN challenges. The proposed routing protocol consists of distributed control, fault- 
tolerance, scalability, heterogeneous network, QoS, and network mobility features that are 
described in the following:
a. Distributed control: Fully distributed routing protocol. This means that 
there is no central controlling node on the network to manage any 
network challenging issue (one example is to resolve SN failure and 
update the network structure). This feature enables the protocol to 
operate in a faster manner with less power consumption.
b. Fault-Tolerance: Provides a network reliability feature. The network 
resists to node or link failure. If one part of the network failed, it will 
not affect the other parts. And the data is still being delivered to the BS 
by search for alternative path. Additionally, provide a network 
survivability feature. Survivability is achieved using a network 
redundancy concept by introducing a Redundant Cluster Head (R-CH). 
R-CH job is to monitor the Cluster Head (CH) in a silent mode. In case 
of CH failure, the R-CH will take over the CH operation immediately. 
The network redundancy option can be either a fully or partially 
depends on the application requirement. This option gives the proposed 
protocol the flexibility to work in different situations.
c. Scalability: Provides scalability with the purpose to operate in a large 
and heterogeneous network. As the protocol target is towards forest fire 
monitoring similar applications, the large area size with the 
heterogeneous of SN and data are the main characteristics of these types 
of applications. So, the protocol designed to cope with the huge area 
size and heterogeneous network.
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d. Heterogeneous Network: Operates on the presence of mixtures sensors 
(sense different types of data) and SNs (different SNs capabilities) 
network.
e. QoS: Provides data QoS. Since the application has different sensed data 
types, and this mean that every type needs certain level of service. The 
proposed protocol provides level of seivices to the data by using the 
routing priority queues.
f. Network Mobility: Works with mobility of Base Station (BS) and SN 
(except CH, Co-operative CH (C-CH), and R-CH). The network 
mobility is the mobility of both the BS and SNs, which cause the 
network topology to be dynamic. The proposed protocol support 
mobility except for CH, C-CH, and R-CH. In this particular case this 
can be neglected because time to time the CH node may return to 
nonnal SN and then is free to move. The same thing applied to the C- 
CH and R-CH.
The proposed routing protocol was tested based on the forest fire monitoring 
application requirements. Based on this, an application description and scenario have 
been defined. The resulting specification describes how WSNs can be used in a forest fire 
monitoring application.
1.5 Thesis Structure
The rest of this thesis is organised as follows. In the next chapter, the 
background and research issues on WSN are explained. Wliere, a suivey of relevant 
literature of WSN routing protocols based on fiat, hierarchical, location-based, and QoS 
classifications are covered in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 introduces the proposed Self Organizing and Network Sumvability 
(SONS) routing protocol in WSN. The chapter first defines the problem and then explains 
in details the proposed routing protocol operation phases (start-up, synchronization, and 
message exchange phases).
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Chapter 5 demonstrates a simulation methodology and scenario; covering 
simulation tools used, installation procedure, programming structure (for both sensor 
nodes and base station).
Chapter 6 displays the simulation results and discussions. First an explaination 
for the scenario used on the simulation is presented; then a discussion of the simulation 
results based on network resiliency, redundancy, network lifetime, QoS and scalability is 
offered; further analysis of the proposed routing protocol and comparison with the 
simulation results is also covered on the chapter.
Finally, Chapter 7 present a discussion of the conclusion and future directions of 
this research. In addition, appendices of source code of the proposed protocol are 
attached.
1.6 List of Publications
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Chapter 2
Background and Research Issues on 
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)
2.1 Introduction
Revolution in electronic industries assists in Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) 
existence by introducing a low cost, and small size wireless sensor devices. WSN 
established by deploying (randomly or manually) a large number of sensor devices which 
sense and collaborate with each other automatically without human interruption to send 
sensed data to each other or Base Station (BS). The sensor devices have limited resource 
with respect to the power source (mainly non-rechargeable), processing power, memory 
storage, and wireless communication range/bandwidth. So, careful design in hardware 
and software is needed to comply with these limitations.
The significance of WSN in our life is distinguished and can provide critical 
information for decision maker that other systems may not be able to provide. WSN can 
be used in military or civilian applications. According to its application it can be used to 
do monitoring, tracking, and controlling tasks. In addition, it can be deployed in a harsh 
environment that is difficult to be reached or even in area that cannot be reached by 
human. As electronic industries make progress in developing sensor devices and try to 
reach the nano-size, the applications and importance of WSN are increasing day after day.
From the above limitations WSN mainly needs from the electronic/computer 
industries to manufacture a small sensor device with high processing power that 
consumes low energy, large memory capacity, and large power source as hardware part. 
Whereas on software, it needs to produce small and simple operating system to operate
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and control the sensor device, and constmct communication protocol to build up the 
network to transfer sensed data. More details in WSN will be covered in the next sections.
2,2 The scope of WSN
The application scope of the WSN was expanded with time to include many 
aspects of our life. In the beginning the WSN was aimed for military application which 
was initially funded by the US defence department. So, “a number of early, mostly US- 
based research projects established a de facto definition of a wireless sensor network as a 
large-scale, ad-hoc, multi-hop, unpartitioned network of largely homogeneous, tiny, 
resource-constrained, mostly fixed sensor nodes that would be randomly deployed in the 
area of interest” [10]. But this definition does not reflect all recent development in 
applications of sensor networks. A more general definition is that “WSN is a wireless 
network consists of a large number of devices (nodes) that are deployed manually or 
randomly in area of interest. These nodes are small, low cost, mobile or stationaiy, 
resource-constrained, and heterogeneous which sense and collaborate with each other 
automatically without human interruption to send the sensed data to the client or Base 
Station (BS) in a wireless mode” [5].
2.3 WSN Structure
The WSN consists of BS and Sensor Nodes (SNs). BS is the same as SNs in 
architecture but has fewer constraints on hardware and software. SN consists of two parts: 
hai'dware and softwai'e. Figure 2-1 shows the hardware architecture of SNs which consists 
of the following components [4],[11-13]:
• Transceiver Unit: This unit contains transmitter, receiver, and antenna 
components for transmission /reception task.
• Microcontroller (processor) Unit: Its function is to perform computational 
processing and command execution.
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Storage Unit: It is sensor node’s memory to store all software part of sensor 
node including the OS program code and the sensed or relayed data.
Sensing Unit: It depends on the application in which some nodes may contain 
many sensor types. Mainly contains two parts: the sensor that detect analog data 
and the Analog-to-digital Converter (ADC) which convert analog sensed data to 
digital to be able to manipulate (process) it.
Power Unit: It is an energy source to power the node for data processing, 
sensing, and data transmission/ reception purpose.
Power Generator Unit: (optional). The function is to charge the battery unit 
using energy generated from the environment.
Mobile Unit (optional): It enables sensor node to be mobile.
Position Finder Unit (optional): It enables sensor node to discover its position 
geographically, (e.g., using Global Positioning System (GPS) unit).
nternet
Position 
Finder •
;  Mobilizer % 
Unit SensingUnit
Transceiver
Unit
Microcontroller
Unit
Power Unit1
Pow er G enerator Unit
Figure 2-1: General fire application scenario and hardware parts of sensor node
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The software ai'chitecture consists of [13],[14]:
• Operating System (OS) of sensor node: OS runs and manages the sensor node 
hardware. The characteristics of the OS is to be simple (able to mn in limited 
Central Processing Unit (CPU) perfonnance), and small in code size (can be 
stored in small limited memory size).
• Protocol Stack: to manage network connectivity and deliver infoiination 
between BS and sensor nodes which covers all network layers from physical to 
application layers and this resides in both the BS and sensor nodes.
• Bridge: is to integiate WSN network with other networks and is resides in BS.
Additionally, Figure 2-1 shows one general fire application scenario of WSN, 
which later will be described in more details.
2.4 WSN Protocol Stack
WSN differs from the classical protocol stack in several aspects. However, due 
to the nature of WSN and constraints, the protocol stack in WSN can be described in the 
context of standaid network protocol stack. It consists of the following layers in 
comparison with the classical protocol stack as shown in Figure 2-2 [12]:
• Physical Layer: This layer is the first layer above the transmission medium. The 
layer tasks can be summarized into frequency selection, carrier frequency 
generation, signal detection, data modulation, and data encryption.
• Data-Link Layer: This layer convert packets to frame (ready to be sent) and 
vice versa. The layer is allocated in between the physical and the network 
layers. It controls the access to the transmission medium. The tasks of this layer 
are eiTor conti'ol, data frame detection, multiplexing of data stream, and 
medium access control. The Media Access Control (MAC) protocol covers this 
layer,
• Network Layer: The objective of this layer is to provide transparent point-to- 
point data transfer. So, routing protocol is responsible for this layer.
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• Transport Layer: It provides end to end data flow control & reliability. It’s 
needed when system will be accessed from external network.
• Application Layer: This layer makes use of hardware (H/W) and software 
(SAV) of the lower layer transparent to applications.
In addition, WSN has considerations to the following three plans [12]:
• Power Management Plane. Manages how a sensor node uses its power
• Mobility Management Plane. Detects and registers the movement of sensor 
nodes
• Task Management Plane. Balances and schedules the sensing tasks given to a 
specific region.
Application
Layer
Transport Layer
OQ m (0
fD OQNetwork Layer li'lData-Link Layer
Physical Layer
Transmission Medium (Wireless)
Figure 2-2: WSN protocol stack
2.5 Constraints & Challenges in WSN Routing protocols
The objective of network layer is to provide end-to-end transparent data transfer 
(i.e. to find a route from source to destination). The problem seems simple, but solution is 
hard due to the WSN problem nature and constraints. The following paragraph shows 
what are the constraints and challenges that face the WSN’s routing protocol designers.
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The nature of Wireless Sensor Network is different from that of wired network. 
WSN has more constraints and difficulties when designing a routing protocol. For this 
reason, any existing routing protocol camiot be applied in WSN directly and if could be 
then it may not be efficient. So, any designer should be aware of the WSN constraints. 
The following state the WSN constraints and challenges [3],[4]:
• Sensor node:
■ Power source: This is the most important constraint that faces the routing 
protocol designer. Wlien sensor nodes are deployed in harsh enviromuent, 
it is difficult to reach these nodes to replace or recharge the power source. 
FurtheiiTiore, due to its small size, the power source of the sensor node is 
very limited. It is important to use the power source intelligently.
■ Processor power: To make a sensor node cheap in cost, small in size, and 
consumes low power, the sensor node is limited to low processor power. In 
this manner, the designer of the routing protocol should make their 
algorithms as simple as possible.
■ Memory capacity: The same reasons as in the processor power lead to 
limited memory capacity. The memory stores the Operating System (OS) 
that run the sensor node and the sensed data to be sent to the BS. Careful 
design should be aware of the memory capacity to avoid memory 
overflow.
■ Transmission bandwidth and range: The communication among sensor 
nodes is wireless. This transmission medium is low bandwidth comparing 
to the wire transmission medium. The nodes also share bandwidth. Since 
number of sensor nodes deployed is very large, each sensor node has only 
a relative small bandwidth for communications on the same coverage area. 
The communication range of the sensor nodes is limited and the area of 
deployment is very large. So, not every sensor node can send (reach) their 
data directly to the BS. To solve this problem, the node will pass and relay 
data to another sensor towards to the BS. The data could be relayed many 
times to reach the BS.
• Mobility: The network topology is dynamic due to the mobility of BS or sensor 
nodes. If both are mobile then the whole network could be mobile. This has an
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effect on the network topology, bandwidth, and power source. Not forget, that 
even the sensed event could be mobile. Using routing protocol used in wire 
network is difficult because the network topology is not fixed. Also, another 
factor cause network topology to be dynamic is the number of sensor nodes in 
the network (new SN join or existing SN leave the network).
Self organization: As mentioned on the definition of WSN, the sensor nodes 
should be organized with each other to send sensed data to the BS without any 
human interruption. Sensor nodes know through routing protocols how to create 
a network, where to send the data, and how to overcome any difficulty face the 
network automatically.
High density deployment: The deployment of sensor nodes can be manual or 
mostly automatic (example: SNs could be dropped from airplane on the area of 
interest) with a large number of nodes. So, the normal addressing method used in 
traditional network is not feasible in this case.
Data Reporting Methods: The data reporting is depending on the applications 
and the data time sensitivity. It can be classified in to the following:
■ Time-driven: Suitable for the applications that required periodic data 
reporting.
■ Event-driven: Sensor nodes react immediately to sudden and radical 
changes in the value of a sensed attribute due to the occurrence of a certain 
event (like send a report if the sensed fire temperature reaches over a pre­
determine temperature threshold).
■ Query-event: Same as event-driven mode. But, the sensor nodes respond 
immediately to a query generated by the BS or another node in the 
network. This is suitable for the time critical-applications.
■ Hybrid: From its name, hybrid mode combines all the three modes. The 
sensor node will use one of the three modes depends on the application and 
data types.
Node/Link Heterogeneity: WSN may contain homogeneous or heterogeneous 
sensor nodes. Many researchers assume homogenous sensor nodes, that all 
sensor nodes have the same specifications (i.e. same sensor type, power capacity.
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of thousands or even more. The routing protocol should be able to handle this 
huge number of nodes.
Data Aggregation: Since the number of sensor nodes is huge and many sensor 
nodes likely to be near to each other on the same sensing coverage area, 
redundant sensed data will exist, hi order to extend the network life time and to 
eidiance the sensed data accuracy, then data aggiegation process is used to avoid 
sending multiple duplicate data by using the maximum, minimum, or average 
value. This called data fusion.
Quality of Service (QoS): Some time sensitive applications require data to be 
delivered within a certain time limitation. The designer should take in 
consideration of this issue when design a routing protocol for this type of 
applications.
Security: Since the transmission media is wireless, then it is easy to be hacked if 
there is no security parameters.
2,6 Routing Protocols in WSN
Numerous routing protocols in WSNs have been proposed for several target 
applications and objectives design. Routing protocols in WSN can be categorized 
according to the network structure, protocol operation, resource utilization, or Üie way the 
source finds a route to the destination [3],[4], Figure 2-3 illustiates classification of the 
routing protocols in WSN. Where, in-depth description of these classifications will be on 
the following sections.
processor performance, memory capacity, transmission bandwidth, and mobility 
features). This is not always true; the WSN may contain a mixture of different 
node types, which leads to a different sensed data to be relayed on the network to 
reach BS.
Scalability: The number of sensor nodes deployed in WSN could be on the order !
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Routing Protocols in WS^;
Routing AlgorithmProtocol Operation Network Structure
Proactive
(Table-driven) HybridHybrid Flat Network Location based
Reactive
(on-demand)
Hierarchical
NetworkCoherent basedMultipath based
Query based QoS based
Figure 2-3: Classification of Routing Protocols in WSNs
2.6.1 Protocol Operation classifîcatîon
In the protocol operation classification, the routing protocols can be organized 
based on the routing technique used. As shown in Figure 2-3 routing protocols is 
categorized as follow:
i. Negotiation-based: In this category, all protocols use high-level data 
descriptors negotiation to eliminate redundant data transmissions.
ii. Multipath-based: All routing protocols that use fault tolerance feature. 
On other word use multiple paths rather than a single path in order to 
enhance network performance.
iii. Query-based: Clearly from the name, all routing protocols that enable 
the target sensor node to respond for a query request from the BS by 
sending the requested sensed data immediately to it.
iv. QoS-based: Routing protocols in this category have to balance between 
requested data quality (such as delay, bandwidth, etc.) and energy 
consumption.
V. Coherent-based: Is a way to enable sensor nodes to do co-operative 
data processing with each other. The data is forwarded to the 
aggregator (elected sensor node to do complex data processing task) 
after doing minimum processing.
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vi. Hybrid: Recent protocols designer combined several features which 
camiot be classified under certain class in protocol operation and then 
will be classified as hybrid.
2.6.2 Network Structure classification
Based on the underlying network stiucture, the routing protocols in this category 
are either fiat, or hierarchical, or location-based network structure (as shown in Figure 
2-3).
i. Flat-based routing: is a multi-hop routing in which all nodes are 
typically assigned equal roles or functionality in the network. No effort 
is made to organize the network or its traffic, only to discover the best 
route hop by hop to a destination by any path.
ii. Hierarchical-based routing: Nodes play different roles in the network. 
Routing protocols in this classification gi'oup nodes together by 
function into hierarchy. Clusters are created and special tasks are 
assigned to the Cluster Heads (CHs) that increase the efficiency and 
scalability of the network. CHs increase efficiency by minimizing 
energy consumption within a cluster by processing and aggregation of 
sensed data, so that communication to the Base Station (BS) can be 
reduced. Whereas scalability is achieved tluough elimination lai'ge 
centralized addressing scheme and communication with the BS for all 
nodes. There are usually two major phases in hierarchical-based 
routing. In the first phase clusters are fonned and the second phase is 
usually related to routing.
iii. Location-based routing: Sensor nodes positions are exploited to route 
data to the desired regions rather than the whole network. In most 
cases, location infomiation is needed to estimate energy consumption 
between two particular nodes to route data in energy efficient way.
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2.6.3 Routing Algorithm classification
Whereas on the way the source finds a route to the destination, the routing 
protocols can be broken to (see Figure 2-3):
i. Proactive (table-driven): All routes are computed before they really 
needed. So, every node maintains the network topology information in 
the form of routing tables by periodically exchanging routing 
information. Routing information is generally flooded in the whole 
network. Whenever a node requires a path to a destination, it runs an 
appropriate path-finding algorithm on the topology information it 
maintains.
ii. Reactive (on-demand): Routes are computed on demand. Then, protocols 
do not maintain the network topology information, and do not exchange 
routing information periodically. They obtain the necessary path when it 
is required, by using a route determination procedure. The discovery 
procedure terminates when either a route has been found or no route is 
available after examination for all route permutations. In most cases, 
flooding technique is used in the route discovery procedure.
iii. Hybrid: Routes found using a combination of both proactive and reactive 
modes, which take the best features of the two categories. Nodes within a 
particular geographical region firom the concerned node are said to be 
within the routing zone of the given node. For routing within this zone, a 
proactive approach is used. For nodes that are located beyond this zone, 
a reactive approach is used. Like in Internet routing protocol, internal 
routing information of a zone does not pass to outside to other 
Autonomous System (AS) region.
Hierarchical based architecture improves the network energy performance and 
increases its lifetime over the flat architecture. Additionally, Hierarchical network 
structure routing protocols covers more applications than flat or location-based routing 
protocols. Moreover, results achieved in the hierarchical based protocols are promising in 
terms of network lifetime, latency, QoS, and mobility.
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2.7 Summary
This chapter presents a general view of WSNs. An introduction to a new up to 
date definition of WSN with comparison to the old definitions is presented. Additionally, 
scope of WSN applications and SN haidwaie components has been covered with WSN 
limitations and constraints. Then, WSN protocol stack is discussed along with a detailed 
description of network layer. Moreover, the study reveals the challenges that face WSN 
routing protocol designers. Detailed classifications and description of routing protocols in 
WSN is presented. The chapter also covers the relevant routing protocols based on section 
2.6.2 (network structure classification). The proposed routing protocol tackles power 
source, mobility, self organizing, high density deployment, node heterogeneity, 
scalability, and QoS challenges described in section 2.5 (constraints & challenges in 
WSN routing protocols).
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Chapter 3
The State of the Art
The proposed routing protocol in general uses a multi-hop hierarchy routing 
technique. It is designed to provide Quality of Service (QoS) in terms of packet delay 
with network survivability feature in forest fire monitoring similar applications.
In this chapter a related routing protocols in WSN will be reviewed. Generally, 
these protocols can be classified as data centric (and fiat), hierarchical, location or Quality 
of Seiwice (QoS); in data centric, protocols are able to select a set of Sensor Nodes (SNs) 
that are on requested region and utilize data aggregation during the relaying of data; 
whereas in hierarchical, SNs play different functional roles in the network as described in 
the previous chapter; in location-based protocols SNs positions sxq exploited to route data 
in the network; and in QoS, routing protocols have to balance between requested data 
quality (such as reliability, delay, bandwidth, etc.) and energy consumption.
SPIN [15], Directed Diffusion [16], and GRAB [17] are data centric protocols 
which eliminate redundant data while routing from source to destination. In hierarchical 
routing protocols as LEACH [18], LEACH-C [10], PEGASIS [19], TEEN [20], APTEEN 
[21], SOP [22], LEACH & multi-hop hybrid [23], CuMPE [24], 2L-OFF1S [25], TTDD 
[26], and CBR MOBILE-WSN [27] form clusters with cluster heads (CHs) in order to 
minimize the energy consumption both for processing and transmission of data. GPSR 
[28], GEAR [29], and CBERRP [30] are location-based routing protocol which requires 
GPS information to determine an optimal path. SPEED [31], MIMO-Based [32], OEDSR 
[33], and REER [34] are QoS aware routing protocols that address various requirements 
such as energy efficiency and reliability. The rest of chapter will tackle in more details 
these protocols.
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3.1 Flat Structure Routing Protocols
In Directed Diffiision, Base Station (BS) requests data by broadcasting interests 
in multi-hop fashion. Wliere, every SN re-broadcast the interest until reaching the 
requesting SN to send back the data. The process can be summarized into thiee stages (a) 
propagate the interest, (b) building gradients, and (c) data dissemination. Directed 
diffusion differs from Sensor Protocols for Information via Negotiation (SPIN) that is on- 
demand protocol. Directed dif&sion is energy gieedy because of its broadcast nature.
3.1.1 Directed Diffusion
Directed Difftision [16] differs from SPIN in terms of on-demand data querying 
mechanism and communication method. In Directed Diffrision the sink (or BS) floods 
interests only if necessary (consei*ve network energy) in contrast to SPIN where the SNs 
advertise the availability of data. And all communication in Directed Diffrision is 
neighbour to neighbour with each node having the capability to perfonn data aggiegation 
and caching. There is no need to maintain global network topology in Directed Diffusion 
an in SPIN.
In general. Directed Diffrision operation consists of tluee phases. The phases are 
Interest propagation, giadient setup, and data dissemination. The operation starts fr om the 
BS by broadcasting interests. An interest is a task description to be done by the network. 
Then, the interests are diffuses through the network hop by hop, that each SN re­
broadcast the interests to its neighbours. Wliile the interests travel through the network, 
giadients are setup on the way to the source, A giadient specifies an attribute value and a 
direction that will be used to route requested data in hop-to-hop fashion fr om the source 
SN to the BS. Each SN that receives interest, setup a giadient toward the interest sender 
(BS or SN). This process continues until interest reaches the intended SN and the 
giadients are setup from the source SN back to the BS. Finally, source SN send back the 
requested data to one of its neighbour SN based on the giadient information. Upon SN 
receive data, it aggregate the data if possible and re-send it to the one of its neighbour SN. 
The data reinforced to select best path based on the giadient infoiination. This process is 
repeated until data reach the BS.
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Figure 3-1 shows an example of network using Directed Diffusion routing 
protocol. The figure illustrates the three operation phases (interest propagation, gradient 
setup, and data dissemination) of the Directed Diffusion.
To find a better path and cope with network changes, aggregation tree needs to 
be updated by the BS periodically broadcast the interests. In Directed Diffusion all SNs 
are application-aware, which enables diffusion to achieve energy savings by selecting 
empirically good paths, and by caching and processing data in the network. Caching can 
increase the efficiency, robustness, and scalability of coordination between sensor nodes.
So Directed Diffusion is on-demand query-driven routing protocol. Which is 
inappropriate for applications requiring continuous data delivery, e.g., environmental 
monitoring. Additionally, attribute-based naming scheme is application dependent. This 
requires a prior attribute definition for each application, and leads for extra processing 
overhead at SNs.
Source Source
Sink Sink
G: Gradients
Interest Propagation Initial Gradient setup
Source
TO
Sink
C
Data delivery along 
re-enforced path
Figure 3-1; Example of routing sensed data using Directed Diffusion technique
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3.1.2 Sensor Protocols for Information via Negotiation (SPIN)
SPIN [15] solve implosion and overlap problems by negotiation; implosion 
problem is caused by SNs that always send data to their neighbours even if these 
neighbours have already received the data from another node (see example in Figure 3-2); 
and overlap issue is a redundant sensed data caused by nodes that often cover overlapping 
sensing areas (see example in
Figure 3-3).
, Receive 4 
multiple copies .
Source Destination
KJj
Figure 3-2: Example of implosion problem
In Figure 3-2 an example of a source sensor node tries to send data to the 
destination through intermediate SNs. In the figure the circles represent SNs and the solid 
arrows are the communication link. From the figure the source node sends data to its 
neighbour SNs (a and b). And then SN(a) & SN(b) resend the data to their neighbours 
SNs. The process continues until the data reach the destination. Because of this process 
multiple copies of the data will be delivered as can be seen in the figure at nodes c, g, h, 
and destination.
Figure 3-3 illustrates an example of overlapping problem. The small shaded 
circles in the figure represent SNs and the large circles correspond to the sensing range of 
the SNs. Additionally, the solid arrows stand for the communication links and the yellow
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shaded starbursts correspond to the sensed event. Where an event occurs on the sensing 
range of both SNs a and b. The SNs a and b sensed the same event and sends the data to 
their neighbour SN c and d respectively. Finally, BS will receive multiple copies of the 
same event from SNs c and d.
vent^ }^ BS
\
Figure 3-3: Example of overlap problem
SPIN depend on metadata (data description) which is application specific and is 
small compared to the actual data. It performs metadata negotiations before any data is 
transmitted. This ensures that there is no redundant data sent over the network. It simply 
uses three types of messages. First, SN that has data to share can advertise this by 
transmitting an ADV (data advertisement) message with metadata attached. Next, the 
received nodes send a REQ (request for data) message back to the sender if it wishes to 
receive the actual data. Finally, the sender will send DATA message of the actual data 
associated with the metadata to the requester. And then the above process is repeated until 
the data reach the BS.
There are many versions and enhancements of SPIN and they are as follow:
• SPIN-1 [15]: is a three stage protocol as described above. Every node 
checks its resource consumption. Then perform meta-data negotiation
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before transmitting data in order to ensure that only usefiil infoiination 
will be transferred.
• SPIN-2 [15]: same as in SPIN-1 but incoiporate a tlneshold-based 
resource awareness mechanism. If the remaining energy of the node is 
higher than the tlneshold, then SPIN-2 operates similar to SPIN-1. 
Othei-wise, the node reduces its paiticipation in the protocol.
• SPIN-BC [35]: is designed for broadcast channels.
• SPIN-PP [35]: is designed for point-to-point communication.
• SPIN-EC [35]: similar to SPIN-PP, but with an energy heuristics added to
it.
• SPIN-RL [35]: enliance version of SPIN-PP protocol to account for the
lossy channel.
SPIN assume that all SNs in the network are possible BS. This enables a user to 
query any node and get the required information straight away. SPIN make use of the 
property that nodes in close proximity have similai* data, and hence there is a need to only 
distribute the data other nodes do not posses.
3.1.3 GRAdient Broadcast (GRAB)
GRAB [17] use a way of building a cost field toward a particular node, and then 
reliably routing queries across a limited size mesh toward that node. It is an enlianced 
and extended work of the first version introduced in [36]. GRAB use algoritlim proposed 
in [37] to build and maintain the cost field. It comes with the overhead of a network flood 
to set up the cost field, but queries are routed along an interleaved set of short paths, and 
can thus be delivered cheaply and reliably.
• Building a Network Cost Field
Initially, all SN start with a cost of oo (infinity). The operation of building the 
network cost field begins witli the BS broadcasting an advertisement packet (ADV) 
amiouncing a cost of 0. Wlien SN receives the ADV packet, it calculates its cost by
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adding the link cost between itself and the sender (initially BS) to the packet cost field. 
Then it compares this cost to the previously recorded one; if the new cost is smaller, then 
it updates its recorded cost with the new one and broadcast ADV packet associated with 
the new cost. As can be noticed, the operation of cost field consumes a lot of ADV 
broadcasting before a node settles with minimum cost. Moreover, the ADV broadcast 
increase radically as the network size increase. Authors in [37] introduce a waiting 
algorithm to overcome the broadcast drawback by ensuring each node broadcasts ADV 
packet only once. But, to keep the forwarding efficient the cost field should be refreshed 
periodically. To avoid this, the authors choose an event-driven design.
• Credit-based robust forwarding mesh
After the network cost field is built, the source node start to send credit packets. 
At each hop only nodes with a smaller cost than the sender can forward the packet. The 
packets have a control fields that is filled by the source and used for the GRAB 
foiwarding algorithm. The control fields are as follow:
• a: the amount of credit assigned to the packet at the source. It determines 
the “width” of the forwarding mesh. This field does not change as the 
packet travels towards the sink. Authors in [17] shows best value of a = 6.
• Csource: the cost of the source to send a packet to the sink. It is used to 
calculate the threshold. This field does not change at different hops, 
either.
• Pconsumed: the amount of budget that has been consumed from the source 
to the current hop. It is the accumulative sum of the initial cost used by 
the source to broadcast the packet and the cost used to forward the packet 
at each hop.
• Csender- the cost of the Current sender that broadcasts the packet.
For network robustness issue multiple paths are required from source to 
destination. GRAB use a mesh of paths with a sufficient width to keep delivering data 
successfully in the presence of node failure. Moreover, GRAB eliminates packets to 
travel away from the BS or take a long path by using the values in the control fields of the 
packet. As packet reaches a node, it examines if its cost field is less than the sender. If so,
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it consume some of the packet credit and check if there is a sufficient credit to foiward the 
packet otheiwise it will delete the packet. The nodes near to the source consume more 
credit than nodes away fiom the source.
From the above, GRAB based on creating a mesh of multiple path from source to 
destination and forward packets on the selected path of the mesh based on the network 
cost field. The network cost field maintenance is costly due to the ADV broadcast 
especially on the large dynamic mobile network (SN and BS). In addition, GRAB does 
not provide any kind of QoS and thus malces GRAB to operate in homogeneous network 
only.
3,2 Hierarchical Routing Protocols
The purpose of hierarchical routing protocol is mainly based on efficient use of 
the energy source of sensor nodes by involving them in multi-hop communication as well 
as perfomiing data aggiegation and fusion in order to decrease the tiansmission distance 
and the number of transmitted messages to the BS. In hierarchical routing protocols SNs 
play different roles on tlie network. Higher energy nodes can be used to process and send 
the infoiination to the BS, while low energy nodes can be used to perform the sensing 
task. In general, the hierarchical routing is done in two layers; where one layer is used to 
select Cluster Heads (CHs) (the selection process is perfoiined during establishing the 
network layer on the WSN network and this phase is called the setup phase) and the other 
for routing. Hierarchical protocols compared to the flat protocols offer a more feasible 
solution to handle large scale networks with their enhancements to better share limited 
wireless channel bandwidth, balancing node energy consumption and reduce 
communication expense [4],[38]. In the following, main hierarchal routing protocols are 
presented.
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3.2,1 Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) 
Protocol
LEACH [18] is one of the well known routing protocols in WSN based on 
hierarchical structure. In general LEACH divides the network into clusters (sections) and 
in each cluster there is an elected sensor node to act as manager of the cluster called 
Cluster Head (CH). The cluster head task is to manage communication among member 
nodes of the cluster, data processing, and relay processed sensed data to the Base Station 
(BS) directly as seen in Figure 3-4. This means, that CH will not do sensing task. 
Periodically in every cluster election process is accomplished to choose a new CH.
The operation of the LEACH is divided into several rounds. Each round is 
divided into two phases; setup phase and steady-state phase (see Figure 3-5). In the setup 
phase, all nodes are organized into clusters through exchange protocol messages and one 
node is elected as cluster head in each cluster. The CH election process is done using 3-1. 
Such that every node (n) chooses random number between 0 and 1. If the chosen number 
is less than a threshold value T(n) as in the equation, it becomes a cluster head. The 
thieshold foimula is as follow [18]:
f  P1----------------- 7Î\~ i f n  e Gr (n )  = j 1 -  p ( r  mod  ( - J )  3-1
V 0 otherwise
Where:
G: is the set of nodes involved in the CH election that have not been cluster head in 
the last 1/P rounds.
P: the desire percentage o f cluster heads, 
r : the cuiTent round.
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Figure 3-4 LEACH network structure
The shaded circles in Figure 3-4 represent CHs and the small white circles refer 
to the SNs. The large circles correspond to clusters boundary. In the figure, SNs send 
(solid arrows) sensed data to their CHs and then CHs in return aggregate the collected 
data and send it directly to the BS.
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Figure 3-5 LEACH time line
Figure 3-5 describes the LEACH time line schedule using Time Division 
Multiple Access (TDMA) teclmique. The rectangles with label represent the SN schedule 
transmission time that repeated every rounds as needed.
Here gives a simple example to illustrate the concept and teclmique. Initially in 
the first round (r = 0), each node has a probability P of becoming a cluster head. The 
nodes that ar e cluster heads in round 0 camiot be cluster heads for the next 1/p rounds and 
after 1/p rounds the nodes aie once again eligible to become cluster heads. Thus after (1/p
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-  1) rounds, T(n) = 1 for any nodes that have not yet been cluster heads. An example will 
clarify the idea. Let assumes the percentage probability of cluster heads is 10% (P = 0.1) 
and node 3 not yet becomes a cluster head and in round 4 (r =4) the threshold is:
P 0.1
Round = 4 T(3) =
Round = 5
Round = 6
Round = 7
Round = 8
Round = 9
1 -  P (r mod  ( i ) )  1 -  0 .1(4 mod  ( ^ ) )
0.1
T(3) =  ----------------------T T T  =  0-2
1 — 0.1(5 mod
r (3 )  = --------------------------------=  0.25
1 — 0.1(6 mod 
0.1T(3) =  ----------------------—j—  =  0.333
1 — 0.1(7 mod  ^Q^J)
0 1T(3) =  ---------------:------TTj—  =  0.5
1 — 0.1(8 mod  ^Q-^j)
T ( 3 ) = ---------------------- . 1 ^ = 1
1 — 0.1(9 mod
= 0.1667
It can be noticed that if node 3- does not become a cluster head in round 4, the 
threshold is increase on the next round until reaching T(3) = 1 on round (1/p -  1) = 9.
Every cluster head setup a transmission time slots schedule for all member 
nodes in its cluster using Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) transmission schedule 
[12]. The steady state phase is divided into frames. In every cluster, member nodes send 
the sensed data to their CH according to the TDMA schedule. From TDMA schedule the 
sensor nodes know their idle time slots and goes to sleep mode during this period to save 
its power source. CH after all member nodes sent their data will process the data by 
compress and eliminate redundant. Then CH passed the data directly to the BS. Another 
round of the setup and steady state phases will be repeated. LEACH uses a TDMA and 
Code-Division Multiple Access (CDMA) [12] medium access control to reduce inter­
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cluster and intra-cluster collisions respectively. To avoid high overhead, the period of the 
steady state phase is longer than setup phase.
LEACH has the following weaknesses:
i. LEACH assumes that all sensor nodes can send directly to the BS. So, 
CH sends the processed data to the base station directly. This may not be 
the case in large harsh enviromnent.
ii. If direct transmission to the BS is possible, then it will leads to great 
differences on the tiansmission energy dissipations that the CHs use to 
transmit data to the BS. Therefore after the network operates for some 
rounds there will be considerable difference on energy consumption 
between the nodes near the BS and those far ftom the BS. This affect the 
life time of the network, as gi adually the network size and coverage will 
shrinlc round after round.
iii. LEACH assumes nodes always have data to send. Also, assumes that all 
nodes stait with equally energy capacity in every round, this leads that 
CH consumes the same power as sensor node, which may not be true.
iv. LEACH does not take into account priority data, QoS, network 
reliability, network mobility, and network security.
As a result, LEACH extends the life time of the network comparing to flat 
routing protocols but not very efficient saving due to direct communication between the 
CHs and the BS.
3.2.2 LEACH Centralize (LEACH-C) Protocol
LEACH-C [10] is an enhancement to the LEACH by centralizing the processing 
task to the BS (see Figure 3-6). During the setup phase all the nodes send their energy 
level associated with their location infoiination to the BS. Then BS computes the average 
of energy level and accordingly, the BS groups the network into clusters with their CHs
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(according to nodes energy level) be decided. After that BS sends to the network the 
results of creating clusters and CHs. Each cluster communicates using unique direct- 
sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) [39] code. All the nodes in the cluster transmit their 
data to the CH according to their TDMA schedule using the same spreading code to avoid 
intra-cluster interference.
In LEACH-C, setup phase start firstly by SNs send their energy status and 
location to the BS as shown on the top circle in Figure 3-6. Then BS uses the SNs 
information to cluster and determine CH for each cluster as can be seen in the figure (the 
following three circles). The next circle is the last one on the setup phase that each CH 
assign TDMA schedule to its cluster members. On the following circle steady phase starts 
by SNs send their sensed data to their CH. Followed by CHs send the aggregated data to 
the BS directly as shown on the last circle. The process return to the first top circle to 
repeat the operation.
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Figure 3-6 LEACH-C flow chart
LEACH-C has the following weaknesses:
i. Clearly, centralizing network clustering processing task makes less 
communication in creating clusters and CH in sensor nodes side. But, in 
every round all sensor nodes will send their energy level along with its 
location to the BS to repeat the process which communications consume 
more power source especially the farthest nodes from the BS and it 
might not possible to provide node location in certain application. Then 
the problem still exists.
ii. Like LEACH, LEACH-C doesn’t support QoS, network mobility and 
network security.
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3.2.3 Power-Efficient Gathering in Sensor Information Systems 
(PEGASIS)
PEGASIS [19] is an enhancement to the LEACH by constructing a near-optimal 
chain under the following assumptions:
■ All nodes have location information about all other nodes and each of 
them has the capability of transmitting data to the base station directly 
(difficult to achieve this assumption).
■ BS and sensor nodes are fixed.
■ Homogeneous network. That the BS and sensor nodes have same initial 
energy level (not applicable in real case).
It is simple idea, that nodes need only to communicate with their closest 
neiglibour, and they take turns in communicating with the BS. In this case the energy 
consumes by transmission will be at minimum because the nodes adjust its transmission 
power so that only the neighbour node can receive data. This is achieved by using the 
signal strength; each sensor node can measure the distance to all neighbouring nodes and 
detennine the closest neighbour node, and then adjusts the signal strength according to it.
Results of the paper [19] indicate, PEGASIS outperform by twice in network life 
time than LEACH. This is good in power constraint environment, but the weaknesses are:
i. Based on PEGASIS assumption (BS and SN are fixed), it is not designed 
for mobile network.
ii. Require global information of the network known by each sensor node 
(not easy to obtain global information and needs large memory capacity).
iii. Assumption that all sensor nodes have the same level of energy and are 
likely to die at the same time is not practical or feasible is reality.
iv. It does not support QoS and security.
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3.2.4 Threshold-Sensitive Energy Efficient Sensor Network 
Protocol (TEEN)
TEEN [20] is a cluster-based routing protocol proposed for time-critical 
applications. Like in LEACH, TEEN divides the network into sectors (clusters) and 
assigns CH for each cluster. Every CH sends to its members two parameter values:
■ The Hard Tlneshold (Ht) value: If the sensor node sensed attribute value 
higher than Ht, then it switch on its ti'ansmitter and report it.
■ The Soft Tlneshold (St) value: If the sensor node notices a change in the 
value of the sensed attribute equal to or higher than St, then it switches on 
its transmitter and reports it. Cleaily, as St gets smaller, then more 
accurate data will gained and more power consumes.
Because of data tiansmission consumes more power than data sensing. TEEN 
depends on reducing network power consumption by making the nodes continuously 
sensing, but transmit whenever conditions meets Ht or St- TEEN assumes that a BS and 
sensor nodes start with the same initial energy. Also, it assumes that BS can transmit to 
all the nodes directly.
From the above description, the weaknesses of TEEN routing protocol can be 
summarized in the following:
i. If the thi esliolds are not received, the nodes will never communicate, and 
the user will not get any data from the network at all.
ii. CHs have to leave their transmitter on all the time and wait for data from 
member nodes
iii. Node’s time slot is wasted if it does not have data to send, while other 
nodes have to wait for their time slots.
iv. There is no mechanism to distinguish a node status, either normal that 
does not sense a big change or failed node.
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V. Also, TEEN does not classify data importance (QoS). So, does not fit the 
time sensitive application if there is more than one message to report to 
the client. And it does not support security.
3.2.5 Adaptive Periodic TEEN (APTEEN)
From the name, APTEEN [21] is an extension of TEEN [20] routing protocol by 
combining proactive and reactive reporting methods. This achieved by using Count Time 
(CT) parameter with Ht and St- The process is same as in TEEN with an extension that if 
the sensor node does not transmit (report) data for CT time then it will be forced to send 
the sensed data even if it did not comply with Ht or St conditions. Clearly, the 
weaknesses of APTEEN is the same as in TEEN
3.2,6 Self-Organizing Protocol (SOP)
SOP [22] routing protocol can be used with stationary or mobile sensor nodes. 
The protocol works simply by selecting a sensor nodes to act as router (relay messages), 
and these routers are to be stationary which form the backbone of the network to carry 
data to the BS. Every sensor node should be able to reach a router in order to be part of 
the network. Also, a routing architecture that requires addressing of each sensor node is 
achieved by identifiable through the address of the router node to which they are 
connected.
It has some weaknesses, which are:
i. Extra network overhead than LEACH and TEEN routing protocols 
because of routing table maintenance. Also, due to SOP is not an on- 
demand protocol the routing table maintained even if there is no data to 
be send.
ii. If there are many cuts on the network, it will cause increasing in 
reorganization, which is an expensive operation.
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iii. It does not support QoS and security features.
iv. It does not support mobility of the BS.
3.2.7 LEACH & multi-hop hybrid routing protocol
In [23] authors proposed a hybrid protocol of cluster architecture based on 
LEACH routing protocol with multi-hop routing based on minimum transmission energy 
(MTE) routing protocol to minimize energy consumption and hence prolong the lifetime 
of WSN. It differs from LEACH by using Direct-Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) 
code from the network establisliment setup phase, and not from steady-state as in 
LEACH. The algoritlim uses the multi-hop routing after the network organized into 
clusters by fomiing a multi-hop routing backbone from the cluster heads (CHs) only for 
inter-cluster communication between CHs and the BS. So, instead of direct 
communication of all CHs with BS which consumes high power consumption especially 
for the farthest CHs from the BS, it relays packets to the network backbone. The 
backbone is fonned using MTE routing algoritlim. The authors use the following 
assumptions:
i. All nodes are homogeneous, (limit the protocol application. That is not 
suitable for heterogeneous application like Forest Fire Suiweillance 
application)
ii. All nodes have enough power to directly communicate with any node 
including BS. (not applicable for large area applications like Forest Fire 
Surveillance application)
iii. Each node has enough processing power to support different protocols 
and signal processing tasks.
iv. Nearby nodes have highly conelated redundant data.
From their simulation results in [23], minimizing energy consumption has not 
been achieved. Their results, shows clearly that their routing protocol is better than 
LEACH routing protocol in terms of power consumption. But, the number of live nodes
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with respect to time clarity that, in the beginning their proposed routing protocol is better, 
then it get worse with a time, after a certain point of operational time LEACH outperform 
their protocol. So, this shows clearly that authors in [23] does not improve the energy 
consumption of the network but instead makes the routing protocol more complicated 
without big improvement.
The main weaknesses are as the following;
i. Algorithm is more complicated than LEACH without achieving better 
network lifetime because of introducing more overhead that consumes 
power energy.
ii. It does not support mobility of BS and support only limited mobility of 
the sensor nodes. Then it is not suitable for mobile network.
iii. Some assumptions are hard to be achieved.
iv. The algorithm does not support QoS and security features.
3.2.8 Cluster-Management and Power-Efficient protocol (CuMPE)
CuMPE routing protocol [24] have been proposed to lower transmission delay 
and power consumption by combining routing and Media Access Control (MAC) 
protocols. It is a hybrid approach between the branch-based (like LEACH) and the chain- 
based (like PEGASIS) to combine their advantages into one protocol, the short delay and 
low power consumption. The routing part is based on cluster method and uses a selective 
flooding algorithm to propagate transmission cost to enable the sensor nodes to calculate 
path cost and choose the minimum cost path to the CH or BS by using greedy algorithm 
[40]. Wliere as in MAC routing, it finds the critical path that has the longest transmission 
delay to a cluster head and schedules cluster member sensor nodes using TDMA 
scheduling to avoid extending the critical path. CuMPE consist of four steps:
i. Elect CH for each cluster: depending on requirements of the application, 
CH is been chosen according to one of the four options:
■ Random (as in LEACH routing protocol).
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■ Node Identification (ID).
■ Node with the highest remaining energy source.
■ Node with higher connectivity to other nodes.
ii. Route setup: this step is complete it in two phases:
■ CH broadcast a fixed signal strength packet that announces it 
becomes a CH with a cost equal to zero. Any node receives the 
packet, will re-broadcast the packet with updated cost to other sensor 
nodes.
■ In every sensor node, according to the received announcement 
messages signal strength can choose the path to the CH with the 
minimum cost.
iii. Assign TDMA in every cluster: this is done in MAC protocol to assign
TDMA schedule to the cluster node members by their CH.
iv. Data transfer.
CuMPE perform better than LEACH and PEGASIS routing protocols in terms of 
network life time and average delay (fiom the paper simulation results), but CuMPE 
suffers from the following wealaiesses:
i. CuMPE assumes that all CH can transmit directly to the BS (that it will 
consumes a lot of power to transmit to the BS and in some cases it is not 
possible to reach the BS directly). This assumption is contradictory to 
what the authors believe that CuMPE is aimed at large area network.
ii. It is not suitable for mobile network. There are a lot of calculations and 
broadcast to be done, which leads to huge calculations in case of mobile 
BS and sensor nodes.
iii. It does not support QoS and security features.
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3.2.9 Two-Layer Optimized Forwarding by Fuzzy Inference 
Systems (2L-OFFIS)
Two-Layer Optimized Forwarding by Fuzzy Inference Systems (2L-OFFIS) [25] 
is an upgrade version of Optimized Forwarding by Fuzzy Inference Systems (OFFIS) [41] 
that used for flat network structure to support hierarchical network structure. OFFIS is a 
routing algorithm that chooses the best path according to fuzzy technique [42]. It let the 
source choose the best next hop node to relay the message toward destination node, if the 
destination node is out of source transmission range. The best next hop determined 
according to four metrics:
i. Distance from the source.
ii. Distance to the shortest path.
iii. Energy usage.
iv. Link usage.
From the above four metrics, weighted average is obtained. The node with the 
minimum weighted average is the best node to forward the data. This process is repeated 
untile the data reach the destination node.
2L-OFFIS in [25] is designed for aggregation support and forwarding in the 
cluster-based sensor network. It simply uses OFFIS technique in two layers. After the 
network had been clustered, 2L-0FFIS uses OFFIS technique as the first layer for in 
cluster communication. The sensing nodes are forwarding their data to the corresponding 
CH using OFFIS method, and the authors called this process “Forwarding Layer one” 
(FLl). The same process is repeated but only for CHs to forward aggregated data to the 
BS as second forwarding layer (FL2) as shown clearly in Figure 3-7.
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Figure 3-7: Forwarding Layer 1 & 2
Figure 3-7 demonstrates two levels of routing. The first level when the SNs send 
(solid arrows) sensed data (gray dot) to their corresponding CH (black dot) or relay node
(striped dot) to reach CH as shown on the lower large circle labelled with “Forwarding
Layer 1”. Then CHs route data to the BS directly or through CHs towards the BS as can 
be seen on the upper large circle labelled “Forwarding Layer 2”.
The main weaknesses are as the following:
i. Any sensor node join to cluster, means CH is within the transmission 
range (any node is not allowed to retransmit CH’s join request packet). 
And 2L-OFFIS protocol takes into consideration of data relay inside 
cluster to the CH which is rarely happened if completely not feasible. 
This leads to create more networks overhead which affect the network 
performance with respect to the transmission speed and latency.
ii. It does not support QoS, security, and network mobility.
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3.2.10 Two-Tier Data Dissemination (TTDD)
Two-Tier Data Dissemination (TTDD) routing protocol [26] is based on multi­
hop communication scheme to cover large area and conserve network energy. TTDD 
provides data delivery to multiple mobile BS. It simply builds a grid network by dividing 
the area into squares. Then BS sends query through the grid toward the source. Once 
source node receives the query it replies with the requested data that traverses the same 
path as query followed however in reverse order.
TTDD has two tiers: the lower tier is within the local grid square of the BS’s 
current location (called cells), and the higher tier is made of the sensors closest to grid 
crossing points (called dissemination nodes). The query and data packets are traversed 
through the dissemination nodes. For the grid network, source node proactively builds a 
grid structure which enables mobile sinks to continuously receive data on the move by 
flooding queries within a local cell. To maintain the grid structure TTDD uses the Grid 
Lifetime which is set by the source node. If the lifetime elapses and the dissemination 
nodes do not receive any request to update the lifetime, they clear their states and the grid 
no longer exists.
BS
Figure 3-8: Example using TTDD routing protocol
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Figure 3-8 illustrate an example of transfening data using TTDD routing 
protocol. In the figure the network is first organized into square giid layout and is 
constructed based on the source location. Then the doted aiTows in the figure point up the 
query sent by the BS toward the source node tlirough dissemination nodes (black dots) to 
build a path that the data to follow in reverse order (shown on the figure as solid aiTows).
TTDD assumes high density deployment of homogeneous SNs in a large area. 
And each sensor is aware of its own location (for example, through receiving Global 
Positioning System (GPS) signals or tluough teclmiques such as in [43]). Comparison 
results between TTDD and directed diffiision showed that TTDD can achieve longer 
lifetimes and shorter data delivery delays. However, the overhead associated with 
maintaining and recalculating the grid especially in the dynamic network (fiequent 
network topology changes) is high. Furthemiore, TTDD assumed the availability of a 
very accurate positioning system that is not yet available for WSNs.
3.2.11 Cluster Based Routing Protocol for Mobile Nodes in 
WSN (CBR MOBILE-WSN)
Authors in [27] propose a hierarchical based routing protocol in WSN that avoid 
packet loss due to SN mobility named Cluster Based Routing Protocol for Mobile Nodes 
in WSN (CBR MOBILE-WSN). Similar to LEACH the network is first-divided into 
clusters and each cluster has an elected CH. The CHs assign a time slot to its cluster 
member SNs using TDMA teclniique. Then all SNs send their requested sensed data to its 
CH based on the TDMA time slot schedule. At the end of each round CHs check and 
update their time slot schedule.
In case of SN mobility, when the SN moves out of its CH transmission range and 
intend to send data, it will send the data and registration packets to the nearest CH. At the 
end of TDMA schedule the CH will check whether it receives data packets from all its 
members, and then removes the inactive SNs. After that, the CH checks whether it 
receives registration packets ftom new SNs, in that case it sends back advertisement 
packets to them. If the CH receives a join aclmowledgement packet, it will then add the 
new SN to the list and send the updated TDMA time schedule to the cluster members.
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CBR MOBILE-WSN assumes fixed CH and mixture of fixed and mobile SNs. 
Based on the authors’ simulation results, their proposed routing protocol achieves higher 
delivery ratio and less average power consumption than Low Energy Adaptive Clustering 
Hierarchy - Mobile (LEACH-Mobile) [44]. On the other side, CBR Mobile-WSN does 
not support reliability, survivability, and QoS.
3.3 Location-based Routing Protocols
3.3.1 Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR)
Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [28] is a location-based routing 
protocol designed to support networks scalability and mobility. It uses the positions of 
relay SNs and a packet’s destination to make packet forwarding decisions. Each SN 
functions like a router while each packet stamped with the destination position and all 
relay SNs identify their position. So GPSR assumes all SNs know their location by using 
Global Positioning System (GPS) [45] device or any other method. Also, GPSR assumes 
sources can determine the location of destinations.
The algorithm of GPSR consists of two schemes for forwarding packets: greedy 
foi*warding, which is used wherever possible, and perimeter forwarding, which is used in 
the regions greedy forwarding is not possible. Therefore, SN makes greedy forwarding 
decisions using only information about neighbour router’s location in the network. When 
a packet reaches a region where greedy forwarding is impossible, the algorithm recovers 
by routing around the perimeter of the region.
Greedy forwarding simply routes packet to the nearest neighbour SN (router) 
that is geographically closest to the packet’s destination (see example in Figure 3-9). If 
packets reach a region where the greedy forwarding is not possible then it uses perimeter 
forwarding by using planar graph to find their route (see example Figure 3-10).
Although the GPSR approach reduces the number of states a node to keep, it was 
designed for general mobile ad hoc networks, and requires a location service to map 
locations and node identifiers. Moreover, GPSR is a non-energy-aware routing protocol.
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Figure 3-11 illustrate the GPSR next hop routing process.
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Figure 3-9: Example of greedy forwarding
In Figure 3-9 (example of gi*eedy forwarding) the dotted circles represent the 
communication range of SNs. The bold circle stands for source node trying to send (solid 
arrow) data to the BS tln*ough relay nodes (black dots).
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Figure 3-10: Example of perimeter forwarding
Figure 3-10 shows example of source node (bold circle) using perimeter 
forwarding if greedy forwarding is not possible to determine the next relay node). Solid 
arrows refers to communication links where the shaded circles to the relay nodes.
.Greedy fails.
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Figure 3-11: GPSR routing process
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Figure 3-11 illustrates the general GPSR routing process for a source node 
routing decision. The circles represent the routing processes (greedy forwarding and 
perimeter forwarding) and the aiTows correspond to the process results (greedy works, 
gieedy fails, and found local maxima). It can be seen that source node always use gi'eedy 
foi-warding process, but if it fails it will use perimeter forwarding process.
3.3.2 Geographic and Energy Aware Routing (GEAR)
GEAR [29] is another location-based energy-aware routing protocol. It 
overcomes one of the GPSR drawbacks by combining energy and position infoiination in 
routing decision. Also, if next hop to route packet cannot be detemiined, it uses regional 
query scheme instead of flooding interest to the whole network. This leads to better 
network life time than GPSR.
GEAR assumes that each sensor node Imows its position (as example by using 
GPS device) and remaining energy level. In addition, each node knows its neighbours’ 
position and their remaining energy levels. Plus, each packet on the network stores the 
destination location. Then GEAR uses these heuristics infoiination to route packet 
towards its destination. In general GEAR has two modes of operation for packet 
forwarding; Energy-aware Regional Foi-warding and Recursive Géographie Foi*warding / 
Restricted Flooding. If SN cannot decide next hop node to forward packet, it uses 
Recursive Geographic Foiwarding process to send query for each region instead of 
flooding the network.
So, each node in GEAR keeps an estimated cost and a learning cost of reaching 
the destination through its neighbours; the estimated cost is a combination of residual 
energy and distance to destination; the learned cost is a refinement of the estimated cost 
that accounts for routing around holes in the network. A hole occurs when a node does 
not have any closer neighbour to the target region than itself. If there is no hole, the 
estimated cost is equal to the learned cost. The learned cost is propagated one hop back 
every time a packet reaches the destination so that route setup for the next packet will be 
adjusted. Wlien the SN tries to fbiivard a packet towards the target region, it checks its 
neighbours SN with a closer distance to the target region than itself. If there is no one
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with a closer distance, then there is a network hole. In this case, SN will use a learn cost 
function to select one of its neighbour to forward the packet.
For better understanding of Recursive Geographic Forwarding process refer to 
an example showed in Figure 3-12. The figure (starting from A and ending on D) shows 
how SN forward (selectively flood) packet if it cannot decide next hope node. In A, the 
source SN (bold circle) cannot decide next hop node to forward packet. Then in B, SN 
divides the network into regions. Afterwards in C, source SN decides which node in each 
region to forward packet. Finally in D, SN selectively forward packet (solid arrows) to the 
selected SNs.
oo
o o
o
B o
o
o o
Figure 3-12: Example of GEAR Recursive Geographic Forwarding
3.3.3 Clustering-Based Expanding-Ring Routing Protocol 
(CBERRP)
CBERRP [30] is centrally controlled by the BS and utilizes the structure of not 
only clusters but also chains in the WSN to route and forward the sensed data to the BS.
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CBERRP assumes the location infoniiation of the nodes is Imown at the BS (sensor nodes 
manually deployed, or all sensor nodes have location finder unit and send their location to 
the BS, and this consumes large amount of energy and should update it if the sensor nodes 
are mobile which is not possible if  the network is mobile). Also, CBERRP assumes 
homogeneous sensor nodes with the same initial energy level (not possible if we add new 
sensor nodes during network operation). Centralized control of the BS to create clusters, 
CH selection, TDMA schedule creation, and chain path fomiation effect the operation of 
the network by creating overhead control packets to be transmits. Also, all the data sent to 
the BS tluough single chain-leader CH node will consume power source of single CH 
even though it will be changed in each round and single data delivery path will also create 
single point of failure to the network.
3.4 Quality-of-Service Routing Protocols
3,4.1 Stateless Protocol for End-to-End Delay (SPEED)
SPEED [31] is a location-based as well as QoS routing protocol. It is designed to 
provide a uniform delivery speed across the sensor network to meet the requirement of 
real-time applications such as emergency suiweillance. So the applications can estimate 
the End-to-End Delay (EED) for the packets by dividing the distance to the BS by tlie 
speed of the packet (based on the round trip speed). Unlike to Destination-Sequenced 
Distance-Vector (DSDV) [46] that uses a routing table or Ad hoc On-Demand Distance 
Vector (AODV) [47] that uses per-destination states, SPEED uses a stateless approach 
that only maintains immediate neighbour information. This approach is used to cope with 
the physical limitation of WSN such as lai'ge scale, high failure rate, and constrained 
memoiy capacity.
Moreover, SPEED can provide congestion avoidance by re-route packet using 
backpressure re-routing scheme. This scheme is generated from the collaboration of 
Neighbour Feedback Loop (NFL) routines and Stateless Non-deterministic Geographic 
Forwarding (SNGF). The backpressure re-routing scheme is simply re-route packets to
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un-congested neighbour using SNGF routing in case of congestion. When all forwarding 
neighbours of the SN are congested, a certain packets percentage will be dropped in order 
to reduce the traffic injected into the congested area and a beacon is issued to update 
delay parameter of the SN. The SPEED core module (SNGF) collaborates with four 
modules on the network to provide the service to the applications. The general block 
diagram of SPEED is exposed in
Figure 3-13. SNGF is the SPEED core module that routes packets to node 
chosen from the neighbour node table. NFL module is responsible in maintaining the 
single hop relay speed. The backpressure rerouting module is used to deal with and avoid 
network congestion. The delay estimation and beacon exchange modules are used for 
SNGF and backpressure rerouting modules respectively.
NFL
SNGF
Neighbour
Table
Q. p
Beacon
Exhange
NFL: Neighbour Feedback Loop
SNGF: Stateless Non-deterministic Geographic Forwarding
Figure 3-13: SPEED block diagram
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SPEED does not use routing tables, but it uses location information to cany out 
routing. Because of this, SPEED assumes that each node is location-awaie. Moreover, 
SPEED does not consider any further energy metric in its routing protocol.
3.4.2 Virtual Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO)-Based 
routing protocol
Authors in [32] proposed a routing protocol that incoiporates QoS issue in WSN. 
The routing protocol basically uses clustering method, End-to-End (ETE) QoS parameter, 
and cooperative Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) communication. The protocol 
forms the network into clusters and elects a CH for each cluster. Then, each CH selects 
optimal number of n Cooperative Nodes (CNs) from its cluster member SNs for 
cooperative MIMO communications with each of its neighbour CH. Afterwards, CHs and 
CNs form a multi-hop backbone to transfer data toward BS by using virtual MIMO 
scheme; the virtual MIMO is a communication pattern scheme to improve communication 
performance and energy consumption, which is based on MIMO teclinology that uses 
multiple individual single-anterma nodes cooperate on data transmission and/or reception. 
This enables the protocol to improve network reliability and energy efficiency. The 
reliability is achieved by computing Bit-ErTor-Rate (BER) performance for each link, and 
then selects the best route to achieve optimal BER (QoS parameter). The selection is 
performed by using Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO) [48],[49] (non- 
classical optimization algorithm). The PSO is a population based stochastic optimization 
teclniique inspired by social behaviour of bird flocking or fish schooling used as a search 
method. Figure 3-14 illustrates an example of network using multi-hop virtual MIMO 
routing protocol to tr*ansfer data fiom source to BS via CHs and CNs. According to the 
authors’ simulation results [32], tlie algoritlnii achieved better energy efficiency than 
LEACH routing protocol [18] and provide ETE QoS. But there is a remark in their 
simulation results, it can be noticed that in the begimiing the actual ETE latency is higher 
by more than tln*ee times of the desired ETE latency, then as number of iteration 
increased it reached the same level as the desired ETE latency. This point us that the 
desired ETE latency in unstable (harsh enviromiient) network is hard to achieved.
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hop
Base Station 
Cluster Head (CH) 
Sensor node 
Cooperative node 
Source node
Figure 3-14 Multi-hop virtual MEMO protocol
The circles on Figure 3-14 represent the cluster head (black dots) communication 
range. Whereas the shaded dots represent source nodes, the empty dots are sensor nodes, 
the triangles are cooperative nodes, the black square is the BS, and the arrows are 
communication transfer paths. The figure illustrates data transferred in hop to hop fashion 
using MIMO techniques towards BS in cluster d. The sources in cluster (a) send their 
sensed data to their conesponding CH. Then the CH resends the data to the CNs in cluster 
(a). The CNs afterward resends the data to the CH in cluster (b) (1®^ hop). Afterwards the 
process is repeated for the 2 "^  hop to cluster (c) and 3^  ^hop to cluster (d) to be delivered 
to the BS.
follow;
The algoritlim suffers from several weaknesses which can be summarized as
i. It has a lot of broadcast transmission which affect the network efficiency 
and consumes power.
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ii. It needs large routing table on every sensor node which contains 
infoiination of the whole network. This is not suitable for large network.
iii. If any change happened (even a small change) on the network, it can lead 
to a huge amount of broadcast to adapt to the changes (update the routing 
table).
iv. The system should be self organized and simple. One of the points to 
achieve this goal is to have nodes that do not need to loiow other 
infoiination than its local infoiination, which is not necessary in the 
present of WSN constraints. But the virtual MIMO routing protocol do 
the opposite.
V. It needs high processor power to inn the algorithm (algorithm tasks to be 
processed are: CH election, choosing CN, BER calculation, and PSO 
processing) and not support security feature which need even more 
processing power. Then in future the algorithm cannot be upgraded to 
support the security feature in efficient way.
vi. It does not support network mobility and does not provide security 
feature.
3.4.3 Optimized Energy-Delay Sub-network Routing (OEDSR)
Optimized Energy-Delay Sub-network Routing (OEDSR) protocol [50],[33] is a 
hierarchical based stmcture protocol. It is an extension to Optimized Energy-Delay 
Routing (OEDR) protocol [51]. Wliere, only sub-networks are formed around an event 
and elsewhere in die network nodes are left in sleep mode which saves network energy. 
OEDSR borrows the concept of relay-nodes (next hop node) selection horn OEDR. In 
OEDR, relay nodes selection is based on maximizing die number of two hop neighbours. 
Wliereas, the selection in OEDSR is based on maximizing the liidc cost factor which is the 
ratio of the available energy over the product of the average end-to-end delay and the 
distance from the node to the BS (see 3-2). Figure 3-15 illustiates the dow chart of 
OEDSR routing protocol.
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link cost f a c t o r s  3-2
Where:
E i: the available energy of node i.
Delay: the average end-to-end delay between any two nodes.
Dlst: the distance from the destination node to the BS.
As an example, consider a node_21 try to choose a relay node to forward data 
among three available nodes: node_9 (with E9 = 1.76 J, Delay = 13 ms and 320m to the 
BS), node_17 (with En = 1.5 J, Delay = 14 ms and 400m to the BS), and node_4 (with E4  
= 1.13 J, Delay = 12 ms and 260m to the BS). And by using equation 3-2 to calculate the 
link cost factor for each node we have:
Linkcostfactorg = 1.76/(320* 13ms) = 0.4231
Link cost factoi'i7 = 1.5/(400* 14ms) = 0.2678
Link_cost_factor4  = 1.13/(260* 12ms) = 0.3622
Then node_21 choose node_9 as a relay node because it has the maximum link cost factor 
among the other.
OEDSR assumes that the BS has sufficient power supply, thus a high power 
beacon from the BS is sent to all SNs on the network. This assumption makes all SNs 
know their distance to the BS, which the link cost factor formula rely on this assumption 
(see 3-2).
OEDSR shows superiority over AODV [47], Bellman-Ford algorithm (BELL) 
[40] and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [52] routing protocol based on the author of 
[33] simulation results. The dominance is measured with respect to the average end-to- 
end delay versus network size. On the other hand, OEDSR assumes that all sensor nodes 
can receive beacon signal from BS and know the distance to it. This assumption is hard to 
achieve on very large network size. Which is a drawback of this algorithm because of 
long distance and obstacles the signal may not reach all nodes. In reality this may not 
perform as expected in hard (harsh) environments. Also, the algorithm has overhead 
control packets, which some contains a broadcast method of transmission that effect the 
performance of the algorithm and consumes more power.
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Sensor node in 
sleep mode
Join the network k
Event is . 1X^tected/' ^
Yes
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Sensed data/  BS within the 
transmission 
\  range?
•No> threshoid / '
Yes
end
Broadcast data
Form the network into clusters
CH aggregate the collected data
Send aggregated 
data to the BS
Wakeup the node
Send the aggregated 
data to the best available 
nodes based on the link 
factor formula
Figure 3-15: Flow chart of OEDSR
Figure 3-15 simplifies the OEDSR routing protocol operation. Those SNs in the 
network initially in sleep mode to save its power source and if there is no event detected. 
If an event is detected then SN wakeup and measure if the sensed data is greater than pre- 
detennined tlireshold? If not then the SN go back to sleep mode. Otheiwise, the SN joins 
the network and broadcast the data. In the meantime the network is formed into clusters; 
each cluster has an elected CH. The CH in the communication range of the sender SN will 
aggi-egate the collected data; and then sends the aggregated data to the best available node 
(based on the linic factor fonnula) if the BS is not within its transmission range.
3.4.4 Reliable and Energy-Efficient Routing (REER)
Reliable and Energy-Efficient Routing (REER) [34] can be categorized as QoS 
or location-based routing protocol. It designed with two objectives, network reliability
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and energy efficiency. REER assumed that SNs equip with GPS device and have the 
knowledge of the BS location. REER uses hop-to-hop transmission scheme to send data 
fiom source to the BS. It first builds a shortest (straight line) tree from source to the BS 
using special SNs called Reference Nodes (RNs) to get minimum hop count. The tree is 
built sequentially that RNs are chosen starting from the source towards BS.
Tree is built by initially source node broadcasting a probe message (PROB) with 
a modified transmission range. Its neighbours with a distance r (specified by application) 
which receive this PROB are called Reference Node Candidates (RNCs). By using RN- 
selection mechanism (the mechanism is based on SN, SN’s neighbours, and BS positions. 
For more infoimation refer to [34]) to select one of the RNCs to be RN and the remaining 
are called Co-operative Nodes (CNs). The CNs can hear both up and down neighbour 
RNs and play same role in data relaying as in RN.
When the tree is built, each data packet will be transmitted via the tree members 
one-to-gi'oup as shown in Figure 3-16; that one of group (RN and CNs) will be randomly 
selected to relay data packet to the next hop group (Figure 3-16 D). When the data packet 
reaches a network hole (RN and CNs have no neighbour toward the BS) SN use greedy 
algoritlim to get alternative path. An example of a network using REER routing protocol 
is illustrated in the Figure 3-16; in part A the network is in initial phase and in part B the 
source node (rhombus shape) sensed data and intends to send it to the BS; in part C the 
RNs (solid dots) with CNs (white dots) are identified based on their location while the 
large shaded circles represent the communication ranges; finally, in part D the sensed data 
is transferred (solid arrows) one-to-many fashion towards the BS.
REER saves energy through using multi-hop transmission instead of direct 
teclniique. Plus, un-used SNs (not member of the tree) are set to sleep mode. In data 
reliability issue, REER uses the high density characteristic of WSN by providing group of 
SNs (RN and CNs) to keep the tree up and running even if one or more of the tree 
member fail. On the other hands, due to REER assumption that the location of BS is 
known to all SNs, it is not suitable with applications have mobile BS because it requires 
broadcasting the BS location to the network continuously. Moreover, multiple sources 
exist in forest fire surveillance and similar applications which require REER to build 
many trees and lead to huge amount of broadcast. Finally, REER does not support data 
prioritizations.
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Figure 3-16: REER Protocol
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3.5 Summary & Discussion
The chapter has reviewed the related state of the art routing protocols in details. 
A study of the routing protocols is presented and it is categorized under flat-structure, 
hierarchical-structure, location-based, and QoS. Routing protocols in flat-structure 
classification deal with SNs equally and select only a set of SNs that are on requested 
region. Usually routing protocols in this class are energy greedy due to its broadcast 
nature. However it offers type of network reliability by using multiple paths and it does 
not support heterogeneous network and QoS. In hierarchical routing protocols, SNs play 
different roles in the network. Using hierarchical-structure and multi-hop communication 
method produces a routing protocol that can cover large area and in the same time better 
energy consumption as in PEGASIS and SOP. Because of its promising results, huge 
researches are focussed on this type of routing protocols. The problem is how to select the 
optimal routing path from source to destination in the absence of location information. On 
the other hand, in location-based protocols SNs positions are exploited to route data in the 
network. The position coordination can be found by using either absolute method (using 
position finder device attached to SN) or relative method (relative to the neighbour 
location). And in QoS, routing protocols have to balance between requested data quality 
and energy consumption. Some protocols use hierarchical structure with providing EED 
QoS. It is difficult to guarantee exact EED in wireless and harsh environment as in wire 
network. Things could go wrong un-expectedly like radio interference and node failure. 
By using heuristics information, average EED can be estimated to the near exact one. 
Providing QoS routing protocol is a difficult task especially in WSN. From previous 
review, none of the routing protocols are suitable for forest fire surveillance or similar 
applications.
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Chapter 4
Self Organizing and Network Survivability 
(SONS) Routing Protocol in WSN
Enteiprise applications relies on the full network integration, which means 
network cames multiple applications and control data. This leads to different data 
characteristics in teims of size, occuiTence fiequency, and delay sensitivity. Some Sensor 
Nodes (SNs) are obeyed to high or low thi esholds to send data (example of firemen health 
status). And some other SNs send data periodically to the Base Station (BS) (example of 
tank water level and location). By considering the forest fire application, the network will 
carry fire data (temperature, humidity, and wind speed/direction) and information of 
available resources condition (firemen health status and location, tanlc water level). The 
proposed routing protocol is designed for forest fire surveillance and similar applications. 
On the following sections a descriptions of the problem and the proposed routing protocol 
will be covered in detail.
4.1 Problem Definition
Forest fire surveillance application consists of different types of sensor nodes 
(heterogeneous) that scattered on a large area. As shown in Figure 2-1 the SNs differs in 
their hardware components and capabilities like sensing unit, position finder unit, mobile 
unit, power unit and power generator unit. So, some SNs are mobile or have position 
finder unit or have the ability to recharge the power unit or have higher processing power. 
Some forest fires last for months which required adding new SNs to the network to 
replace the dead SNs or to cover new area.
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Forest fire surveillance system consists of several integrated applications to 
provide a complete picture of the situation for the commander centre.
Figure 4-1 illustrates the forest fire surveillance components. It consists of three 
main components; fire application, inventory application, and vital application:
• Fire application: this component draws the complete picture about fire on 
the map. The information about fire to be provided is the fire 
temperature, location, size, and jfiont line direction coupled with the wind 
speed, wind direction, and humidity percentage. On other word, the fire 
application is responsible on everything related to the fire and the input 
data comes from the Wireless Sensor Network’s (WSN) SNs and 
inventory application. All these information with the weather forecast 
and data from the inventory application can build another module to draw 
future expectations of the fire status and estimate time to fight the forest 
fire. The data nature in this application is periodical feeding.
• Inventory application: combines all available resources with their 
conditions and status. It is responsible to provide the location and status 
for all available resource such as water tanks, ambulances, airplanes, and 
firemen. This application required periodical update from the resources.
• Vital application: it has the highest priority among other applications, that 
when it diagnoses a risk on firemen or civilians it alerts the commander 
immediately. The vital application has input fed firom WSN’s SNs, fire 
application, and inventory application. It will monitor the health status of 
the firemen as heart rate and blood pressure. In addition, it provides if 
one of the crew is in danger (example if firemen are surrounded by fire). 
The vital application when receiving a data it will give alert to the 
commander centre to provide location and infonnation about the data on 
the map. The nature of data is different than the previous applications. 
Depending on the module, SNs have thresholds that only send data if it is 
below or higher the thresholds. Also, the data is sensitive to time, that 
need to be delivered within a time constrain otherwise will be no 
beneficial.
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From the above, the forest fire surveillance consists of different types of SNs 
(different on terms of sensing types, and abilities like mobility, power unit capacity).
Forest Fire Surveillancemm
Ï
InventoryApplication
Ï
r — Fire) Application *
1''
WSN
Figure 4-1: Forest Fire Surveillance diagram
A general scenario of forest fire surveillance is illustrated in Figure 4-2. The 
figure represent fire on the forest and firemen are scattered that each of them carry SN; 
different SNs present in the figure that are carried by the firemen or on the water tank 
truck or fixed on the forest; the wireless communication in WSN is represented by dotted 
lines between SNs and BS and wireless communication using handheld transceiver 
represented by zigzag solid line; the commander using handheld transceiver direct the 
airplane for water drop location, and the firemen tree cut location. It can be seen that the 
forest fire application consists of a mixture of SNs which sensing different types of data. 
It can be seen that the commander need data information about fire (like temperature,
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location, wind speed, wind direction, and humidity percentage), and available resources 
condition and status.
commander
n
Figure 4-2: Scenario of WSN in forest fire application
Forest fire surveillance is chosen as a target application. From the above, we 
need a protocol to operate in a large area, harsh environment, with mobility of BS and 
SNs, in the presence of heterogeneous data and SN conditions. It is a challenge task to 
combine all these requirements within the WSN constraints. On the following section, the 
proposed protocol design is enlightened to show how it complies with the application 
conditions.
4.2 SONS Protocol
In this section, we present a new routing protocol called Self Organizing and 
Network Survivability (SONS) routing protocol in WSN [53-55]. One of the key points in
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the proposed routing protocol is to solve the linlc and node reliability problem. Most 
protocols illustrated in chapter 3 especially hierarchical do not address link/node 
reliability problem. Which it great affects the protocol performance as shown on previous 
studies [7-9]. Moreover, it is a challenge for the hierarchical routing protocol to provide 
network survivability and scalability features. Therefore, SONS routing protocol were 
designed to cope with these features.
In general, SONS uses multi-hop hierarchy (to cover large area) and spamiing 
tree alike (for fast routing and less overhead) as basic ideas to deal with large area of 
deployment issue. Its core process is to divide the network into clusters that each cluster 
has an elected Cluster Head (CH) node. Then SONS build a loop fi*ee tree of CHs rooted 
at the BS for Inter-coimnunication purpose similar to die spanning tree [56]. The tree will 
enables fast routing and less overhead by avoiding the route discovery process per packet. 
SONS is fully distributed that every CH chooses the nearest parent-CH to the BS to 
forward data in the normal situation. If the network is congested or the parent-CH is dead, 
then the CH chooses the next best parent without exchange extra messages (because of 
the wireless broadcast communication nature). Furthermore, SONS takes advantage of 
high density SN deployment to provide network fault tolerance feature tlirough 
introducing redundant CH. Mainly the operation of SONS can be divided into tliree parts. 
The start-up phase, the synchronization phase and the message exchange phase.
Figure 4-3 illustrates the proposed algoritlnn in details. The square shapes 
represent the action or process taken. The rhombus shapes represent decision box. The 
shaded shapes refer to the phase that processes and decisions are belong to. And the solid 
aiTOws refer to the next state transition. The network starts after beign in sleep mode (top 
oval shape) by the BS broadcasts a wakeup signal to all SN in the network to begin the 
start-up phase. Then continue until reaching the message exchange phase.
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Figure 4-3: Flow chart of SONS routing protocol
4.2.1 Start-up Phase
This phase is responsible to build up the WSN in the network layer. After 
deploying SNs in the area of interest, it is initially in a sleep mode state (it could be 
deployed long time ago). The start-up phase starts by firstly BS send a wakeup signal to 
the network. Then the network will be formed into clusters each with assigned elected
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CH. The CH election is initially same as in LEACH [18], aftei*wards the remaining power 
soui'ce and the parent-CH distance are the added factors, which will be examined in future 
work. Subsequently, a tree is created fi'om the BS as the root down to the leaves through 
only the CHs (this process will be described on the next paragraph). An example of this 
process can be seen in Figure 4-4 where the network is first foniied into clusters on the 
layerl and then layei' 2  build a network tree based on the layer 1 CHs.
Based on the tiee construction, there will be parents and children for each CH 
except for the leaf CH where it has parents only. For every turn in electing a CH, the new 
CH will send a control message to its parent and child(s) (if exist) to update the changes 
of the ti'ee members. After that, the total number of children of each CH will be specified 
starting fi'om leaf CH to its parents CH up to the root (BS). To solve heavy data load 
issue, we can benefit of the network high density deployment and the in-expensive cost of 
the SNs by helping the CH to relay and process data of other children clusters toward the 
BS. This procedure is done via assigning one of the cluster members to be Co-operative 
cluster head (C-CH). The C-CH is assigned by the CH according to the next rank on the 
CH election. This will help the network to avoid power drain from the CH. Especially for 
the CH near to the BS (energy holes problem [57]). In addition, the procedure provides 
more paths to the BS which helps in solving the data converge-cast problem. Converge- 
cast is a communication pattern, where the data flow is from a set of nodes to one node 
(many-to-one). This point will simplify the procedure that the code is small to help in 
saving memory space and processing power. Finally, redundancy option for the CH is 
specified by the BS to be frilly-redundant, semi-redundant, or no-redundant. Fully- 
redundant simply assigns a Redundant CH (R-CH) node by the CH for each cluster. In 
semi-redundant, the CH near to the BS will assign a redundant node and the CH distant 
fr om the BS will not. The R-CH node act exactly as its CH but in a silent mode (does not 
communication). Its process is to monitors the CH, and if the CH dies or for any reason 
does not respond, the R-CH will get out from its silent mode and act immediately to 
become a CH.
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Figure 4-4: Example of tree formation process
4.2.1.1 Tree Creation Process
The tree creation process uses three-way messaging technique as shown in 
Figure 4-5. The process initially starts from the BS and then repeated in the same manner 
on every CH join the tree.
ChildP aren t
Child Table is 
created
Parent table + DL 
are  created
C rea te  tab le  
of child
C rea te  tab le  of 
p aren t + DL tab le
DL: D istance Level
Figure 4-5: Tree creation process using three-way messaging techniques
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The tree creation process work on the following order:
i. BS (afterward parent CH) sends a tree formation (TF) message 
associated with its distance level value (initially BS distance level is 
zero) to its neighbour CH(s) that are in the modified transmission 
range.
ii. The neighbours CH(s) reply with tree join (TJ) message to the BS 
asking to add them to the tree.
iii. A confirmation tree join grant (TJG) message is sent from the BS to 
the replied CH(s). Then BS creates a child table of all answered back 
children CH(s) (see Figure 4-6). As well, the replied neighbour CH(s) 
will create a parent table (see Figure 4-7) that contain the parent BS 
with distance level of zero. The Distance Level (DL) is the number of 
hops fr'om CH to reach the BS via an inteiinediate parent CHs, and is 
equal to the DLparent +L Afterwards, CH may have many paients, and 
then fbiivard data to tlie parent with minimum DL. This will help to 
transfer data to other route if one link is failed or congested, by 
maintaining the DLs in the parent table (increase parent DL if it 
congested or died). Maintaining DLs of the parent table will achieve 
network reliability feature. General idea of the tree creation process 
can be seen in Figure 4-8. In the figure the parent has n children CHs 
created using the tlnee steps ti*ee creation process. Arrows labelled 1 
are denoting the TF message broadcasts by the parent. Where the 
arrows labelled 2 is the TJ message sends back from the children CHs 
to the parent requesting to add them to the network tree. Finally, the 
reply confinnation TJG messages send from the parent to the children 
CHs are denoted on anows labelled 3.
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Figure 4-8: Tree creation process using 3-ways messaging technique
As soon as the CH join the tree, it will repeat the steps i to iii. If the CH(s) 
receives no reply then it will stop the operation and knows that it is the leaf CH of the 
tree. To make the idea clearer Figure 4-9 shows an example of network tree. The figure 
demonstrates how the network tree may look like. The first level of the tree members has
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a Distance Level (DL) equal 0, which means CHs have direct communication with the 
BS. Whereas, the second level of the tree has a DL equal to 1 and so on. Children CHs 
may have more than one parents, and choose parent with the minimum DL as illustrated 
on the clusters with DL equal 1 (lower right the figure).
DL = 2+1 =3
DL = 2+1=3
DL = 0+1= 1
DL = 0
•  CH
•  C-CH
o Sensor node
DL = 1+1=2
DL = 2+1=3
DL = 0+1 =1
DL = 0
DL = 0 DL = 0+1 = 1
Figure 4-9: Example of network tree
4.2.1.2 Child Discovery Process
This process helps each CH to discover the expected load by find out number of 
clusters to be served (i.e. total number of child CH(s) down to the leaf tree). And based on 
this information SONS can provide more paths to the BS which helps in solving the data 
converge-cast issue.
The leaf CH will start the process by sending a number of child (NC) message to 
its parent. Where the NC field in the message is set to zero (has no child). The parent will 
then update its child table. After that, the parent CH checks if all child reply with a NC
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message. If so, then it sends a NC message to its parent with the total number of 
grandchild CH. Otherwise, it waits until its entire child CHs send the NC message. The 
process is continuing from bottom to top of the tree until reaching the BS. An example of 
number of child process for Figure 4-9 is illustrated in Figure 4-10. The circle on Figure
4-10 denotes CH and number inside the circle represent number of child. The child 
discovery process starts with the zero child CHs as shown on the figure part A. When 
parent CH receives a NC message from its entire child CHs, then it sends a NC message 
to its parent (see the figure parts B to D). The process of child discovery finish when the 
BS receives a NC messages from its entire child CHs.
7/
Figure 4-10: Example of child discovery process
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4.2.2 Synchronization Phase
In this phase, every CH will manage communication time schedule of its cluster 
SNs member. In every cycle, CH will assign communication time slot to every cluster 
members according to their needs. This allows SNs to identify when to wake up to send 
its sensed data to the CH to save energy (extend network life time). Because of the 
application nature of heterogeneous data and SNs on the same cluster, it leads to different 
types of data requirements effects on the network. For this reason CH will monitor the 
cluster activity to manage different type of SNs on the same network cluster. If SN uses 
the whole time slot then in the next cycle CH will give another slot to the SN to increase 
efficiency. On the other hand, if SN does not use the whole time slot then CH will 
decrease it on the next cycle.
4.2.3 Message Exchange Phase
This phase has the longest time interval compared to the stait-up and setup 
phases. The time inteiwal depends on the network mobility and activity. A fiuther study 
on this issue is the topic of the future reseai ch to detennine the time inteiwal equation for 
optimum network efficiency. The message exchange phase is the event where the sensor 
nodes send their requested sensed data to the BS via CH/C-CH according to their time 
slots. As well, CH and C-CH relay processed data (remove duplicate data, enhance data 
accuracy, and compress data of similar priority) to the BS.
4.3 Summary
Chapter 4 presents the proposed routing protocol in detail and demonstrates how 
it can be used in the forest fire surveillance and similar applications. The chapter explains 
the SONS general tlnee phases. Plus it describes how the network tree is build and how 
child discovery process is made. In addition, the chapter shows how SONS provides
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network reliability and redundancy features with minimal network overhead. Moreover, it 
was shown the resolution of the data converge-cast issue. Technical coding details are the 
topic of chapter 5 Simulation Methodology and Scenarios. And then a performance 
evaluation of the proposed routing protocol based on simulation results is covered in 
chapter 6  Results and Analysis.
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Chapter 5
Simulation Methodology and Scenarios
Evaluation of routing protocol can be achieved through simulation, 
mathematical, and experimental approaches [58]. Due to Wireless Sensor Network 
(WSN) high complexity and density, simulation tool is crucial to test the proposed routing 
protocol performance and efficiency over the existing routing protocols [59]. Complexity 
in simulation is due to lack of coding implementation standard in the presence of many 
simulation tools, different scenario specifications, and different constraints used. From the 
previous, choosing simulation tool, coding the proposed routing protocol, and coding the 
routing protocol to compare with are required. Chapter 5 covers a detailed description of 
simulation tool used and coding structure of Self Organizing and Network Sui"vivability 
(SONS) routing protocol.
5.1 Simulation Tool
There are many simulation tools available as commercial or open source 
software to build and code the proposed routing protocol with the application scenario. 
After examining the available simulation tools we find that the Object Modular Network 
Testbed in C++ (OMNeT++) [60] with Internet Network (INET) [61] framework is 
suitable for our simulation studies.
OMNeT++ is an open-source C++ based object-oriented discrete event 
simulation environment. Its primary application area is the simulation of communication 
networks. OMNeT++ provides component architecture for models. Components 
(modules) are programmed in C++ and assembled and linked together into larger units 
using a high-level language. Reusability of models is one of its advantages. In addition, 
one of our decision reasons is that OMNeT++ has extensive Graphical User Interface
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(GUI) support, and due to its flexible modular architecture, the simulation kernel and its 
components can be embedded into our application. The INET Framework is an open- 
source communication networks simulation package for the OMNeT++ simulation 
environment. The INET Framework contains models for several Internet protocols: 
Transfer Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), Internet Protocol (IP), 
Internet Protocol versionb (IPv6 ), Ethernet, Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP), IEEE 802.11, 
Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), and several other protocols.
Figure 5-1 illustrates the relationship between SONS and OMNeT++. The figure 
shows that SONS is implemented using INET frame work module. And OMNeT++ was 
installed on MS Windows XP Operating System (OS). The installation of OMNeT++ is 
not straightforward (refer to the appendices of SONS Installation Procedure section for 
full details on OMNeT++ installation procedure and how to add SONS to it).
SONS
INET Frame work
OMNeT++
MS VC++ & SDK
MS Windows XP with SP3 J
Figure 5-1: SONS relationship with project environment
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5.2 Programming Code Structure
The SONS code structure is designed and built using Object-Oriented 
Programming (OOP) [62] concept and bottom-up approach [63],[64] as in OMNeT++ and 
C++ language. The coding of the basic fundamental components are built and then these 
components are combined to build up the SONS routing protocol. The features of this 
y  approach are the code expandability and re-usability benefits in addition to the eiTor fr ee
I code. In future the progiam can be expanded to include new features as well as new
programs can re-use the existing components. In addition, well defined components make 
code eiTor trace and fix easier. On the other hand, the drawback of this approach is in the 
beginning as it takes long time to design and code the progiam in order to obtain initial 
output results. But after that stage of building the SONS foundation design, the progiam 
enliancement and addition will be fast. The general components of SONS routing protocol 
are the SONS-Datagiam, SONS-SN and SONS-BS. The objective of SONS-Datagram is 
to define required packet fields in SONS protocol. Wliereas the objectives of SONS-SN 
and SONS-BS is to implement the operation of SN and BS respectively. Then these 
components are used to build-up sensor node and BS node. Finally, scenario module uses 
SN, BS, and other INET modules to build-up the whole network.
'  i
5.2.1 SONS-Datagram
SONS-Datagiam is a simple component which defines the packet fields used in 
SONS routing protocol. Figure 5-2 illustrates the packet header defined in SONS- 
Datagram. Receiver Identification (ID) is used to identify the receiver SN that packet 
sends to and in the simulation Internet Address version 4 (IPv4) address is used using 
INET IP component. On the same manner, Sender ID specifies the sender node. In case of 
node failure, Linlc Recovery field will be set to true and the Failed ID field will be filled 
with the failed node ID otherwise Link Recovery is set to false. For data heterogeneous 
issue. Priority field is used to set the Quality of Service (QoS) level of the packet. And to 
distinguish between the control and data packets. Packet Type field is used (the Packet 
Type could be treePormation, treeJoin, treeJoiiiGrant ... etc.). Along with Packet Type 
Value which stores information required by the packet type field. Since the network is
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dynamic, Distance Level (DL) information in most times is needed. The Time Stamp field 
stores the packet creation time. Finally, Data Number field is used when the large data is 
divided into smaller pieces.
Receiver ID Sender ID Link Recovery ^(Boolean) Failed ID;^ Priority
Packet Type Packet Type Value DL Time Stamp
. ..........
Data Number
T ID
treePormation 11
treeJoin 12
treeJoinGrant 13
numChild 14
numChildConfirm 15
data Request 21
Data 22
dataConfirm 23
waltData 24
noData 25
Figure 5-2: SONS packet header
5.2.2 SONS-SN
SONS-SN is the core code of the Sensor Node (SN). Figure 5-3 illustrates the 
components input/output definition with the dynamic parameters for the SONS-SN 
program. The code in Figure 5-3 is part of the complete program. To acquire the idea of 
the program, view the SONS-SN code and Sensor Node in (section 5.2.4). Due to large 
program code of the SONS-SN, it will be added to the appendices.
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□  SONS_QgS W otdPad
Ete Sflew Insert Fgrmat üdp
□  Qÿ B  â  Bl M * % @ ,n
Copyright (C) 2008 Mohammad ALFARES 
m .fares@ surrey.ac.uk or m oham ed.alfares@ gmail.com  
Im plem ents the \SONS protocol.
simple SO N S_Q oS 
param eters:
procDelay : numeric const, 
dataConfirmWait; numeric const, 
numChildConfirmWait: numeric const, 
treeJoinGrantW ait: numeric const, 
treeJoinW ait; numeric const, 
removeChildConfirmWait: numeric const, 
retryTimeOut: numeric const, 
num berOfRetries: numeric const, 
nodeStatusO n: numeric, 
redundantCH: string, 
redundant: numeric, 
totalE: numeric: 
g ates:
in: SONSDG; 
in: UDPIn; 
out: UDPOut; 
in: ifInQ; 
out: ifOut; 
out: TOHandler; 
endsimplel
ForHe^, prêts FI_______________
Figure 5-3: SONS-SN code definition of input/output gates and parameters
5.2.3 SONS-BS
The source code of Base Station (BS) is implemented in this component. It is a 
combination of two files; one is the definition of the input/output gates with the 
parameters required for the BS as seen in Figure 5-4; and the other file is the 
programming code of the BS. Due to large programming code size of BS, it will be 
attached in the appendices.
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m m
I  FW E *  ïtew IriMrt Fgrmat Ü *
0  e g  B  M  %
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Copyright (C) 200 8  M oham m ad ALFARES 
m oham ed.alfares@ gm ail.com  
Im plem ents the \SO N S_B S protocol.
sim ple SO N S_B S 
p aram eters:
procD elay : num eric const, 
timeToLive: num eric const, 
multicastTim eToLive: num eric const, 
protocolM apping: string, 
fragm entTim eout: num eric const, 
dataConfirmW ait: num eric c o n s t  
numChildConfirmW ait: num eric c o n s t  
treeJoinW ait: num eric c o n s t  
retryTimeOut: num eric c o n s t  
num berO fR etries: num eric c o n s t  
LEACH: num eric const;
g a te s: 
in: UDPIn; 
out: UDPOut; 
in: ifin; 
out: ifOut; 
in: startupin; 
endsim ple
For Mat), p ™ »  FI__________________
Figure 5-4: SONS-BS code definition of input/output gates and parameters
5.2.4 Sensor Node
Sensor node device is built by calling multiple components (modules) and how 
are connected. The connection is made through input/output gates defined in every 
component. And the packets are travel through the defined connections between the 
components. The components used in the sensor node with their connections are 
illustrated in Figure 5-5. The connection between components either omni-directional or 
bi-directional as can be seen in the Figure 5-5 with the arrow symbol on the connection 
line. The network layer unit is the SONS-SN core component which is responsible in 
routing, and processing packets. In the figure the queue component is the array of 
multiple queues used for packet prioritization. As well as the classifier component is 
where all packets pass through to examine the packet service level.
An example of SN components structure with 3 queues is shown in Figure 5-6. 
The Data is generated from the dataGenerator module. In addition to TOHandler,
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inspector, and adapter components are miscellaneous modules to help SONS to run 
correctly. Mobility component is responsible on sensor node motion during simulation, 
and it requires mobility parameters like mobility type, path, speed, direction, initial 
position, and end position. Finally, the remaining modules are called from the INET 
framework.
Sen$ot_Node
udpApp[m^UdpApp$)
noWicaHonBoatd mobility
\ tdataGenetiirterfaceT able roulingT able
1
que^ [3 ]
/ I
TOHandler
classifier
Inspectol
Figure 5-5: Sensor Node module
As can be seen in Figure 5-5, packets arrived from other SNs or BS to reach the 
SN core module (network layer component) pass through wlan module and then 
forwarded to the inspector module, then to the classifier module, and to the queue module 
for packet inspection and service level determination. To send packets to the other SNs 
or BS, packets leave network layer component to the adapter module then to the wlan 
module.
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(n o d e _ S O N S _ Q o S )  W S N .h o s l f 4 5 ]
I (n o d e_ S O N S _ Q o S )W S N .h o st[4 5 ] (id-47) (ptrOI 0F0030)
W S N .hosl(45]
#  o
notificationB oard ^  mobility 2  ^ t e f i a q a a  2)ù_muLP&
interfaceT  ab le  routingT ab le
udpA>p[Oj
nm w oi kLayef
qc b u e[0 ]
TO H andler
In sp e c te
classifier
Figure 5-6: Example of SN components structure with 3 queues
5.2.5 Base Station
The core code of the BS is simpler than SN. Figure 5-7 illustrates the modules 
used with the connection definition between them. Comparing to the sensor node, it can 
be clearly noticed that the number of components used in BS is less than in sensor node 
(see Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-7) because of less resource limitation in the BS. In Figure
5-7 the BS device uses SONS-BS in the network layer module. The start WSN module is 
used to initiate the network and wakeup SNs. Similar to the sensor node, the interface 
component to the network (input/output) is wlan module. And the mobility component 
takes care of the BS mobility during simulation. Finally, the remaining modules are called 
from the INET framework same as in sensor node module.
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udpApp[nUkU dpApps]nottficâtionBoard
start'
in terface! able
routingT able
mobility
Figure 5-7: Base Station module
5.3 Packet flow charts
This section demonstrates the behaviour of SONS routing protocol with the 
received packets. As SN receives a packet it examines the packet type and then react 
based on the following flow charts. The packet type could be Tree Formation (TF) or 
Tree Join (TJ) or Tree Join Grant (TJG) or Num Child (NC) or Num Child Confirm 
(NCC) or data or data Confirm.
Figure 5-8 shows a flow chart of a TF packet type. If SN receives a packet of 
type TF, then it will check if the packet is from one of its child Cluster Head (CH) and 
later the packet will be discarded. Otherwise, parent table will be updated (by either 
addition if the packet is from new parent CH or update existing parent CH) and then 
check if the new parent CH is the best among existing parent CHs (on the parent table) 
based on the DL? If so, then generates a Tree Join (TJ) packet to be send to the new 
parent CH (to join the new parent and wait for a joining confirmation packet) and 
generates a Remove Child (RC) packet to the old parent CH (if exist to remove from the 
child table). Otherwise, do nothing.
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Packet type N  
treeFofmation
Is one of 
parent Yes
Add to the Update the
parentTable parentTable 'V
(DL. time) (DL, time)
Parent
{
Update parentTat)le 
(Chosen Parent flag 
Old parent * false 
New parent = true )
sendTJ to the sender
sendRC to the old parent
Delete packet
DL: distance level (number of hops to reach BS via CH). 
sencfTJ: send tree Join packet and wait for tree Join grant packet. 
sendRC: send remove Child packet to previous chosen parent to 
update Its child table.
BestParent: means minimum DL
Figure 5-8: Flowchart of SN when receive a packet of type Tree Formation (TF)
Figure 5-9 illustrates flow chart of SN reaction when it receives a packet of type 
TJ. First SN check if timer for waiting TJ is exist (timer helps in identifying if the SN is a 
leaf CH node in the network tree?)? If the timer exists, SN simply deletes the timer. Then 
update its child table and send back a TJG packet to the sender. Finally, SN deletes the 
packet.
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Packet type
treeJoin
No YesIs waiting for treeJoin
No YesIs Child
Delete msg
Add Child
sendTJG
Update childTable
- Delete timer.
- Delete tempSend.
- waittreeJoin = false*
I s  Child = check with srcA ddress & chlldAddress 
sendTJG  = send  a Tree Join G rant (TJG)
Figure 5-9: Flowchart of SN when receive a packet of type Tree Join (TJ)
The flow chart of SN when receiving a TJG packet is revealed in Figure 5-10. 
SN first checks if it expecting a TJG from the packet sender? If not then generates an 
error message and deletes the packet. Otherwise, SN deletes the timer (generated when it 
sent a TJ to the sender). Subsequently, SN checks if the sender remains the best CH 
parent while waiting for this TJG packet to generates a TF packet (to be broadcast to the 
network and wait for child CH. If timer elapsed with no reply then this SN is leaf node in 
the network tree) or sends RC to the sender (requesting sender to remove SN from sender 
child table) if not best CH parent. Finally, delete the packet.
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Packet type
treeJoinGrant
YesNo Is waiting for TJG
Yes NoIs S till 
Bestparent
Generate TF sendRC to the sender
Error
SN did not send a TJ packet to the sender
G en erate  TF = G enerate  a treeForm ation 
eendRC = send Rem ove Child (RC) packet
- Delete timer (=id).
- Delete tempSend (—id).
- Set tempFlag=false in parentTable.
Figure 5-10: Flowchart of SN when receive a packet of type Tree Join Grant (TJG)
When SN receives a control packet of type Num Child (NC) it first check if the 
packet is from one of its child or link failure then the flag (in the packet header) is set to 
true as shown in Figure 5-11. If not true, then SN generates an error message and deletes 
the packet. Otherwise, SN will update its child table and sends back a Num Child 
Confirm (NCC) to the sender. For child discovery process, the SN will send NC packet to 
its parent CH (include information of total number of child the SN has beneath) if its 
entire child reply with a NC. Finally, SN will delete the packet. For network reliability 
issue, link failure flag is set to true if the parent is dead and there is no redundancy on the 
network, then SN will set the flag on the packet to true and re-send it to the second best 
parent.
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Packet type
No From child Or 
Linkfailure == true
Yes
No YesFrom child
No Yes
All child reply
o
W Delete packet
sendNC to the parent
Update ChildTable 
(numberOfChilds, 
numReply=true)
® Add to ChildTable (dwip/ 
numberOfChilds, numR«ply«true}
sendNCC to the sender
(set llnkfailure=true [If not from child])
Error 
Sender is not from 
child CH and link 
failure flag is false
sendN C C  = send numChildConfirm. If the 
received packet linkfailure Is set, then 
sendNCC should set linkfailure to true.
Figure 5-11: Flowchart of SN when receive a packet of type Num Child (NC)
When SN sends NC packet to its parent, then it will wait for a conformation (by 
set a timer) from the parent. The flow chart of SN when receive an NCC control packet is 
illustrated in Figure 5-12. The SN first check if it expecting NCC packet from the sender. 
If not, the SN generates an error message and deletes the packet. Otherwise, it will delete 
waiting timer and then update its parent table if link failure flag is set to true. Afterwards, 
the packet will be removed.
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Packet type
numChildConfirm
YesNo Is waiting for 
numChildConfirm
No YeslinkPailure 
== true
Delete packet
Delete timer
Update parentTable . 
(tempFlag*false)
Error 
SN did not send NC 
packet to the sender
Figure 5-12: Flowchart of SN when receive a packet of type Num Child Confirm (NCC)
In case child CH found better parent, then the child CH will sends Remove Child 
(RC) packet to the old parent. When the old parent receives RC packet, it will respond 
based on flow chart shown in Figure 5-13. The old parent first checks if the RC packet 
sends from one of its child, then delete the sender from its child table and sends back 
Remove Child Confirm (RCC) to the sender. Then verify if its entire child reply with NC 
for child discovery purpose. If so, then sends NC to its parent. Lastly, it will delete the 
packet.
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Packet type 
removeChlld
No
of Child
Yes
ft5e1et4 child
Error 
Sender is not 
from child
sendRCC to the sender
No Yes
sendNC to parent
■*o
-►f. - Delete packet y sendRCC = send removeChlldConfirm.
sendNC -  send numChild.
Figure 5-13: Flowchart of SN when receive a packet of type Remove Child (RC)
Flow chart of SN when receiving a packet of type Remove Child Confirm (RCC) 
is illustrated in Figure 5-14. SN will wait for RCC in the response to the remove child 
sent before. When SN receives RCC packet it will delete waiting timer and then deletes 
the packet. Otherwise, it will generate an error message.
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Packet type
removeChildConfIrm
YesNo is waiting for 
removeChlldConfirm
Error 
Did n o t sen d  RC to  
th e  s e n d e r
timer ^
W Delete packet W
Figure 5-14: Flowchart of SN when receive a packet of type Remove Child Confirm (RCC)
5.4 Summary
The chapter has demonstrates the simulation methodology. A detailed 
introduction is presented of the simulation tools used and how it is installed step-by-step. 
An open source software called OMNeT++ with INET frame work are used as the 
simulation tools to test and validate the proposed routing protocol against other existing 
routing protocols. SONS designed based on the bottom-up approach. SONS is a 
combination of SONSS-Datagram, SONS-SN, and SONS-BS modules in which each of 
modules are described in details. Then a full description of how SN and BS make use of 
these modules is covered. The last section covers how SN behaves when it receive a 
packet of such type of treeFormation, treeJoin, treeJoinGrant, numChild, 
numChildConfirm, removeChild, and removeChlldConfirm by presenting a flow chart for 
each of them.
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Results and Analysis
Self Organizing and Network Survivability (SONS) routing protocol [53-55] has 
been coded and tested using Object Modular Network Testbed in C++ (OMNeT++) [60] 
and C++ as described in the previous chapter. This chapter discusses and analyzes the 
output results and compare with other existing routing protocols. Some results are used to 
compar e with two forms of SONS (with and without redimdancy). On tire remaining of 
chapter 6 a scenario description is firstly covered. Then, the next section discusses the 
output results. After-wards an analysis is performed and compared witli die simulation 
results. Finally, the chapter end with the summary and discussion section.
6,1 Scenario description
Toward describing the scenario used in the simulation. Figure 6-1 illustrates the 
simulation structure of the forest fire monitoring application. The figure shows the coding 
flow structure and most parts of the figure have been described in chapter 5 m details. The 
scenario builder component is a C++ program to create a scenario description and stored 
in files. Then those files are fed into the simulation software. The scenario description 
include the number of Sensor Nodes (SNs), the SN locations, the failed SNs coupled with 
the time, and the data originator SNs associated with the type (priority) and time. Besides 
this information, parameters are required for the simulation input and tlie output files, 
mobility type, SN interface card parameters, and etc. Some SNs may fail or be blocked 
due to lack of power, physical damage, or environmental interface. This failm'e should not 
affect die overall operation of the network. Network reliability or fault-tolerance is the 
ability to sustain network functionahty in die presence of SN failures. Because of 
simulation scenario use Poisson distribution model, the Reliabihty R„(t) or fault-tolerance 
of a sensor node is modelled using Poisson's distribution as described in [2],[12],[65],[66]
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(further investigation on using different reliability models will be carried out as future 
work) is as follow:
Rnit) = e
Where:
Xn = the failure rate of sensor node n (assumed 15%). 
t = the time period.
Forest Fire Monitoring 
Application
1 r
OMNeT++ Platform
INET framwork
 ^ r
Base Station 
(BS)
Scenario
Builder
Sensor Node 
(SN)
Network
Initiator
DataGenerator SONS-BSSONS-SNPriority Queue
Figure 6-1: Simulation code structure
Assumptions are used in the simulation software to be able to run the application and 
to relax the constraints (Table 6-1 demonstrates a summary of the simulation scenario 
parameters and assumptions). First, Three priority levels of packets are assumed (low, 
normal, and high priority). Also, it is assumed that the network is clustered. And, all SNs 
are equipped with Onmi-directional antenna with 2.4 GHz operating frequency, that have 
a circle transmission shape in two dimensional (2D) area and a spherical shape in three 
dimensional (3D) area. The transmission rate for all SN is set to 2 Mbps (Mega Bit per 
Second). Due to the size of packets (small) and creation interval (low rate) nature on 
WSNs, in some cases of simulation scenario the rate of packets injected to the network
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is increased (Poisson model) to measure SONS QoS efficiency in high multimedia burst 
network and to examine the SONS response time in the presence of CH failure. So far, 
there are no research papers on WSNs traffic models which will be a candidate for future 
work. Also, based on wire and Internet network. Bell labs researches [67],[68] shows that 
Poisson [69] and Self-Similar traffic [70],[71] models can co-exist. In a clear context as 
load increases; the model is moved to Poisson traffic model. And as load decreases, the 
model is moved to Self-Similar. In that case, Poisson traffic model is used to describe the 
high load traffic. The simulated area is 1500m x 1000m, with a random number of SNs 
deployed randomly (see Figure 6-2). In the figure the circle represents communication 
transmission range and solid dot represent CH with area size (x and y) of 1500m by 
1 0 0 0 m.
Table 6-1: Summary of simulation parameters and assnmpdons
Queue Three priority levels
Network Clustered
SN antenna Omni-directional 2.4 GHz frequency
Transmission rate 2 Mbps
Area 2D area of 1500m x 1000m
SN reliability 
equation
R n ( t )  = e^
X = failure rate of SN =15%
Transmission 
power equation
Short distance equation 
= k * E eiec  + (k * efe * d^ )
E eiec  = energy consumption to run the transmitter/reciever 
= 50 nJ/bit.
eamp = efs = emp = radio energy dissipation, which consumed in 
the amplifier (amp) in free space (fs) and multipath (mp) = 1 0 0  
pJ/bit/m .^
# of clusters # of clusters
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o
1500 meters#  Cluster Head
Figure 6-2: Scenario Description
For a comparison reason with Low Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy routing 
(LEACH) [18] and Optimized Energy-Delay Sub network Routing (OEDSR) [33], the 
power model used in the simulation is same as in [18] as illustrated in Figure 6-3. Where 
the transmission power (P&) and reception power (PJ are
Ptxik.d) = { k * Eeiec + (^ * * d^), d < do (short distance)
k  * E e i e c  + { k *  S j n p  * d^), d > do (large distance)
P r ( k )  =  k *  E e i e c
Where:
Eeiec = energy consumption to run the transmitter/receiver,
Cfs, Cmp = radio energy dissipation, which consumed in the transmitter amplifier in 
free space (fs) and multipath (mp), 
k= number of bits to be transmitted,
d = distance between transmitter and receiver in meter (m).
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With the same parameters of Eeiec = 50 nJ/bit and eamp = Cfs = emp =100 pJ/bit/m .^
Antenna
Ptx(k,d)
K bits . Transmit Transmit
(2 Mbps) Electronics Amplifier
k * 6fe * (or dh
V
Pr(k)
Receive
Electronics
Kbits
(2 Mbps)
k*E«
Figure 6-3; Communication transmission/reception power model
Let’s take an example to calculate the required transmission power (Ptx) and 
reception (Pr) to send 400 bits for a distance of 100m (using short distance formula) 
using the above parameters. Then the calculation will be as follow:
P t x i K d )  =  k *  E e i e c  +  ( k *  6 f s  *  d ^ )
= 400 * 50 * 10“  ^+ (400 * 100 * 10'^^ * (lOO)^)
= 0.00002 + 0.0004 = 0.00042 J = 0.42 mj
P r i k )  = k* E e i e c  = 400 *50* 1 0 '^  = 0.00002 J = 0 . 0 2  mJ
As a result from the above example, the transmission power of 400 bit for a distance 
of 100m costs 0.00042 joule. And the power required to receive 400 bits is 0.00002 
joule.
6.2 Simulation Results
The factors used to evaluate the proposed routing protocol against other routing 
protocols are the network resiliency in terms of redundancy and finding alternative route, 
failover response time, network lifetime, data QoS, and scalability. All these factors and 
simulation results are discussed on the following subsections.
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6.2.1 Network Resiliency
As described previously the forest fire surveillance application requires a self 
managed routing protocol to overcome network troubles in case of node failure. Network 
resiliency means that the network can resist to SN failure due to many reasons like 
shortage in power supply or SN Operating System (OS) malfunction or obstructs (i.e. 
radio frequency interference, objects block the transmission, etc.) that isolate SN from the 
network. In the simulation Cluster Head (CH) failure is considered as more critical to the 
network than normal SN. The following two subsections cover two techniques to 
overcome CH failure in the network by either to take over the failed CH using 
redundancy feature or to find alternative path.
6.2.1.1 Redundancy
Client (or Base Station (BS)) can use redundancy feature in case of critical 
situations and take advantage of high density deployment. Redundancy option is 
considered either to be fully or partially system. In the simulation fully redundancy option 
is used.
Figure 6-5 illustrates one hop delay for 250 packets sent to the BS. Note that the 
x-axis time is in seconds and in simulation buffer memory was set to high value for 
illustration purpose (which affects the response time) but later another graph will show 
that End-to-End Delay (BED) of SONS is in a fraction of second(s). The figure prove that 
SONS in both modes (redundancy or without redundancy) overcome the CH failure but 
on tlie cost of extra delay (extra delay is about two times or more depending on the SONS 
type). Additionally, the extra delay in SONS as soon as the failed CH is resolved will be 
vanished and one-hop delays return to normal for packets arrive after problem resolution. 
Whereas in LEACH, the packets are dropped until new election phase of CH is 
performed. Moreover, it can be noticed that the problem resolution time of SONS with 
redundancy is more than two times faster than SONS without redundancy (alternative 
path) as shown in the Figure 6-5.
Packet EED is the total packet travel time taken from the source SN to reach the 
BS (multiple hops) that includes queuing time plus transmission time at each link plus
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failure recovery time (if failure exist) plus node processing time (the latter is assumed 
very small in comparison to other three aforementioned times) at each node. On the other 
hand, one hop delay is the same time components as in the EED except that are only for 
node-to-node packet transmission as can be seen in Figure 6-4. Because of high traffic 
load expected on CHs near to the BS (as a result of many-to-one communication nature) 
and have lots of grandchild CHs, queue time is expected to increase. And this time can be 
reduced by using C-CHs.
Destination
(BS)Recovery timeSource Many hopsTransmission time
Process time
Q ueue time Relay node
One hop delay
End-to-End Delay
Figure 6-4: One-hop and End-to-End delays diagram
One-H op Delay for 250 P ackets
1.5 -
Comparison of network I  
response time in case of | 
node failure for two I 
modes of SONS. |
SONS (M# Redundancy) 
SONS (No Redundancy) 
LEACH
In case of node failure LEACH 
protocol drops the packets.
~T"
400
Simulation Time (s)
~ ~ r ~
500
Figure 6-5: One-hop delay comparison in the presence of CH failure
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Another simulation with different number of generated packets is used to 
examine the SONS response time. The outcome results used to show a comparison 
between two SONS modes are reflected in Figure 6 -6 . The figure illustrates one-hop 
delay per packet with 8  hops to reach the BS for 50 packets. Where, the CH failure occurs 
during sending packet 21 (the packet number reflects the sending sequence). As a result, 
as it is shown before that SONS with redundancy resolves the problem better and faster 
by about half of the time than SONS without redundancy (alternative path). In addition 
the packets 21 and 22 are only affected during resolution of CH failure problem then 
afterwards packets 23 to 50 one-hop delay return to normal. The figure shows how fast 
SONS send packet to the neighbour CH towards BS (about 0.1 seconds). The complete 
picture of EED is illustrated in Figure 6-7. The figure show EED for the 50 packets which 
is about 0 . 2  seconds or less in normal case and about 1 . 6  second in worst case (only 
during CH failure resolution period).
One Hop Delay
1.4
1 .2  - f ---------
CH Failured  
during packet 21
0.6
Packet NumberSONS (with redundancy)SONS (no Redundancy)
Figure 6-6; One hop delay of SONS modes
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End-to-End Delay
1.6 -------
1.4 CH Failure
1.2
0.6
0.4
0.2
17 21 37 41 45 49
Packet num ber
SONS (no Redundancy)  SONS (with Redundancy)
Figure 6-7: SONS end-to-end delay
6.2.1.2 Alternative path/route (without redundancy)
In certain situation especially when the network operates for long time, the 
number of active SN (or network density) is less than when the network initially started. 
Then the network resources are crucial to not sacrifice by using a number of SNs for 
redundancy purpose. In this case using SONS without redundancy is better. On other side 
as previously seen, that this SONS mode is slower than SONS with redundancy in 
resolving the CH failure problem (Figure 6-5, Figure 6 -6 , Figure 6-7). Then choosing 
between the two modes of SONS is depending on the network status and application 
requirements.
6.2.2 Network lifetime
In network layer the network lifetime can be extended if the routing protocol 
consumes less power. Figure 6 - 8  illustrates the total power consumption of sending 50 to 
700 packets with increment of 50 fi-om source to the BS in Joules (J) for two SONS 
modes and LEACH routing protocols. In normal operation without CH failure, both 
SONS modes consume less power than LEACH (more than 50 % less power
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consumption) as shown in Figure 6 -8 . The difference even increased as number of 
packets sends through the network increased. In the case of forest fire and similar 
applications, LEACH could not far communicate directly with the BS (because of 
wireless communication range limitation), but in simulation we assume it is possible (if 
new wireless technology found). Also, we use the short distance of Ptx as well, otherwise 
the power consumption in LEACH will be higher. In addition, SONS with redundancy 
consumes more total power than SONS without redundancy by not more than 5% due to 
extra SNs (redundant CHs) involved on the routing process.
Total Power Consumption
30
20
I
300 500 600 700100 200 4 0 00
'SONS - no R edundancy
# of send packets
SONS - with R edundancy LEACH
Figure 6-8: Total power consumption
In case of CH failure, the power consumption to send packet from the source to 
the BS is shown in Figure 6-9. The figure is for the power consumption per packets in 
joules. It is clearly that in case of CH failure both SONS modes consume less power than 
LEACH and even in normal case. In addition, the figure declares that SONS with 
redundancy consumes less power in case of CH failure’. Both SONS modes consume less
MTE routing is not always less power consumption [18] as can be seen clearly in Figure 6-10.
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than 0.01 J per packet to send packets from source to the BS. On the other hand, LEACH 
power consumption per packet is about 0.05 J due to the far communication distance 
between CHs and BS. So far from the simulation results, both SONS modes have the 
superiority over LEACH in terms of resolving failure CH, EED, and network power 
consumption.
Power Consumption per Packet
0.04 - Dropped Packets 
during node failure
pi 0.03 -
Power overhead 
/  during node failure., 1 Then return to normal.0 .02 -
400 500
Simulation Time (s)
- B -  SONS (lA # Redundancy) - B "  SONS (No Redundancy) LEACH
Figure 6-9: Comparison on end-to-end power consumption per packets
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Power Consumption per Packet
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Figure 6-10: Power consumption per packets (extension version of Figure 6-9)
In reality, many SNs attempt to send their sensed data to the BS in any time and 
location, and several CHs failure may occur on different network zone during WSN 
operation. Figure 6-11 and Figure 6-12 reflect the reality case and measure the network 
overhead power consumption in joules for many SNs data generator and several CH 
failures during the simulation. The figures illustrate only the extra packet generated by 
SONS routing protocol (control packets) to route data packets to the BS. Figure 6-11 
illustrates the network overhead energy per control packet in joules with the simulation 
time and Figure 6-12 illustrates the total network overhead energy in joules with total 
number of overhead control packets for the two SONS modes. In terms of network 
control packets overhead. Figure 6-11 shows that the power consumption per network 
control packet in SONS alternative path is more than SONS with redundancy. This is due 
to more control packets were generated to diagnose CH failure and to find better 
alternative path. Also, the figure shows the amount of power consumption is not more 
than 0.025J in worst case and in most cases is about 0.002 per overhead packet because of 
generated overhead packets send to only neighbour CHs (short communication distance). 
Figure 6 - 1 2  gives evidence that the number of overhead control packets and total network
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overhead energy produced using SONS with alternative path is higher (SONS with 
redundancy produces 387 overhead packets of 0.805957 J whereas SONS without 
redundancy produces 463 overhead packets of 1.050025 J during simulation). And this 
leads for higher total network overhead energy consumption.
Network Overhead Energy
energy (J)
0.03
0.025 [
0.02
0.015
0.01
0.005
1.65 2.38 3.89
■ SONS (with Redundancy) B SONS (no Redundancy)
■ J2 Simulation time (s)
Figure 6-11: Network overhead energy
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Total Netowork Overhead Energy
I SONS (with Redundancy) 
I SONS (no Redundancy)
Figure 6-12: Total network overhead
6.2.3 Quality of Service (QoS)
Forest fire surveillance application combines different SNs that generate 
different types of sensed data (heterogeneous sensed data). To ensure success of 
operation, the network is obliged to provide required services firom the sensed data. Then 
data are categorized using a priority field on the packet header, in which enable SONS to 
serve the packets with higher priority before the lower one. This feature makes SONS to 
operate on heterogeneous WSN network. From simulation results. Figure 6-13 illustrates 
how SONS deal with heterogeneous data in case of no alternative path exists to the BS in 
terms of EED per packet. In Figure 6-13, sensitive data means time sensitive packets and 
has higher routing priority than normal packets. It can be seen that initially the normal 
packets transferred smoothly. But when new higher priority packets arrived, the network 
will serve it first which delay the normal packet. So, Figure 6-13 illustrates that the time 
sensitive data gets guaranteed service response even if the network is busy with normal 
data. Regardless to the rise of time delay for the normal data, SONS guarantee data 
delivery to the BS. This help in extending the network life time by avoiding resend the
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same data. As soon as the high priority packets have been served the network will 
continue back serving the normal packets.
End-to-End Delay
Normal Packet 
Sensitive Packet
520 540 560
simulation time (s)
580
Figure 6-13: SONS end-to-end delay per packet with one path to the BS
In addition, if one path is used (selected) from source to BS in the existence of 
multi-path all the time, it will leads to extensively power consumption of CH’s power 
sources on the selected path. And with the time this routing technique results to an un­
even network power distribution. SONS routing protocol takes care of this issue by 
distribute the traffic on the network if possible. This can be seen in Figure 6-14, if the 
normal data congested with a time sensitive data, then it tries to search for alternative 
path. It can be noticed that when the path is congested, SONS will try to search to 
alternative path. As soon as alternative path is foimd, then the EED of the normal packets 
is decreased in the presence of high priority packets. This will help in reducing the EED 
of the normal data and to distribute the routing traffic throughout the network (even 
network power distribution).
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End-to-End Delay
-44- Normal Packet 
Sensitive Packet3
c<r>
510 520 530 540
simulation time (s)
Figure 6-14: SONS end-to-end delay with mnlti-path to the BS
In reality we have multiple senders with different data priority as in the forest 
fire monitoring application, and then packets will be routed to the best available path and 
to avoid congestion if possible. Figure 6-15 illustrates the SONS performance on the 
whole network with multiple senders. It can be seen that SONS guaranteed the priority 
service to the time sensitive data than the normal one. Additionally, it avoids congestion 
path using alternative path if available. Figure 6-15 proofs that the SONS succeeded to 
operate in heterogeneous networic.
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End-to-End Delay
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Figure 6-15: SONS end-to-end delay per packet of the entire network
6.2.4 Scalability
Scalability is one of the important requirements of forest fire surveillance and 
similar applications. The routing protocol should operate perfectly as the network size 
increase. SONS (both modes) have been compared against multiple routing protocols to 
measure its scalability performance as the network size increase. Figure 6-16 shows that 
the EED of the SONS is barely affected with the network size same as OEDSR and 
Dynamic Source Routing (DSR). From the simulation results, the performance of SONS 
in terms of EED with respect to the network size is better than OEDSR by about 80% (as 
can be seen in Figure 6-16).
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Figure 6-16: End-to-end delay Vs network size
6.3 Analysis of the SONS Protocol
This section analyzes the SONS protocol and then compares it against the 
simulation results. To study the proposed protocol in network connectivity and 
survivability features, we need to answer the question: how long does the network take to 
recover from faulty link or node? To be able to answer this question, it requires to study 
the recovery time in case of link failure, and the recovery time in case of node failure (for 
SONS with and without redundancy option).
The analysis will be applied using an example (for simplification) and then will 
be generalize. First, let us assume the scenario illustrated in Figure 6-17 in which CH7 
tries to send data to the BS. It is shown that the network tree is established and declares 
the necessary parent and child tables of CHs for analysis.
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6.3.1 Recovery time in case of link failure ( R l )
At the beginning calculation of the time to send a message between children and 
parent CHs and receive a reply is made. From Figure 6-17 it can be seen that the total 
time is
T o n e  hop =  T „ i+ T i-+ T d e ia y  ( 1 )
Wliere:
Tm: is a time for a message to travel fi*om sender to receiver.
Tp is a time to process the received message plus the time required to tiavel the reply 
message to the sender.
Tdeiay: IS a Safety margin and is small compared to T„, and T, (less than 15%).
As an example, if the sender (CH7) didn’t receive a reply for the second time 
then it will update its parent table (see Table 6-2) and send the same message to the new 
parent (CH6 ) with the minimum of DL. Then the time to detect the broken link or CH 
failure is
Tdetect failure ^ ( T  m + T % +T delay) ( 2 )
CH? use a 2-way message to join the new parent as a child. This process takes time of
T jo in  “  (T r eq u estT T co n fin n T T d eta y ) ( 3 )
Where:
Trequest: Is the time for a request to travel from sender (CH7) to receiver (CH6 ).
Tconfinn* is the time to process the received message and a confiiin travel time from 
receiver (CH6 ) to the sender (CH7).
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1 0
2 1
ParentParentParent
CH node #
^  Redundant CH node # 
DL Distance Level
Parent DL
3 1
6 2
Childs
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9
Figure 6-17; Example of tree scenario
Table 6-2: CH7 parent table
3 No connection
6 2
The message sent to CH6  takes time of (Tm+Tr+Tdeiay)- Then CH6  will send the 
message to CH3 in a time of (Tm+Tr+Tdeiay)- This will lead the time of choosing 
alternative path, which is
T  — 2 (T m + T r+ T d e la y )  (Trequest"^Tconfirm“*"Tdelay) (4)
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Then the time to recover a failure linlc is
[4(T m +T r+T delay)+ (T ,equest+T confinn+T delay)j : Saiue IcVel of DL
Ttotai“ "^ (5)
[3(TinTTrTTdelay)’^ (Trequest~*~Tconfimi"^ Tdelay)] j parent leVCl of DL
Similarly we have the general fomiula as follows
R l  [n (T inT T i-+ T d elay)T (T i-cq n est‘t'TconfirniTTdeIay)] ( 6 )n > 3 is an integer
Note:
If 1 1 = 3  it means recovered to parent level of DL to the BS.
If 1 1 = 4  it means recovered to same level of DL to the BS.
In LEACH if the linlc fails (disconnected), then the communication will 
breakdown because there is a direct transmission between CH and the BS.
6.3.2 Recovery time in case of node failure without redundancy 
(I^n)
The same analysis in the link failure case is used to find the recovery time for the 
case of node failure. Then same analysis as in the previous section, the discovery time of 
(parent) or linlc failure is equal to
Tdetect failure 2  (Tm+Tr^"Tdelay) (7)
And the discovery time of (parent) failure is equal to
Tpareiit failure “  3  (Tm^Tr^"Tdelay) T  (Trequest"^Tconnrm"^Tdelay) j ( 8 )
if it re-route to node that have same parent
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Then the time to choose alternative path is greater than or equal to
Taltemativepath “  [3 (T m + T r+ T d e la y )T  (Trequest^"Tconftrm^'Tdelay)] ( 9 )
Another discovery method is by repeating the election process. If the CH is 
failed because of lack of power, or physical damage then it will not involve into the next 
election process. The time to replace the failed CH is
TreplaceCH T*eiection~ (^te-process"^ lelec) j
0  — telec — (Telection " ^te-process) ( 1 0 )
Where:
Teiection: Schedule election cycle time.
Atc-process: election process time, 
telec : live time after election process.
Then the general formula is
3  (T m '^ T rT T d e la y )T  ( T re q u e s t^ T confirm TTdelay)
Rn = Minimum-^
election" (A te-p rocess^  teiec)
(1 1 )
The effect of node failure is more than link failure. That affects its entire children 
and parent attached to it and need to be replaced with a new node. Whereas, the link 
failure is less frequent to happen and only affect one node attached to it by the failed link.
In LEACH, the node failure will not be discovered and replaced only on the next 
CH election process. Then, Rn is equal to equation (10). It can be seen SONS protocol 
perform better than LEACH in this case.
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6,3.3 Recovery time in case of node failure with redundancy (RN,r)
In critical application, fault-tolerance using redundancy is required in the case of 
node failure. Actually, redundancy takes place on the expense of the network SN 
resources. This action is acceptable due to the high density deployment and the low cost 
of SNs. Also, it can be compromised between fault-tolerance and resource consumption 
by using semi-redundant network, in which CHs near to the BS are more critical than 
other CHs because of re-routing network packets (of their cluster and far clusters) to the 
BS. Since failures of the CHs near to the BS aie critical on the network performance, in 
which it require protection by using redundancy. In this analysis, we will assume full- 
redundant. Redundant CH (R-CH) node works exactly like CH, but without interaction 
with the network (silent respond). So, if R-CH listens to a message sent to its CH without 
respond then it will respond immediately to the second time the message is sent and then 
take over the CH operation and choose a new R-CH from its cluster members. This 
process takes 2(T,n+Ti+Tdeiay)- Or if the R-CH detects silent operation during CH slot in 
the cluster TDMA then it will take over the failed CH. The failure detection time is
Tdetect failure =  T - t i  ; 0  <  tj <  ( T - A t )  ( 1 2 )
Wliere:
T: is the complete cycle time.
At: is the time slot.
ti: is the life time of CH from the next TDMA of its time slot to the last time slot before
the CH slot time.
The time to take over the failed CH is '
T replace CH ~  ( 2 T - A t- t i )  ( 1 3 )
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Generally, the time to recover a failure CH node is
r 2(Tm+Tr+Tdelay)
Rn,f = Minimum -s (14)
L (2T-At-t,)
Wliereas LEACH routing protocol does not provides redundancy in such situation.
For comparison we use same parameters used on the simulation and with Tm = 
Trcquesi = 130 ms, Tr = Tconfirm = 170 ms, Tdeiay = 20 ms, and Teiection = T = 10 s (parameters 
taken from simulation). Then using equation 11, the response time for SONS with no 
redundancy Rn = 1280 ms (millisecond). Whereas, by using equation 14, the response 
time for SONS with redundancy RN,r = 640 ms . Comparing the analysis results with the 
simulation results, the response time of the two modes of SONS from simulation are on 
Figure 6 - 6  in which match the above calculations.
In conclusion, we can see the proof of analysis through the simulation, that the 
relation between Rn and RN,ris reflected correctly on Figure 6 -6 .
6.4 Summary
The chapter discusses the simulation output results. It illustrates how SONS 
respond to the CH failure and how it outperforms LEACH routing protocol. In addition, it 
shows that SONS can operates in heterogeneous network and to provides QoS. The 
simulation demonstrates that SONS can provide survivability feature in critical network. 
And with respect to the scalability, SONS can scales very well to the large network and 
outperfoim other routing protocols like OEDSR and DSR by about 80%. Even more, 
analysis has been done and results compared with the simulation results.
As a conclusion, the simulation and analysis confirm that SONS routing protocol 
meets the application requirements and achieve better performance than the other 
aforementioned protocols.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Summary
In this work a novel hierarchical routing protocol named Self Organizing and 
Network Survivability (SONS) was developed, to provide network fault-tolerance and 
QoS in the presence of network mobility (mobility of both base station and sensor nodes) 
applied to a forest fire application.
The thesis presents a general view of WSNs applications with the description of 
WSN. Afieiivards, detailed discussion of sensor node hardware components, WSN’s 
limitations and constraints, as well as WSN protocol stack is presented. Also, a 
comprehensive description of network layer and challenges that face WSN routing 
protocol designers are covered. In addition, a discussion of classifications and description 
of routing protocols in WSN is enclosed.
A target application area and requirements are described in detail using forest 
fire surveillance application sample. Then a literature review of existing routing protocols 
based on flat-structured, hierarchical stmctured, location-based, and Quality of Seiwice 
(QoS) classifications was completed. Afieiivards, a novel hieraichy based routing 
protocol named Self Organizing and Network Survivability (SONS) routing protocol [53- 
55] is proposed and demonstrates how it fits the forest fire surveillance application and 
similar applications such as environmental monitoring. SONS provides network resilience 
(fault-tolerance) feature with minimal network overhead, solution to the data converge- 
cast issue (using Co-operative Cluster Head (C-CH), network scalability, QoS, and 
operate in heterogeneous network. More discussion of SONS features is covered in the 
following sub-sections.
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7.1.1 Network Resilience
Network resiliency or network fault-tolerance means that the network can resist 
to SN failure due to many reasons like shortage in power supply or SN Operating System 
(OS) malfunction or obstructs (i.e. radio frequency interference, objects block the 
transmission, etc.) that isolate SN from the network. Cluster Head (CH) failure is 
considered more critical to the network than normal SN. In SONS routing protocol there 
are two ways to overcome CH failure in the network by either to take over the failed CH 
using redundancy feature or to find alternative path. The performance metric for network 
resilience is data End-to-End Delay (EED) from source to the BS. With redundancy the 
EED of SONS is much better than LEACH (in both cases: normal case and CH failure 
case) as previously shown in Figure 6-5, Figure 6 -6 , and Figure 6-7 in chapter 6 . Also the 
figures pointed out that SONS with redundancy resolves the problem better and faster by 
about half of the time than SONS without redundancy (alternative path). On the other 
hand, SONS without redundancy (alternative path) consumes less network resource than 
SONS with redundancy.
7.1.2 Network Scalability
Network scalability means the routing protocol should operate flawlessly as the 
network size increase. SONS (both modes) have been compared against multiple routing 
protocols to measure scalability performance as the network size increases. Figure 6-16 
shows that the EED of the SONS is barely affected with the network size same as 
OEDSR and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR). From the simulation results, the 
performance of SONS in terms of EED with respect to the network size is better than 
OEDSR by about 80% (as can be seen in Figure 6-16). This concludes SONS routing 
protocol achieves scalability feature.
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7.1.3 Quality of Service (QoS)
To achieve QoS on the network, SONS routing protocol use a priority field on 
the packet header to be distinguish among different priority level. From simulation 
results. Figure 6-13 demonstrates how SONS deals with heterogeneous data in case of no 
alternative path exists to the BS in terms of EED per packet. It can be seen that SONS 
seiwes higher priority packets before the lower one. Regardless to the rise of time delay 
for the low priority data, SONS guarantees data delivery to the BS. This helps in 
extending the network life-time by avoiding resending data. As soon as the high priority 
packets have been seiwed, the network will continue back seiwing the nonnal packets. 
Wliereas, in case of multi-path exist from source to the BS Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15 
confiiin the success of SONS in serving of low priority data than single path in the 
presence of high priority data by distributing the traffic over the network towards the BS 
(leads to better network power distribution). It can be noticed that when the path is 
congested, SONS will try to search to alternative path. As soon as alternative path is 
found, then the EED of the low priority data is decreased in the presence of high priority 
packets.
7.1.4 Network Lifetime
In network layer the network lifetime can be extended if the routing protocol use 
less control packets and consumes less power. In nonnal operation without CH failure, 
both SONS modes consume less power than LEACH as shown in Figure 6 -8 . The 
difference even increased as number of packets sends tlirough the network increased. In 
case of CH failure, the power consumption to send packet from the source to the BS is 
shown in Figure 6-9. It is clear that in case of CH failure both SONS modes consume less 
power than LEACH. In addition, the figure declaies that SONS with redundancy 
consumes less power in case of CH failure. From the Figure 6 -8 , Figure 6-9, Figure 6-11 
and Figure 6-12, both SONS modes have the superiority over LEACH in terms of 
resolving failure CH, EED, and network power consumption.
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7.1.5 Heterogeneous Network
Heterogeneous network is defined as a mixture of SNs on the network. Those 
SNs have different hardware specifications with different sensor types and abilities. And 
will generate different types of data that have dissimilar service level requirements. SONS 
designed to not rely on SNs types from the assumption and operation requirements as 
shown in chapter 4 & 5.
The SONS verification technique is by using simulation tools. The simulation 
tools used are the Object Modular Network Testbed in C++ (OMNeT++) [60] with 
Internet Network (INET) [61] frame work. Based on the simulation tools, the technical 
coding details and simulation methodology are discussed in detail in chapter 5. From the 
simulation results, SONS has achieved remarkable performance over Low Energy 
Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy routing (LEACH) [18], Optimized Energy-Delay Sub­
network Routing (OEDSR) [33], Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [52], and Ad hoc On- 
Demand Distance Vector (AODY) [47], and Bellman-Ford algorithm (BELL) [40].
7.1.6 Self Organizing and Network Survivability (SONS) routing 
protocol in WSN
SONS routing protocol is a hierarchical multi-hop routing protocol. Its operation 
can be summarized into three phases: start-up phase, synclironization phase, and message 
exchange phase. Start-up phase is responsible to build-up the network on the network 
layer level by wakeup Sensor Nodes (SNs) from sleep mode and join them to the network 
fonnation process. Afterward it divides the network into clusters and initiates the network 
tree creation process. The network tree consists of Cluster Heads (CHs) and Base Station 
(BS) members and use tliree ways communication technique. Moreover, the process use 
child discovery process to estimates the expected load on each cluster and based on the 
results it determines the Co-operative CH (C-CH) nodes to resolve the load. The 
synchronization phase is responsible in managing communication patterns on the 
network. In which every CH will manage communication time schedule of its cluster’s 
SNs member according to their needs. This allows SNs to identify when to wake up to
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send its sensed data to the CH to save energy and extend network life time. Because of 
the application nature of heterogeneous data and SNs on the same cluster, it leads to 
different type of data requirements. For this reason CH will monitor the cluster activity to 
manage communication patterns between SNs. The message exchange phase is the 
longest phase among the tln*ee phases. In this phase SNs wake-up and send their sensed 
data to the coiTesponding CHs based on their time slot assigned by the CHs on the 
synchronization phase. Then CHs collect and process data to be re-routed towards BS 
tlnough the network tree.
SONS routing protocol consists mainly of two operation modes: SONS with 
redundancy, and SONS without redundancy. The redundancy concept is to use the high 
density and cost features of the WSN by assigning some SNs to backup important parts of 
the network and then takeover the failed part operation in case of failure. The important 
parts in the network are the CHs which are protected by the Redundant CH (R-CH) 
nodes.
In the following the main contributions and achievements of the research will be 
covered, followed by discussion on research accomplisliments and research direction for 
future work.
7.1.7 Main Contributions
Developing a novel routing protocol on WSN is the main contribution of the 
research. The protocol tackles several routing challenges at the same time (power and 
transmission range constrains, network mobility, network size, self-organizing, harsh 
environment, and heterogeneous network). The proposed routing protocol deals with the 
challenges by providing the following features.
a. Fully Distributed: There is no central controlling node to build-up and 
manage the network changes. This feature enables the protocol to operate 
in a faster manner with less power consumption.
b. Fault-Tolerance: The protocol resists to node or/and link failures and keeps 
delivering sensed data to the BS. Additionally, if one part of the network 
failed, it will not affect the other part. And the data is still being delivered
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to the BS by search for alternative path by providing a network reliability 
feature. Furthennore, the protocol provides a network survivability feature. 
Survivability is achieved using a network redundancy concept by 
introducing a Redundant Cluster Head (R-CH). R-CH job is to monitor the 
Cluster Head (CH) in a silent mode. In case of CH failure, the R-CH will 
take over the CH operation immediately. The network redundancy option 
can be either a fully or partially depends on the application requirement. 
This option gives the proposed protocol the flexibility to work in different 
situations.
c. Scalability: The protocol can scales and operates in a large and 
heterogeneous network. So, the protocol is designed to cope with the huge 
area size network.
d. Heterogeneous Network: Operates on the presence of mixtures sensors 
(sense different types of data) and SNs (different SNs capabilities) 
network.
e. QoS: Provides data QoS. Since the application has different sensed data 
types, then every type needs certain level of service. The proposed 
protocol provides level of services based on types of data.
f. Network Mobility: Works with mobility of Base Station (BS) and SN 
(except CH, Co-operative CH (C-CH), and R-CH). The network mobility 
is the mobility of both the BS and SNs. In which, it cause the network 
topology to be dynamic. The developed protocol support mobility except 
for CH, C-CH, and R-CH. In this particular case this can be neglected 
because time to time the CH node may return to normal SN and then is 
free to move. The same thing applies to the C-CH and R-CH.
The forest fire surveillance application was used as a test-bed for the developed 
routing protocol. Based on this application, a forest fire surveillance application 
description and scenario have been built.
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7.2 Conclusion
Based on the research of this thesis, there are some interesting implications:
• From the simulation, the routing consumes less power and covers long 
distance by breaking down communication distance (direct 
communication) into short distances (multi-hop communication). And 
based on the network stmcture, by breaking down network area (flat 
structure) into small areas or zones (hierarchy structure), routing 
consumes less network power. Combining the two routing techniques 
(Hierarchy + multi-hop) result in efficient power consumption and large 
network coverage that is a feasible solution for the large area applications 
requirement. But, it creates more network overhead packets which can be 
neglected because of the overall network power consumption including 
these packets is even less.
• A new research area starts by relaxing constrains and requirements 
because designing routing protocols that tackles several challenges are 
more difficult than a single challenge. This reflect to the WSN routing 
protocol area, as research direction now is towards designing routing 
protocols to meet two or more requirements (real scenarios) after being 
researched on the single requirement on the begimiing. Moreover, 
extending routing protocol solving one issue to multiple could leads to 
total re-design. So, researchers are required to make extendable routing 
protocol design on the beginning.
• Choosing multi-hop Minimum Transmission Energy (MTE) routing 
teclinique is not always less power consumption as can be seen clearly in 
Figure 6-10. This is true in case of a linear network and it is approved in
[18].
• If the network will cany heavy load of data like multimedia, then it 
requires super nodes to act as CHs that have more power resources, 
processing power, and larger memory than other sensor nodes especially 
the CH near to the BS.
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• Network redundancy achieved better EED response in case of CH failure 
as shown in SONS with redundancy than without redundancy. And the 
end-to-end power consumption per packet return to about same 
consumption as before the failure because packets follow same path 
toward BS. On the other hand, network redundancy costs extra network 
resources for network protection (i.e. extra SNs and this can be neglected 
in case of high density deployment).
7.3 Future Work
Since the proposed routing protocol (SONS) led to produced promising results, 
further studies into other application areas are required. The work presented here attempts 
to answer some questions but at the same time opens other routes for research, as pointed 
out below.
(i) Clustering technique: performing research on network clustering and C-CH 
selection techniques to be used on SONS to achieve better performance. The 
perfoimance is measured by minimizing the number of network control overhead 
packets, obtains a higher network lifetime, and the affect on Base Station (BS) 
and SNs mobility.
(ii) Synchronization phase: Study and search the best access method of Cluster 
Heads (CHs) and SNs on synchronization phase that best suits SONS on forest 
surveillance application in order to get better EED with less network overhead 
packet and higher network lifetime. And investigation is required to answer the 
question on how the technique used on synchronization phase will have effect on 
the MAC layer performance through the media access control to minimize 
packets collision and minimize packets delivery time?
(iii) Network Mobility: Investigation is projected to answer what is the critical speed? 
How the mobility of BS and SNs have affect on network tree? And, what is the 
affect of mobility type (random, linear, circular ...etc) on the network tree? The 
network mobility has two parts:
a. Mobility of BS.
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b. Mobility of SNs.
(iv) Study the best number of Co-operative Cluster Heads (C-CHs) in the network 
that helps in solving the data divergence problem (many-to-one communication 
pattern) and achieves better EED.
(v) Do an experimental implementation test on real scenario to validate the 
outcomes with the simulation results.
(vi) Implements SONS on SENSEI [72] (European Union (EU) project) scenarios 
with respect to sensor side only.
(vii) Test and study different network traffic flow models impacts on the SONS 
perfoimance. Many of researches are done on the wire network and Internet 
network, but their results cannot be used on WSNs because of its constraints and 
application specific natures. One of the recent research on WSN traffic models is 
undergoing by professor Ian Marshall (Lancaster University, UK) and gianted 
fi'om Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) [73] (UK 
goveiiiment agency for funding research and training) under title ‘TRAffic 
Modelling for Sensor Network Optimisation and Development (TRAMSNOD)’
[74] and excepted to finish mid of 2010. The study of the network traffic models 
on WSN using SONS routing protocol based on forest fire surveillance 
application is proposed. The study should examine the network traffic models 
such as Poisson [69], Packet Train [75], Self-Similar [70],[71], Maikov Traffic
[76], Markov Renewal Traffic [76], Autoregiessive Traffic [76], and Transfoim- 
Expand-Sample (TES) [76].
(viii) Examine different SN’s reliability models based on network traffic flow and SN 
distribution models on the network perfoimance.
Furthennore, what is the future vision of hierarchical QoS routing protocols 
relating to the WSN? Based on literature review and research the question can be 
answered. From the literature review it is found that there is no comprehensive routing 
protocol that tackles many issues at the same time (for example taking caie of mobility, 
QoS, network lifetime, fault-tolerance, scalability, heterogeneous, survivability, and 
latency issues). And in fact, enteiprise (large) applications is composed of multiple 
smaller applications that have different requirements such as forest fire surveillance 
described on chapter 4. Moreover, from literature review there is no routing protocol
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designed for forest fire surveillance application. In addition, there are few routing 
protocols undertake QoS issue due to its difficulty in the presence of WSN constraints. 
Moreover, from the promising research results, it can be envisioned that the future 
research area is towards QoS and multi-criteria routing protocols.
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Appendices
A. SONS Installation Procedure
OMNeT++ can run and installed on MS Windows [77], Linux [78], Berkeley 
Software Distribution (BSD) [79], and Mac OS X [80] operating system platforms. The 
latest version of OMNeT-H- is 4.0 and released on 27^ '^  of February 2009 (released after 
coding the proposed routing protocol SONS on OMNeT++ 3.3). It is a major upgrade for 
OMNeT++ 3.x in terms of coding language and structure. To be able to run and execute 
code written for OMNeT++ 3.x in the new version 4.0, it requires rewriting the code and 
learning time. Therefore, upgrading the SONS code ftom version 3.3 to 4.0 is not straight 
forward.
OMNeT++ 3.3 is used and installed with the INET framework on Microsoft 
(MS) Windows XP Service Pack (SP) 3 platform. MS Visual Studio 2005 (VC++) [81] is 
used with MS Platform Software Development Kit (SDK) for Windows Server 2003 SPl
[82]. Furthermore, OMNeT++ requires a Tool Command Language/Toolkit (TCL/TK)
[83] script language with BLT [84] extension. And finally, Ghostscript 8.62 [85] was 
installed for the postscript graphs.
The Microsoft Windows SDK (Software Development Kit) is software package 
from Microsoft that contains header files, libraries, samples, documentation and tools 
utilizing the APIs required to develop applications for Microsoft Windows and the .NET 
Framework 3.0/.NET Framework 3.5. The Windows SDK can be used to write 
applications that target Windows XP and Windows Server 2003 as well as Windows 
Vista and Windows Server 2008 while the older Platform SDK can be used to develop 
applications for Windows 2000, Windows XP and Windows Server 2003. The package 
contains an extensive documentation and nearly 1000 samples. Although the SDK itself is 
available fr ee of cost, obtaining the SDK requires that the copy of Windows be validated.
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Tel (Tool Command Language) is a scripting language created by Jolin 
Ousterhout. Originally Tel was created because of progiammers developing their own 
poor quality languages intended to be embedded into applications. Tel is a very powerful 
but easy to learn dynamic progi amming language, suitable for a very wide range of uses, 
including web and desktop applications, networking, administration, testing and many 
more. Open source and business-friendly, Tel is a mature yet evolving language that is 
tiaily cross platform, easily deployed and highly extensible. Toolkit (Tk) is a graphical 
user interface toolkit that talces developing desktop applications to a higher level than 
conventional approaches. Tk is the standard GUI not only for Tel, but for many other 
dynamic languages, and can produce rich, native applications that mn unchanged across 
Windows, Mac OS X, Linux and more. In general. Tel is a progiamming language and 
the Tk is a graphical user interface toolkit. BLT is an extension to the Tk toolkit, adding 
new widgets, geometry managers, and miscellaneous commands. Tcl/Tk and BLT 
extension are fr ee of cost.
Ghostscript is an inteipreter for the PostScript language and for Portable 
Document Fomiat (PDF). It can be used as a file foimat converter, such as PostScript to 
PDF converter. Ghostscript originally found in 1986 by Peter Deutsch and released under 
the general public license.
Installation is tricky and for eiTor free installation, uses packages with the exact 
mentioned version and install in order.
A1 Installation Procedure
Installation the simulation sofrwaie is somehow tricky. And for enor free 
installation use packages with the exact mentioned version and install it in the following 
order:
(i) To get an OMNet++ development enviromnent on Windows XP it is 
necessary to have the most recent seiwice pack installed (MS Windows 
XP Professional SP3,
httn://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?displavlang=en&Fami 
lvID=68c48dad-bc34-4Qbe-8d85-6bb4f56f5110 ).
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(ii) To compile OMNet++ we need a compiler. Microsoft is offering free 
versions of their IDE's (Integrated Development Environments) MS 
Visual Studio 2005 (VC++).
(iii)Install the MS Platform SDK for Windows Server 2003 SPl that contains 
some needed header files.
(iv)To get support for images in Neddoc (a tool to generate HTML 
documentation from Network Description (NED) files and message 
definitions) install Ghostscript software.
(v) Then download and install OMNet++ binary (i.e. *.exe) program.
(vi) Download and extract INET framework inside the OMNeT++ directory. 
Then from command prompt write the following three commands:
/*  a u to m a tic a lly  gen era te  m a k efile  * /Makemake
/*  add or r e fr e sh  depend en cies on th e  m a k efile  * / ninake -f makefile.vc depend
/*  b u ild  th e  program * / nmake -f makefile.vc
Note:
If for some reason the binary available at the OMNet++ web page gives 
a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) error. Bypass the CRC check by 
rumiing the installation binary from the command prompt with the 
/NCRC switch:
Example: c;\> omnetpp-3.3-win32.exe /NCRC
When asked for the installation directory make sure to choose a path that 
has no blank spaces as this cause problem when compiling the program. 
During the installation you will be asked for the Ghostscript binary. 
Select the path were Ghostscript is installed. Then you will be asked to 
choose the Visual C++ release you are going to use. Since Visual C++ 
2005 is used then select vc-81.
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As a summary, Figure 5-1 illustrates the relation of the SONS routing protocol 
coding enviromnent. It shows the relationship sequence, starting fi*om MS Windows XP 
with seiwice pack3 as base foundation to the proposed routing protocol (SONS). In which 
reveal to the installation order sequence to follow.
A2 Adding a New Routing Protocol Module
Since SONS routing protocol need to be evaluated using OMNeT++ simulation 
tool, then it required to be implemented and added to the INET ftamework. By re­
compiling the INET ftamework it will add SONS module to it. The following steps
explain how it does:
(i) The INET ftamework directory tree is organized roughly along Open System 
Interconnection (OSI) layers. Since the SONS module is under network layer 
then a directory name SONS is created under /INET/Network directory 
(/INET/Networlc/SONS).
(ii) The minimum set of files required in SONS directory are the following:
• SONS . ned. which defines the SONS simple module with its Input/Output 
(I/O) gates and parameters, and contains its documentation as a comment 
so that it can later be exti*acted into Hyber Text Marlcup Language 
(HTML) by using tlie oppjieddoc  HTML documentation generator tool.
• SONS . m sg which defines protocol headers etc for SONS.
• SONS.h which contains the simple module class ( c l a s s  SONS :
p u b l ic  cS im p leM od u le  . . . ) .
• SONS . c c  which contains the implementation (member functions) of die 
SONS class.
(iii) Then SONS directory need to be added into the build system. So, in the top level 
of INET directory (/INET), open makemakefiles file and do the following:
• Near the top, find the line
ALL__INET_INCLUDES=$ ( CONTRACT_INCLUDES ) - 1$(ROOT)/Network/IPv4 -I...
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and append -1 $  (ROOT) /N etw ork /S O N S  at the end as shown below:
ALL_INET_INCLUDES=$(CONTRACT_INCLUDES) -1$(ROOT)/Network/lPv4 -I... -1$(ROOT)/Network/SONS
• Then somewhere around the middle of the file, add 
the following command line:
<tab> cd Network/SONS && $ (MAKEMAKE) $(OPTS) -n -r $(ALL INET INCLUDES)
(Note: <tab> should be the Tab key, not the literal text "<tab>". Be sure that 
editor inserts a Tab character and not 8 spaces! That would break the file.)
Then, save and close the file.
(iv) To get use of the SONS module, it requires creating a node (called for example 
SN) designated as interface device to connect through to the SONS module. 
Therefore create a file SN.ned in /INET/Nodes/INET directory.
(v) Afterwards, re-compile the updated INET framework as follow:
makemakenmake -f makefile.vc depend nmake -f makefile.vc
(vi) Finally, SONS is part of INET framework and can be called and used from the 
application scenario.
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B. Source code of the SONS-SN
The source code of the SONS-SN is the network layer of the Sensor Node (SN) 
as illustrated on Figure 2-1. SONS-SN has input from dataGenerator, udp, and queue 
modules. Whereas, SONS-SN output to the udp, TOHandler, and adapter modules. The 
code consists of several functions which are separated by commented line for ease of 
reading.
Sensof_Node
jdpApp(mà^ <JpApp5j
«WfkMinnRfAgrl mrUcëiÿ
SONS-SN
Figure 7-1: SONS-SN module structure
/ /// Copyright (C) 2008 Mohammad ALFARES (m.fares@surrey.ac.uk) 
/ // // /// Source Code for the SONS with QoS 
/ /
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/ /
#include <otnnetpp. h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <vector> 
ttinclude <string.h> 
using namespace::std; 
using namespace std; 
using std::vector; 
using std:: string;
# include "SOWS_QoS.h "
#include <lPAddress.h> 
include <random.h>
#include "SONSDatagrara.h"
#include "Ieee802Ctrl_m.h" 
if include “IPassiveQueue .h"
#include "SONS_queue.h"
Define_Module(SONS_QoS);
SONS_QOS: :SONS_QoS(){ queues = NULL;
msgServiced = endServiceMsg = NULL;
}
SONS_QoS: :~SONS_QoS{)
{ delete msgServiced; 
cancelAndDelete(endServiceMsg); 
delete [] queues;
/ / ■
void SONS QoS:: initialize(int stage)
// use multi-stage initialization: SONS_queue initialize in stage 0,
// storeRequest0  can only be done after that 
if (stage==0){ numQueues = gate("ifIn")->size(); 
queues = new SONS_queuc * [numQueues]; 
for (int i=0; i<numQueues; i++)
{ if (Igate("ifIn",i)->isConnected())
error("some ifIn[] gates are not connected"); 
queues[i] = check_and_cast<SONS_queue * > (gate("ifIn",i)->fromGate() 
>ownerModule());
endServiceMsg = new cMessage("end-service"); 
msgServiced = NULL; 
hasAcceptedOffer = false;
}else if (stage==l){ for (int j=0; j<numQueues; j++) 
queues[j]->storeRequest(0);
/ / ■ Log files
oneHopDelayD.setName("One Hop Round Trip Delay Time for data"); 
oneHopDelayRD.setName("One Hop Round Trip Delay Time for Rdata"); 
RecoveryTimeVec.setName("One Hop delay Time"); 
kindVec.setName("Packet Number");
transmitEnergyData.setName("Transmission Energy Consumption"); 
receiveEnergyPata.setName("Reception Energy Consumption") ;________
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overheadEnergy.setName("Network OverHead Energy"); 
overheadNumberOfPackets.setName("Network Overhead Packet Number"); / /
overheadPacketNumber = 0 ;
ift = InterfaceTableAccess{).g e t ();
curFragmentId = 0;
lastCheckTime = 0 ;
dataConfirmWait = p a r ("dataConfirmWait");
RdataConfirmWait = dataConfirmWait;
dataConfirmWait = 4  * RdataConfirmWait;
numChildConfirmWait = p a r ("numChildConfirmWait");
treeJoinWait = p a r ("treeJoinWait");
treeJoinGrantWait = p a r {"treeJoinGrantWait");
removeChildConfirmWait = p a r ("removeChildConfirmWait");
retryTimeOut = p a r ("retryTimeOut");
numberOfRetries = p a r {"numberOfRetries");
redundantCH = p a r ("redundantCH").stringValue();
redundant = p a r ("redundant");
totals = par("totalE");
waittreeJoin = waittreeJoinGrant = waitnumChildConfirm = 
waitdataConfirm = waitRCC = false;
retrytreeJoin = retrytreeJoinGrant = retrynumChildConfirm = retrydataConfirm = retryRCC = 0;
numLocalDeliver = numDropped = numUnroutable = numForwarded 
failedLink = routingError - 0 ;
numRetryCount = TJGid = DCid = serial = 0; 
waitForReply = false; 
forwardData = firstAccess = true ;
WATCH(numLocalDeliver);
WATCH(numDropped);
WATCH(numUnroutable);
WATCH(numForwarded);
WATCH(numRetryCount);
WATCH(waitForReply);
WATCH(routingError);
WATCH(failedLink);
WATCH(redundantIP);}}
/ / -
void SONS_QoS; :updateDisplayStringSONS_QoS() 
char buf [80] =
if (numForwarded>0) sprintf(buf+strlen(buf), "fwd:%d ", numForwarded);
if (numLocalDeliver>0) sprintf(buf+strlen(buf), "up;%d ", numLocalDeliver);
if (numDropped>0) sprintf(buf+strlen(buf), "DROP:%d ", numDropped);
if (numUnroutab1e>0) sprintf(buf+strlen(buf), "UNROUTABLE:%d ", numUnroutable);
displayString().setTagArg("t",0,buf);}
void SONS_QoS;:handleMessage(cMessage *msg)
ev << "testing: with a message name [" << msg->name() << "] arrived\n"; 
if (msg==endServiceMsg)
{ ASSERT(msgServiced!=NULL); 
ev << "job service finished\n";
processMessage(msgServiced); 
msgServiced = NULL;
if (eviisGUlO) displayString (). setTagArg (" i", 1, "") ;
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f f examine ail input queues, in order of priority (0 is highest) 
ev << "scanning queues in priority order if they contain jobs...\n"; 
int k;
for (k=0; k<numQueues; k++)
if (!queues[k]->isEmpty{)) 
break;
if (k!=numQueues){ ev <<."requesting job from queue " << k << endl; 
queues[k]->request(0);
}else{ / / i f  all queues are empty, request from all of them (an accept only 1st
one)
ev << "all queues empty, requesting them to report if something
arrives\n";
for (int i=0; i<numQueues; i++) 
queues[i]->storeRequest(0); 
hasAcceptedOffer = false;)
} else if ((msg->isSelfMessage0) && ((strstr(msg->name(),"timeOuttreeJoin") != 
NULL) II (strstr(msg->name(),"timeOuttreeJoinGrant") != NULL) ||
(strstr(msg->name(),"timeOutnumChildConfirm") != NULL) ||
(strstr(msg->name0 , "timeOutdataConfirm") != NULL) ||
(strstr(msg->name0 , "timeOutRemoveChildConfirm") != NULL) || 
(strstr(msg->name0 , "timeOutRdataConfirm") != NULL)))
{ ev << "a timeout timer of type " << msg->name() << " is released\n"; 
send(msg, "TOHandler");}else if (msg->arrivalGate()->isName("SONSDG"))
{ // prepare the generated packet before feed it to the classifier 
Ieee802Ctrl *controlInfo = new Ieee802Ctrl();
COntrolInfo->setDest("FF:FF : FF :FP:FP:FF") ; 
msg->setControlInfo(controllnfo); 
send(msg, "TOHandler");
}else{ if (msgServiced)
error("job arrived while already servicing one");
ev << "job arrived, starting its service\n";
/ / --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
// check the cMessage parameter to be use (either type of integer or 
simtime_t). Then use it to deducted from the total edd/ /    -------------------------------
int round = msg->priority(); 
if (round >= 0)
msg->setPriority(round+1);
msgServiced = msg;
scheduleAt(simTime()+ 0.1, endServiceMsg);
ev << "testing: message [" << msg->name() << "] is scheduled\n"; 
if (ev.isGUI()) displayString0 . setTagArg("i",l,"cyan");
}
}
/ /  -----------------------------
bool SONS QoS: :okToSendSQNS( )__________________________________________________________________
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Enter_Method{"okToSend()?");
if (msgServiced j | hasAcceptedOffer) 
return false;
hasAcceptedOffer = true ; 
return true ;
/ /
void SONS_QoS::processMessage(cMessage *arrivedMsg)
{ if (firstAccess)
firstTimeSONSQoS();
nodeStatusOn = p a r ("nodeStatusOn");
ev << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << enter processMessage module with 
nodeStatusOn = " << nodeStatusOn << " and redundant = " << redundant << endl; 
if (nodeStatusOn && !(redundant))
statusOn_SONS_QoS(arrivedMsg); 
else if (nodeStatusOn && redundant)
statusRedundant_SONS_QoS(arrivedMsg);
else
statusDead_SONS_QoS(arrivedMsg);
if (ev.isGUlO)
updateDisplayStringSONS_QoS();
ev << "Requesting next packet from queue module\n";
ev << "Testing; << this->fullPath() << ": leave processMessage module\n" ;
/ / •
void SONS_QoS; :firstTimeSONSQoS()
{ firstAccess = false;
EV << "First Access \n"; 
if (redundant)
( const char *s = redundantCH;
cModule *submod = parentModule()->submodule("mobility");
int sensorNodes = parentModule()->parentModule()->par("numHosts");
cModule *destModule;
IPAddress DestAdd;
destModule = simulation.moduleByPath(s);
InterfaceTable *destIT = dynamic_cast<InterfaceTable 
*> (simulâtion.moduleByPath (s) ->submodule ( "iiiterfaceTable" ) ) ;
for (int i=0; i < destIT->numlnterfaces(); i++){ interfaceEntry *ieDest = destIT->interfaceAt(i); 
const char *narae = ieDest~>name(); 
if (strstr(name,"wlan") != NULL){ DeStAdd = ieDest->ipv4()->inetAddress(); 
break;
}}
redundantIP = DestAdd;
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << "
" CH that has IP = " << redundantIP << endl;
}
}
is Redundant to " << s <<
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void SONS_QoS::stafcusOn_SONS_QoS(cMessage *arrivedMsg)
if (((strstr(arrivedMsg->name0 , " timeOuttreeJoin") != NULL) ||
(strstr(arrivedMsg->name(),"timeOuttreeJoinGrant") 1= NULL) ||
(strstr(arrivedMsg->name0 , "timeOutnumChildConfirm") != NULL) |j
(strstr(arrivedMsg->name0 , "timeOutdataConfirm") != NULL) ||
(strstr(arrivedMsg->name0 , "timeOutRemoveChildConfirm") != NULL) |]
(strstr(arrivedMsg->name(),"timeOutRdataCdnfirm") != NULL))) 
timeOut_SONS_QoS(arrivedMsg);
else
{ delete arrivedMsg->removeControllnfo();
SONSDatagram *msg = check_and_cast<SONSDatagram * > (arrivedMsg- 
>decapsulate());
simtime_t OVT = (arrivedMsg->priority() * 0.1) + msg->timeOverhead(); 
msg-> se tTimeOve rhead(OVT); 
delete arrivedMsg;
if (msg->initiator() == get_sourceAddress_SONS_QoS()) / /  handle
messages from HL ---
{ forwardData = false ;
EV << " Handle packet name = " << msg->name() << " from HL (Data 
Generator) with serial = " << msg->dataNumber() << endl;)else //   handle messages from Network -
Network \n";
forwardData = true ;
EV << " Handle packet name = " << msg->name() << " from The
msg->setReceiveTime(simTime0); 
handlePacket_SONS_QoS(msg);
/ /
void SONS_QoS::statusRedundant_SONS_QoS(cMessage *arrivedMsg)
{ // This node is Redundant to the CH for redundancy feature. This node will be 
in listen mode (will not react with the network activity 
// only if the paired CH is failed). 
if (arrivedMsg->isSelfMessage 0)
// timer expired
watchTimeOut_SONS_QoS(arrivedMsg);
else
{ delete arrivedMsg->removeControllnfo();
SONSDatagram *msg = check_and_cast<SONSDatagram * > (arrivedMsg- 
>decapsulate());
msg->setReceiveTime(simTime()); 
delete arrivedMsg;
if ((msg->destAddress0  == redundantIP) || (msg->srcAddress() ==
redundantIP))
watch_SONS_QoS(msg);
else
delete msg;
}}
/ /      ------------
void SONS_QoS::statusDead_SONS_QoS(cMessage *arrivedMsg)
{ EV << this->fullPath() << " ; is dead\n";
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if {arrivedMsg->isSelfMessage0)
EV << "Packet with name = " << arrivedMsg->name() << " will be delete
it\n";
else if {arrivedMsg->arrivalGate{)->isName{"DataGenerator")){ SONSDatagram *msg = check_and_cast<SONSDatagram * > (arrivedMsg- 
>decapsulate());
serial++; 
numDropped++;
kindVec.record(msg->dataNumber());
RecoveryTimeVec.record(0);
EV << "Packet with name = " << msg->name() << " : of kind= " << msg- 
>kind() << " and serial = " << serial << "will be delete it\n"; 
delete msg;
}else
{ delete arrivedMsg->removeControlInfo();
SONSDatagram *msg = check_and_cast<SONSDatagram * > (arrivedMsg- 
>decapsulate());
EV << "Packet with name = " << msg->name() << " From " << msg- 
>srcAddress() << " with serial = " << msg->kind() << " will be delete it\n"; 
delete msg;
}
delete arrivedMsg;
/ / ■
void SONS__QoS :: watchTimeOut_SONS_QoS (cMessage *msg)
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << "; enter SONSwatchTimeOut with name 
= " << msg->name() << " and id = " << msg->kind() << endl;
}
/ / •
void SONS_QoS::timeOut_SONS_QoS(cMessage *msg)
{ EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << ": enter timeOut module with name 
" << msg->name() << " and id = " << msg->kind{) << endl;
if (strstr(msg->name(),"timeOuttreeJoin") != NULL)
TOTJ_SONS_QoS(msg); 
else if (strstr(msg->name0 , "timeOuttreeJoinGrant") != NULL)
TOTJG__SONS_QoS (msg) ; 
else if (strstr(msg->name(),"timeOutnumChildConfirm") != NULL)
TONCC_SONS_QoS(msg); 
else if (strstr(msg->narae0 , "timeOutdataConfirm") != NULL)
TODC_SONS_QOS(msg); 
else if (strstr(msg->name0 , "timeOutRemoveChildConfirm") != NULL) 
TORCC_SONS_QoS(msg);
else
EV << "Error: TimeOut name ( " << msg->name() << " ) does not exist
\n" ;
}
/ / •
EV << "Testing; " << this->fullPath() << ": leave timeOut module\n";
void
{
SONS_QoS: :TOTJ_SONS_QoS(cMessage *msg)
if (waittreeJoin)
{ retrytreeJoin++;
if (treeJointempSend.size 0  > 0) 
{
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SONSDatagram *datagram = treeJointempSend.back(); 
treeJointempSend.pop_back();
if (retrytreeJoin <= numberOfRetries) 
sendTF_SONS_QoS(datagram);
else 
{
network Leaf Node\n";
false);
EV << simTime0  << " << this->fullName() << ": is
int position = bestParent_SONS_QoS(); 
if (position != -1)
sendNC_SONS_QoS(parentTable[position].parentIP, 0,
else
EV << "Error; " << this->fullName() << " cannot 
send NO to its parent. Parent does Not Exist\n";
}
waittreeJoin = false; 
delete datagram; 
printTables_SONS_QoS();
}else
EV << "Error: in module " << this->fullName() << " 
treeJointempSend size = " << treeJointempSend.size() << endl;
}else
EV << "Error: node " << this->fullName() << " is not waiting for TJ\n"; 
delete msg;
/ / --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
void SONS_QoS::TOTJG_SONS_QoS(cMessage *msg) 
bool found = false ;
std::vector<timer>: : iterator position;
for (std::vector<timer>::iterator x  = TJGtimeOutTable.begin(); x != 
TJGtimeOutTable.en d (); ++x)
if ((*x).id == msg->kind())
{ found = true; 
position = x;
}
if (found)
{ // get the stored SONSDatagram from treeJoinGranttempSend 
bool exist = false;
std:: vector<tempSend>: : iterator position2;
for (std::vector<tempSend>iterator x = treeJoinGranttempSend.begin(); 
X  != treeJoinGranttempSend.end(); ++x)
if ((*x).id == msg->kind())
{ position2 = X; 
exist = true;
)
position->retryCount++;
if (position->retryCount <= numberOfRetries)
{ if (exist){ // send again the same datagram 
SONSDatagram *datagram = position2->datagram; 
sendTJ_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), msg->kind(), 
position->retryCount, true) ;__________________________________________________________________
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else
EV << "Error: does not exist record in 
treeJoinGranttempSend with id = " << msg->kind() << endl;
}else
{ EV << "Error: " << this->fullName{) << " : retry limit has been
reached for treeJoinGrant\n";
// delete parent & check if there is a new parent to send a tree
join message
if (exist)
{ SONSDatagram *datagram = pos ition2->datagram; 
deleteParent_SONS_QoS(datagram);
int parent Posit ion = bestParent_SONS__QoS ( ) ; 
if (parentPosition != - 1 )  // exist a secondary parent{ sendTJ_SONS__QoS (parentTable [parentPosition] .parentIP, 0,
0, false);
parentTable[parentPosition].tempFlag = true; // wait for 
confirmation reply to be set to false 
}else
EV << "Error: " << this->fullName() << " : Does not Exist
a nother parent\n";
}
EV << "timer name = " << position->timeOut->name() << " with id = " << 
position->id << " has been deleted from TJGtimeOutTable \n";
TJGtimeOutTable.erase(position); 
if (exist)
{ SONSDatagram *temp = position2->datagram;
EV << "saved treeJoin to " << position2->datagram->destAddress() 
<< " with id = " << position2“>id << " has been deleted from treeJoinGranttempSend 
\n" ;
treeJoinGranttempSend.erase(position2) ; 
delete temp;
}
}else
EV << "Error; " << this->fullName() << " : timeout does not exist in
the TJGtimeOutTable\n";
delete msg;
/ / ■
void SONS_QoS;:TONCC_SONS_QoS(cMessage *msg)
{ if (waitnumChildConfirm)
{ waitnumChildConfirm = false; 
retrynumChildConfirm++;
SONSDatagram *datagram = numChildConfirmtempSend.back(); 
numChildConfirmtempSend.pop_back();
true)
if (retrynumChildConfirm <= numberOfRetries)
sendNC_SONS_QoS(datagram->destAddress(), retrynumChildConfirm.
else
{ deleteParent_SONS_QoS(datagram); 
int position = bestParent_SONS__QoS ( ) ; 
if (position != -1)
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{ parentTable [position] . tempFlag = true; // wait foi- 
confirmation reply to be set to false
sendTJ_SONS_QoS(parentTable[position].parentIP, 0, 0,
false);
}else
EV << "Error: " << this->fullName() << " : timeOutNCG 
failed. Cannot find secondary parent to send TJ.\n";})else
EV << "Error: " << this->fullName() << " : is not waiting for 
numChildConfirm. NCCwait flag is not set\n";
delete msg;
/ / ■
void SONS_QoS::TODC_SONS_QoS(cMessage *msg)
EV << "Testing: Enter into timeOutdataConfirm section with msg id - " << msg- 
>kind() << endl;
bool reroute = false; 
bool found = false;
std::vector<DCtemp>:: iterator position; 
if (DCtempTable.size() != 0)
for (std::vector<DCtemp>::iterator x = DCtempTable,begin(); x î= 
DCtempTable.en d (); ++x)
if (msg->kind() == x->id)
{ found = true; 
position = X;
}
if (found)
{ SONSDatagram *tempData = position->data;
simtime t totalWaitingTime = tempData->recordTime() + (simTime() - 
tempData->sendTime());
s imtimet totalTime = tempData->totalTime() + (simTime() - tempData-
>sendTime());
tempData->setRecordTime(totalWaitingTime); 
tempData->setTotalTime(totalTime); 
int id = position->id;
simtime_t timeStamp = position->timeStamp; 
if (position->timer->isScheduled()){ delete cancelEvent(position->timer);
EV << "####################### Error 
#[[[[#U########################\n\n \t not supposed to delete timer with id = " << id 
<< endl;
}
EV << "record with data name = " << position->data->name() << " 
= " << position->id << " has been deleted from DCtempTable \n";
DCtempTable.erase(position);
EV << " DCtempTable after deletetion\n"; 
printDCtempTable_SONS_QoS();
if (isParent_SONS_QoS(tempData->destAddress()))
{ bool inBlackList = false;
std::vector<blackList>: : iterator x_deadNode; 
if (blackListTable.size() 1= 0)
for (std:: vector<blackList>::iterator x - 
blackListTable.begin0  ; x != blackListTable.end(); ++x)
______________________________________ if (x->failedIP == tempData->de3tAddres3())
and id
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)
inBlackList = true; 
X deadNode = x;
>dup();
if (inBlackList) // update the counter in blackList table 
x_deadNode->retryCount++;
if (x_deadNode->retryCount > numberOfRetries)
SONSDatagram *datagram = (SONSDatagram *) tempData-
deleteParent_SONS__QoS (datagram) ;
EV << "record with IP = " << x_deadNode->failedIP 
<< " with retryCount = " << x_deadNode->retryCount << " has been deleted from 
blackListTable \n";
reroute = true;
}
}else // add the new IP to the blackList table
{ blackList temp;
temp.failedIP = tempData->destAddress(); 
temp.retryCount = 1; 
blackListTable.push_back(temp);
int parentPosition = ChoosenParent_SONS_QoS();
if (parentPosition != -1) // re-send to the up-to-date best parent
( SONSDatagram *dataCopy = (SONSDatagram *) tempData->dup(); 
if (reroute || ! (isParent__SONS_QoS (tempData->destAddress ())) )
dataCopy->setLinkRecovery(true);
dataCopy->setNumberOfChild(totalChilds_SONS_QoS()); 
dataCopy-
>setDistanceLevel((parentTable[parent Pos i t i on] .DL)+1);
}
dataCopy->setDestAddress(parentTable[parentPosition].parentIP); 
dataCopy->setPacketType(data); 
dataCopy->setKind(id); 
double tempE = dataCopy->totalE() + 
transmitEnergy_SONS_QoS(transmissionDistance_SONS_QoS(dataCopy->destAddress())); 
dataCopy->setTotalE(tempE); 
dataCopy->setPriority(l);
SONSDatagram *datagram = (SONSDatagram *) dataCopy->dup(); 
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC = get_MACinterface_SONS_QoS(); 
sendToWLAN_SONS_QoS(datagram, ieMAC);
}else
// set a new timer with same msg kind
saveCopyOfData_SONS_QoS(dataCopy, id, false, timestamp);
EV << "Error; " << this->fullPath() << Does not have parent 
to re-send data in the parentTable (timeOutdataConfirm module)\n"; 
delete tempData;}else
EV << "Error: " << this->fullPath() << " : timeout with id = " << msg- 
>kind() << " , does not exist in the DCtempTable\n";
EV << "Testing: leaving timeOutdataConfirm section with msg id = " << msg- 
>kind() << endl;
delete msg;
}
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/ /
void SONS_QoS:;TORCC_SONS_QoS{cMessage *msg)
{ EV << "timeOutRemoveChildConfirm: not yet done \n" ;
if (waitRCC)
{ retryRCC++;
SONSDatagram *datagram = removeChildConfirmtempSend.back(); 
if (removeChildConfirmtempSend.size() > 0)
removeChildConfirmtempSend.pop_back();
else
EV << "Error: cannot remove record. Because 
timeOutRemoveChildConfirm size = " << removeChildConfirmtempSend.size() << endl;
if (retryRCC <= numberOfRetries)
sendRC_SONS_QoS(datagram->destAddress0, retryRCC, true);
else{ EV << this~>fullPath() << " : Parent= " << datagram- 
>destAddress() << " did not reply. Retry limit of sendRC is reached. Then parent 
will be delete it\n";
SONSDatagram *datagram2 = (SONSDatagram *) datagram->dup(); 
deleteParent_SONS_QoS(datagram2); 
waitRCC = false;}delete datagram;
}else
EV << "Error: " << this->fuliPath() << ": TimeOut error. waitRCC is set 
to " << waitRCC << endl;
delete msg;
}
/ / --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
void SONS_QoS : :printRDCtempTable_SONS__QoS ( )
if (RDCtempTable.size0  > 0)
{ int seq = 1;
EV << " Table Contents of the RDCtempTable\n";
EV << "\t Rdata name\t timer name\t\t id\t creation time\fe Timer Kind\t
isScheduled\t at\n";
EV << "------------------------------ -------------------------------------------
 -   \n" ;
for (std::vector<DCtemp>::iterator x = RDCtempTable.begin(); x 1= 
RDCtempTable.end 0  ; x++)
EV << seq++ << "-\t" << x->data->name() << "\t\t" << x->timer- 
>name() << "\t\t" << x->id << "\t\t" << x->timer->creationTime() << "\t\t" << x-
>timer->kind() << "\t\t" << x->timer->isScheduled() << "\t " << (x->timer- 
>creationTime() + RdataConfirmWait) << endl;
EV << "----- ----------- --------------------------------- -----------------------
     \n" ;)else
{ EV «  "----------------- -  \n" ;
EV << "RDCtempTable is empty\n";
EV << "------------   \n";
}}
/ /   -  --------------------------------------------------
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void SONS__QoS; : printDCtempTable_SONS_QoS ( )
if {DCtempTable.size 0  > 0)
{ int seq = 1;
EV << " Table Contents of the DCtempTable\n";
EV << "\t Data name\t timer name\t\t id\t creation time\t Timer Kind\t 
isScheduled\t at\n";
E V < <  "------------------- ---------- --------------------------------------------
   \ n "  ;
for (std:;vector<DCtemp>iterator x = DCtempTable.begin(); x != 
DCtempTable.en d (); x++)
EV << seq++ << "-\t" << X->data->name() << "\t\t" << x->tiraer- 
>name() << "\t\t" << x->id << "\t\t" << x->timer->creationTime() << "\t\t" << x- 
>timer->kind() << "\t\t" << x->timer->isScheduled() << "\t " << (x->timer- 
>creationTime() + dataConf irmWait) << endl;
EV << "--------------- ----------------------------------------------------------
 \ n "  ;
}else
{ EV << " \n" ;
EV << "DCtempTable is empty\n";
EV << " \n" ;})
/ /     --------------------
void SONS_QoS::printTables_SONS_QoS()
EV << "Parents for " << this->fullPath() << endl;
EV «  " ----- -------------------- ------------------------------------ -------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ------------------\n" ;
for (int x=0; x < parentTable.size(); ++x)
EV <<• (x+1) << "-\t" << parentTable [x] .parentlP << "\t" << 
parentTable[x].DL << "\t" << parentTable[x].choosenParent << endl;
EV << "----------------------------- ------------------------------- ----- -----------
\n" ;
EV << endl << "Where as the Childs are \n";
EV «  "------------------------------------   \n" ;
for (int x=0; x < childTable.size(); ++x)
EV << (x+1) << "-\t" << childTable[x].childlP << endl;
EV << "'-------------------------------------------------------\n" ;}
/ /
int SONS_QoS::bestParent_SONS_QoS()
// search for parent with the minimum DL in parentTable 
bool positionSet = false ; 
int bestParent = 0;
if (parentTable.size() > 0)
for (int X = 0 ; x < parentTable.size(); ++x){ if ((positionSet == false) && (parentTable[x].tempFlag ==
false)) { bestParent = x; 
positionSet = true;
}if ((parentTable[x].DL < parentTable[bestParent].DL) && 
(parentTable [x] .tempFlag != true))
bestParent = x;______________________________________________
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if (positionSet == true) 
return bestParent;
else{ EV << "Error; no Parent Pound in 
return -1;
"<< this->fullPath() << endl;
//-
int SONS QoS: :ChoosenParent_SONS_QoS()
// search for the minimum parent DL 
bool found - false ; 
int bestParent = 0; 
int choosenParent = 0 ;
if (parentTable.size 0  > 0)
for (int X = 0 ; x < parentTable.size(); ++x){ if (parentTable[x].choosenParent == true) { choosenParent = x; 
found = true;}
1
if(parentTable[x].DL < parentTable[bestParent].DL) 
bestParent = x;
endl;
}
/ / - - -
if (found)
return choosenParent; 
else if (parentTable.size 0  > 0 ) 
return bestParent;
else
{ EV << "Error: no Choosen Parent is Found in : "<< this->fullPath() << 
return -1;
bool SONS_QoS: :isParent_SONS_QoS(IPAddress fromParent){ if (parentTable.size() == 0) 
return false;
else
{ bool parentSender = false;
// search if the sender exist in the parentTable
for (std::vector<parentType>iterator x = parentTable.begin(); x != 
parentTable.end 0  ; ++x)
if ((*x).parentIP == fromParent) 
parentSender = true ;
return parentSender;
//■
bool SONS_QoS::isChild_SONS_QoS(IPAddress fromChild)
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if (childTable.size(} == 0) 
return false;
else
{ bool childSender = false;
// search if the sender exist in the childTable
for (std::vector<childType>::iterator x = childTable.begin(); x != 
childTable.end0  ; ++x)
if ((*x).childiP == fromChild)
ChildSender = true;
return childSender;
//■
void SONS_QoS::deleteChild_SONS_QoS(IPAddress childIP) 
bool foundChild = false;
std::vector<childType>: : iterator childLocation;
// search if the sender exist in the childTable
for (std::vector<childType>::iterator x = childTable.begin(); x != 
childTable.end 0  ; ++x)
if ((*x).childiP == childiP){ foundChild = true; 
childLocation = x;}
if (foundChild){ EV << "child with IP = " << childLocation->childIP << " has been 
deleted from childTable \n";
childTable.erase(childLocation);}else
EV << "Error: cannot delete. Child not found in the childTable \n";}
//-
bool SONS_QoS::allChildReplied_SONS_QoS() 
bool allReplied = true ;
for (std;:vector<childType>::iterator x = childTable.begin(); x ! 
childTable.end0  ; ++x)
if(x->numReply == false)
allReplied = false;
return allReplied;
//-
void SONS_QoS::deleteParent_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram * choosenParent){ bool match = false;
// delete the parent record with tempFlag false and. match IP Address 
std:: vector<parentType>::iterator position = parentTable.begin(); 
for (std;:vector<parentType>::iterator x = parentTable.begin(); x != 
parentTable.end 0  ; ++x)
if (((*x).tempFlag == false) && ((*x).parentIP == choosenParent- 
>destAddress()))
{ position = x; 
match = true; }___________________________________
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if (match)
{ parentTable.erase(position);
EV << "Info 500: Parent " << choosenParent->destAddress() << " has been 
deleted from the parentTable\n";
// search for the best parent and set choosenParent to true 
if (parentTable.size 0  > 0)
{ std::vector<parentType>::iterator position =
parentTable.begin0  ;
for (std::vector<parentType>::iterator x = parentTable.beginO; 
x != parentTable.end 0  ; ++x)
if (x->DL < position->DL) 
position = X;
position->choosenParent = true;}printTables_SONS_QoS();
else
EV << "Error 500: temporary Parent not found to be deleted"; 
delete choosenParent;
}
/ / ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
InterfaceEntry *SONS__QoS : : get_MACinterface_SONS_QoS ( )
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC;
for (int i=0; i < ift->numlnterfaces(); i++){ InterfaceEntry *ie = ift->interfaceAt(i); 
const char *name = ie->name(); 
if (strstr(name,"wlan") != NULL)
ieMAC = ift->interfaceAt(i);}return ieMAC;}
/ /
void SONS_QoS::sendToWLAN_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram, InterfaceEntry *ieMAC)
if (nodeStatusOn){ static MACAddresS MACbroadcastAddr("FF:FF;FF:FF:FF:PF");
cMessage *msg = new cMessage(); 
msg->setName(datagram->name0); 
datagram->setSendTime(simTime());
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << " sending the message from 
address = " << datagram->srcAddress() << " to address = " << datagram- 
>destAddress0  << " Of type = " << datagram->packetType() << " and id = " << 
datagram->kind() << endl;
msg->encapsulate(datagram) ;
// add control info with MAC address 
Ieee802Ctrl *controlInfo = new Ieee802Ctrl(); 
controllnfo->setDest(MACbroadc as tAddr); 
msg->setControlInfo(controllnfo);
send(msg, "ifOut", ieMAC->networkLayerGateIndex());
}else{ EV << " Error: Dead Node cannot send packet = " << datagram->name() <<
" with packet type = " << datagram->packetType() << " to " << datagram-________________
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>destAddress() << endl;
nuiîiDropped++ ;
kindVec.record{datagram->dataNumber()); 
RecoveryTimeVec.record(0}; 
if (ev.isGUI())
updateDisplayStringSONS_QoS0  ;
delete datagram;
//■
int SONS_QoS: :getUniqueTJGid_SONS_QoS(int id)
if (TJGtimeOutTable.size() != 0)
{ bool unique = true ; 
bool found = false ; 
while (!found){ for (std::vector<timer>::iterator x 
TJGtimeOutTable.begin0  ; x != TJGtimeOutTable.end(); ++x)
if ((*x).id == id)
unique = false;
if (unique)
found = true;
else
id += 3 00;
return id;
//■
void SONS_QoS: :setTJGtimer_SONS_QoS(int id, int retryCount, bool retryFlag)
cMessage *timeOutTJG = new cMessage("timeOuttreeJoinGrant");
timeOutTJG->setKind(id); 
timer temptimer; 
temptimer.timeOut = timeOutTJG; 
temptimer.id = id; 
if (retryFlag)
temptimer.retryCount = retryCount;
else
temptimer.retryCount = 0;
TJGtimeOutTable,push_back(temptimer);
scheduleAt((simTime()+treeJoinGrantWait), timeOutTJG);
}
void SONS_QoS: :setNCCtimer_SONS_QoS(int retryCount, bool retryFlag){ if (retryFlag)
retrynumChildConfirm = retryCount;
else
retrynumChildConfirm = 0; 
waitnumChildConfirm = true;
// set timer
cMessage *timeOutNCC = new cMessage("timeOutnumChildConfirm"); 
timeOutnumChildConfirm = timeOutNCC;
________ scheduleAt((simTime()+numChildConfirmWait), timeOutNCC); ________
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/ / - - - -             ..
void SONS_QoS: :setRCCtimer_SONS_QoS(int countRCC, bool retryFlag)
waitRCC = true; 
if (retryFlag)
retryRCC = countRCC;
else
retryRCC = 0 ;
cMessage *timeOutRCC = new cMessage("timeOutRemoveChildConfirm"); 
timeOutRemoveChildConfirm = timeOutRCC;
scheduleAt((simTime()+removeChildConfirmWait), timeOutRCC);
//•
void SONS_QoS: :setDCtimer_SONS_QoS(int senderSerial){ timer tempTimer; 
tempTimer.id = senderSerial; 
tempTimer.retryCount = 0;
cMessage *timeOutdataConfirm = new cMessage("timeOutdataConfirm"); 
timeOutdataConfirm->setKind(senderSerial) ; 
tempTimer.timeOut = timeOutdataConfirm;
DCt imeOutTable.push_back(tempTimer);
scheduleAt((simTime()+dataConfirmWait), timeOutdataConfirm);
//■
void SONS_QoS::saveCopyOfRData_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram, int senderSerial, 
bool newRecord, simtime_t timeStamp)
cMessage *timeOutRdataConfirm = new cMessage("timeOutRdataConfirm"); 
timeOutRdataConfirm->setKind(senderSerial);
datagram->setSendTime(simTime());
DCtemp copy;
copy.data = datagram;
copy.timer = timeOutRdataConfirm;
copy.id = senderSerial;
if (newRecord)
copy.timestamp = simTime();
else
copy.timestamp = timestamp;
}//■
RDCtempTable.push_back(copy);
EV << "RDCtempTable after ins'ertion\n" ;
scheduleAt((simTime()+RdataConfirmWait), timeOutRdataConfirm); 
printRDCtempTable_SONS_QoS();
void
bool
{
SONS_QoS::saveCopyOfData_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram, int senderSerial, 
newRecord, simtime_t timestamp)
cMessage *timeOutdataConfirm = new cMessage("timeOutdataConfirm"); 
timeOutdataConfirm->setKind(senderSerial);
datagram->setSendTime(simTime());
DCtemp copy;
copy.data = datagram;
copy.timer = timeOutdataConfirm;
copy.id = senderSerial;____________
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)l i ­
l t  (newRecord)
copy,timeStamp = simTime();
else
copy,timeStamp = timeStamp;
DCtempTable.push_back(copy);
EV << "DCtempTable after insertion\n";
scheduleAt((simTime()+dataConfirmWait), timeOutdataConfirm) 
printDCtempTable_SONS_QoS();
void SONS_QoS::sendTF_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *prepairToSend)
EV << "Testing: sendTF. Send treeFormation from address: " << prepairToSend- 
>srcAddress() << " to address: " << prepairToSend->destAddress() << endl; 
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC - get_MACinterface_SONS_QoS();
SONSDatagram *copy = (SONSDatagram *) prepairToSend->dup{); 
treeJointempSend.push_back(copy);
// Overhead Energy with a broadcast for a range of 200 m 
double tempE = controlTransmissionEnergy_SONS_QoS(200.0); 
ove rheadPacke tNumbe r++;
overheadNumberOfPackets,record(overheadPacketNumber); 
overheadEnergy.record(tempE); 
waittreeJoin = true;
cMessage *timeOutTj = new cMessage("timeOuttreeJoin"); 
timeOuttreeJoin = timeOutTJ;
scheduleAt((simTime()+treeJoinWait), timeOutTJ); 
sendToWLAN_SONS_QoS(prepairToSend, ieMAC);}
//-
void SONS_QoS::sendTJ_SONS_QoS(IPAddress destAddress, int id, int retryCount, bool 
retryFlag)
{ SONSDatagram *temp = new SONSDatagram("treeJoin");
temp->setSrcAddress(get_sourceAddress_SONS_QoS());
IPAddress srcAddress = temp->srcAddress(); 
t emp-> 8 e tDe s tAddre s s (destAddress); 
temp->setPacketType(treeJoin); 
if (retryFlag)
temp->setKind(id);
else
temp->setKind(getUniqueTJGid_SONS_QoS(srcAddress.getint() + 
de8tAddress.getint()));
EV << "Testing: sendTJ. Send treeJoin from address : " << temp->srcAddress() 
<< " to address: " << temp->destAddress() << " . Kind = " << temp->kind() << endl; 
tempSend copy;
copy.datagram = (SONSDatagram *) temp->dup(); 
copy.id = temp->kind(); 
treeJoinGranttempSend.push_back(copy);
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC = get_MACinterface_SONS_QoS(); 
setTJGtimer_SONS_QoS(terap->kind(), retryCount, retryFlag); 
for (std::vector<parentType>::iterator x = parentTable.begin(); x != 
parentTable.e n d (); ++x)
if ((*x).parentIP == destAddress){ x->waitTJG = true ; 
x->id = temp->kind();
}
double tempE = controlReceiveEnergy_SONS_QoS() + 
controlTransmissionEnergy_SONS_QoS(t ransmi s s i onD i s tanc e_SONS_QoS(temp- 
>destAddress()));
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overheadPacketNumber++;
overheadNumberOfPackets.record(overheadPacketNumber); 
overheadEnergy.record(tempE);
sendToWLAN_SONS_QoS(temp, ieMAC);
/ /   ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
void SONS_QoS::sendTJG_SONS_QoS(IPAddress destAddress, int kind)
SONSDatagram *prepairToSend = new SONSDatagram("treeJoinGrant"); 
prepairToSend->setSrcAddress(get_sourceAddress_SONS_QoS()); 
prepairToSend->setDestAddress(destAddress); 
prepairToSend->setPacketType(treeJoinGrant); 
prepairToSend->setKind(kind);
EV << "Testing: sendTJG. Send treeJoinGrant from address: " << prepairToSend- 
>srcAddress() << " to address: " << prepairToSend->destAddress() << " . Kind = " << 
prepairToSend->kind() << endl;
int position = ChoosenParent_SONS_QoS(); 
if (parentTable.size0  > 0)
prepairToSend->setDistanceLevel((parentTable[position].DL)+1); //
only in SN: check the parentTable size might = 0..,.
else
{
}
EV << "Error: " << this->fullName() << " has no parent\n"; 
prepairToSend->setDistanceLevel(900000);
double tempE = controlReceiveEnergy_SONS_QoS() + 
c on t ro1Transmi s s i o n E n e r g y S O N S Q o S (transmi s s ionD i s t ance_S ONS_QoS(prepairToSend- 
>deStAddress()));
overheadPacketNumber++;
overheadNumberOfPackets.record(overheadPacketNumber); 
overheadEnergy.record(tempE);
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC = get_MACinterface_SONS_QoS(); 
sendToWLAN_SONS_QoS(prepairToSend, ieMAC);
//-
void SONS_QoS:;sendNC_SONS_QoS(IPAddress destAddress, int retryCount, bool 
retryFlag)
{ SONSDatagram *prepairToSend = new SONSDatagram("numChiId"); 
prepairToSend->setSrcAddress(get_sourceAddress_SONS_QoS()); 
prepairToSend->setDestAddress(destAddress); 
prepairToSend->setPacketType(numChild); 
prepairToSend->setNumberOfChild(totalChilds_SONS_QoS0);
EV << "Testing: sendNC. Send numChild from address: " << prepairToSend- 
>srcAddress() << " to address: " << prepairToSend->destAddress() << " . 
numberOfChilds = " << prepairToSend->numberOfChild() << endl;
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC = get_MACinterface_SONS_QoS();
SONSDatagram *copy = (SONSDatagram *) prepairToSend->dup(); 
numChildConfirmtempSend.push_back(copy);
double tempE = controlReceiveEnergy_SONS_QoS() + 
controlTransmissionEnergy_SONS_QoS(transmissionDistance_SONS_QoS(prepairToSend- 
>destAddress()));
overheadPacketNumber++;
overheadNumberOfPackets.record(overheadPacketNumber); 
overheadEnergy.record(tempE);
sendToWLAN SONSQoS(prepairToSend, ieMAC); 
setNCCtimer_SONS_QoS(retryCount, retryFlag);
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/ /
void SONS_QoS::sendNCC_SONS_QoS(IPAddress destAddress, bool linkRecovery)
SONSDatagram *prepairToSend = new SONSDatagram("numChildConfirm"); 
prepairToSend->setSrcAddress(get_sourceAddress_SONS_QoS()); 
prepairToSend->setDestAddress(destAddress); 
prepairToSend->setPacketType(numChildConfirm); if (linkRecovery)
prepairToSend->setLinkRecovery(1inkRecovery);
EV << "Testing: sendNCC. Send numChildConfirm from address: " << 
prepairToSend->srcAddress() << " to address: " << prepairToSend->destAddress() << 
endl ;
double tempE = controlReceiveEnergy_SONS_QoS() + 
controlTransmissionEnergy_SONS_QoS(transmissionDistance_SONS_QoS(prepairToSend- 
>destAddress()));
overheadPacketNumber++;
overheadNumberOfPackets,record(overheadPacketNumber); 
overheadEnergy.record(tempE);
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC = get_MACinterface_SONS_QoS(); 
sendToWLAN_SONS_QoS(prepairToSend, ieMAC);}
void SONS_QoS::sendRC_SONS_QoS(IPAddress destAddress, int countRCC, bool retryFlag) { SONSDatagram *temp = new SONSDatagram("removeChild");
temp->setSrcAddress(get_sourceAddress_SONS_QoS0); 
temp->setDestAddress(destAddress) ; 
temp->setPacketType(removeChild);
EV << "Testing: sendRC. Send removeChild from address: " << temp- 
>srcAddress() << " to address: " << temp->destAddress() << endl;
SONSDatagram *copy = (SONSDatagram *) temp->dup(); 
removeChildConfirmtempSend.push_back(copy);
double tempE = controlReceiveEnergy_SONS_QoS() + 
controlTransmissionEnergy_SONS_QoS(transmissionDistance_SONS_QoS(temp- 
>destAddress()));
overheadPacketNumber++;
overheadNumberOfPackets.record(overheadPacketNumber); 
overheadEnergy.record(tempE);
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC = get_MACinterface_SONS_QoS(); 
sendToWLAN_SONS_QoS(temp, ieMAC); 
setRCCtimer_SONS_QoS(countRCC, retryFlag);
//queueModu1e ->reque s t Packe t ();
//-
void SONS_QoS::sendRCC_SONS_QoS(IPAddress destAddress)
SONSDatagram *temp = new SONSDatagram("removeChildConfirm");
temp-> s e tS rcAddre s s(get_sourceAddress_SONS_QoS()); 
temp->setDestAddress(destAddress); 
temp->setPacketType(removeChildConfirm);
EV << "Testing: sendRCC. Send removeChildConfirm from address : " << temp- 
>srcAddress() << " to address: " << temp->destAddress() << endl;
double tempE = controlReceiveEnergy_SONS_QoS() + 
controlTransmissionEnergy_SONS_QoS(transmissionDistance_SONS_QoS(temp- 
>destAddress())); ___
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overheadPacketNumber++;
overheadNumberOfPackets.record(overheadPacketNumber); 
overheadEnergy.record(tempE);
InterfaceEntry *IeMAC = get_MACinterface_SONS_QoS(); 
sendToWLAN_SONS_QoS(temp, ieMAC);
/ /   ------------------------
void SONS_QoScheckAndSendDorRD_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
if (isNotRecieved_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), datagram->kind())) 
addToRecievedPackets_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), datagram->kind 0);
else
sendDorRD_SONS_QoS(datagram); 
delete datagram;
/ /
void SONS_QoS::sendDorRD_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
int position = ChoosenParent_SONS_QoS();
EV << "Choosen Parent location = " << position << endl; 
if (position I= -1){ double totalEnergyConsumption = 0.0;
int hopCount = 0 ;
serial++;
if (forwardData)
{ totalEnergyConsumption = (2 * receiveEnergySONS Q o S ()) + 
transmitEnergy_SONS_QoS(transmissionDistance_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress())) + 
datagram->totalE();
hopCount = datagram->distanceLevel0  + 1;
}
datagram->setSrcAddress(get_sourceAddress_SONS_QoS()); 
datagram->setDestAddress(parentTable[position].parentIP);
EV << " choosen parent IP = " << parentTable[position].parentIP <<
endl ;
datagram->setDistanceLevel(hopCount); 
double sendEnergy =
transmitEnergySONSQoS(transmi s s ionDi s tance_SONS_QoS(datagram->destAddress())); 
datagram->setTotalE(sendEnergy + totalEnergyConsumption); 
datagram->setKind(serial); 
datagram->setSendTime(simTime()); 
if (nodeStatusOn){ SONSDatagram *copy = (SONSDatagram *) datagram->dup();
EV << "Testing: sending " << datagram->name() <<" from " << 
this->fullPath() << "[" << datagram->srcAddress() << "] to " << datagram- 
>destAddress() << " with serial = " << serial << endl;
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC2 = get_MACinterface_SONS_QoS(); 
if (strstr(datagram->name0 , "data") != NOLL)
{ //datagram->setPriority(l);
saveCopyOfData_SONS_QoS(copy, serial, true, datagram-
>timeStamp())
> times tamp ( ) )
}else
saveCopyOfRDataSONSQoS(copy, serial, true, datagram- 
EV << "Energy spend for transmission = " << sendEnergy << "
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J \ n "  ;
EV << "Total Energy consumed by packet " << datagrara- 
>dataNumber{) << " with hop count = " << datagram->distanceLevel() << " is = " << 
datagram->totalE0  << " J\n";
transmitEnergyData.record(sendEnergy); 
sendToWLAN_SONS__QoS (datagram, ieMAC2) ;}else
{ nuniDropped++ ;
kindVec.record(datagram->dataNumber());
RecoveryTimeVec.record(0);
EV << "Packet number [" << datagram->dataNumber() << "] has been 
dropped because of node status is dead\n";
if (ev.isGUlO)
updateDisplayStringSONS_QoS0  ;
delete datagram;}}else{ EV << "Error: " << this->fullPath() << " : Cannot find chosen parent in 
sendRD module\n";
delete datagram;
}
}
//•
void SONS_QoS: ;sendDCorRDC_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
IPAddress tempIP = datagram->srcAddress(); 
datagram->setSrcAddress(datagram->destAddress()); 
datagram->setDestAddress(tempIP); 
if (strstr(datagram->name0 , "data") != NULL){ datagram->setName("dataConfirm");
datagram->setPriority(l);
datagram->setPacketType(dataConfirm);
else{ datagram->setName("RdataConfirm"); 
datagram->setPacketType(RdataConfirm);
}
//■
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC = get_MACinterface_SONS_QoS(); 
sendToWLAN_SONS_QoS(datagram, ieMAC);
void SONS_QoS::checkAndSend_SONS_QoS(IPAddress senderIP, int senderSerial, bool 
newRecord, simtime_t timestamp, IPAddress initiatorIP, int dataNumber, siratime_t 
totalTime, simtime_t oneHopTime, IPAddress recievedIP, double collectedE, bool 
linkRecovery, IPAddress failedIP, short hopCount){ if (isNotRecieved_SONS_QoS(senderIP, senderSerial))
{ addToRecievedPackets_SONS_QoS(senderIP, senderSerial); 
sendD_SONS_QoS(newRecord, timeStamp, false, initiatorIP, dataNumber, 
totalTime, oneHopTime, recievedIP, collectedE, linkRecovery, failedIP, hopCount); }}
/ /
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void SONS_QoS: :sendD_SONS_QoS(bool newRecord, simtime_t timeStamp, bool isinitiator, 
IPAddress initiatorIP, int dataNumber, simtimet totalTime, simtime_t oneHopTime, 
IPAddress recievedIP, double collectedE, bool linkRecovery, IPAddress failedIP, 
short hopCount)
{ int position = ChoosenParent_SONS_QoS{);
EV << "Choosen Parent location = " << position << endl; 
if (position != -1){ serial++;
SONSDatagrara *forwardDatagram = new SONSDatagram("Data"); 
forwardDatagram->setSrcAddress(get_sourceAddress_SONS_QoS()); 
forwardDatagram->setDestAddress(parentTable[position].parentIP);
EV << " choosen parent IP = " << parentTable[position].parentlP <<endl;
forwardDatagram->setPacketType(data); 
forwardDatagram->setKind(serial); 
forwardDatagram->setTimeStamp(timeStamp); 
forwardDatagram-> setTotalTime(totalTime); 
forwardDatagram->setRecordTime(oneHopTime); 
forwardDatagram->setLinkRecovery(linkRecovery); 
forwardDatagram->setFailedlP(failedIP); 
double transE =
transmitEnergy_SONS_QoS(transmissionDistance_SONS_QoS(forwardDatagram- 
>destAddress(j ));
if (isinitiator){ forwardDatagram->setInitiator(get_sourceAddress_SONS_QoS0); 
forwardDatagram->setDataNumber(serial); 
forwardDatagram->setTotalE(transE);
forwardDatagram->setDistanceLevel(0); // it is used as hop
count in data packet 
}else
{ forwardDatagram->setInitiator{initiatorIP); 
forwardDatagram->setDataNumber(dataNumber); 
double tempE = (2 * receiveEnergy_SONS_QoS()) + transE + 
transmitEnergy_SONS_QoS(transmissionDistance_SONS_QoS(recievedIP)) + collectedE; 
forwardDatagram->setTotalE(tempE); 
forwardDatagram->setDistanceLevel(hopCount+1);}
if (nodeStatusOn)
{ SONSDatagram *copy = (SONSDatagram *) forwardDatagram->dup();
EV << "Testing: sending Data from " << this->fullPath() << "["
<< forwardDatagram->srcAddress() << "] to " << forwardDatagram->destAddress() << " 
with serial = " << serial << endl;
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC2 = get_MACinterface_SONS_QoS(); 
saveCopyOfData SONS QoS(copy, serial, newRecord, timeStamp); 
double sendEnergy = 
t ransmi tEnergy_SONS_QoS(transmissionDistance_SONS_QoS(forwardDatagram- 
>destAddress(}));
EV << "Energy spend for transmission = " << sendEnergy << "
J\n" ;
EV << "Total Energy consumed by packet " << forwardDatagram- 
>dataNumber() << " with hop count = " << forwardDatagram->distanceLevel() << " is =
" << forwardDatagram->totalE() << " J\n";
transmitEnergyData.record(sendEnergy); 
sendToWLAN_SONS_QoS(forwardDatagram, ieMAC2);
else
numDropped++;
kindVec.record(forwardDatagram->dataNumber());
RecoveryTimeVec.record(0);
EV << "Packet number [" << forwardDatagram->dataNumber() << "]
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has been dropped because of node status is dead\n"; 
if (ev.isGUlO)
updateDisplayStringSONS_QoS();
delete forwardDatagram;}}else
EV << "Error; " << this->fullPath{) << " : Cannot find chosen parent in 
sendD module\n";}
//•
void SONS_QoS::sendDC_SONS_QoS(IPAddress de8tAddress, int senderSerial, bool 
linkRecovery, IPAddress failedIP, IPAddress initiatorIP, int dataNumber, simtime_t 
oneHopTime)
{ SONSDatagram *replyDatagram = new SONSDatagram("dataConfirm");
replyDatagram->setSrcAddress(get_sourceAddress_SONS_QoS());
replyDatagram->setPacketType(dataConfirm);
replyDatagram->setDestAddress(destAddress);
replyDatagram->setFailedIP(failedIP);
replyDatagram->setLinkRecovery(linkRecovery);
replyDatagram->setKind(senderSerial);
replyDatagram->setInitiator(initiatorIP);
replyDatagram->setDataNumber(dataNumber);
replyDatagram->setRecordTime(oneHopTime);
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC = get_MACinterface_SONS_QoS(); 
sendToWLAN_SONS_QoS(replyDatagram, ieMAC);
//-
double SONS_QoS::controlTransmissionEnergy_SONS_QoS(double distance)
// Transmission Energy calculated with same condition as in the following 
paper (LEACH)
// Heinzelman W . , Chandrakasan A., Balakrishnan H . : Energy-Efficient 
Communication Protocol for
// Wireless Microsensor Networks, International Conference on System 
Sc iences, Hawai i, January 2000.
// where E.transmission(k,d) = E.Tx-elec(k) + E.Tx-amp(k,d) = E.elec * K + 
£.amp * k * d'^ 2
// E.elec K 50 nJ/bit 
// E.amp = 100 pJ/blt/m''2
// k - X bits - 400 bits (our assumption of packet size)/ /  Û  - distance in m = SQRT ( (xl-x2) ^ 2 + (yl-y2)''2) // distance between 2
points (xl,yl) and (x2,y2)
double Energy = 0.00002 + (0.00000004 * distance * distance); 
return Energy;}
//•
double SONS_QoS: :controlReceiveEnergy_SONS_QoS()
// source same as in tranraitEnergy function 
// where E.receive(k) = E.Rx-ele(k) - E.elec * k 
return 0.00002;
}
//-
double SONS_QoStransmitEnergy_SONS_QoS(double distance){ // Transmission Energy calculated with same condition as in the following 
paper (LEACH)
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// Heinzelman W, , Chandrakasan A. , Balakrishnan H". ; Energy-Efficient 
Communication Protocol for
// Wireless Microsensor Networks. International Conference on System 
Sciences, Hawaii, January 2000.
// where E .transmission(k,d) = E.Tx-elec(k) + E.Tx-amp(k,d) = E.elec * K + 
£.amp * k  * d"^ 2
// E.elec = 50 nJ/bit 
// E .amp = 100 pj/bit/m^2
// k = X bits = 2000 bits (our assumption of packet size)
// d = distance in m = SQRT( (xl-x2) "'2 + (yl-y2)^2) // distance between 2
points (xl,yl) and (x2,y2)
double Energy = 0.0001 + (0.0000002 * distance * distance); 
return Energy;
}
//•
double SONS_QoS: ;receiveEnergy_SONS_QoS(){ // source same as in tranmitEnergy function 
// where E.receive(k) = E.Rx-ele(k) = E.elec * k 
return 0.0001;
//■
double SONS_QoS::transmissionDistance_SONS_QoS(IPAddress destAddress)
cModule *submod = parentModule()->submodule("mobility");
int sensorNodes = parentModule()->parentModule()->par("numHosts");
int redundantNodes = parentModule()->parentModule()->par("numRedundant");
int totalNodes = sensorNodes + redundantNodes;
char s [10] ;
cModule *destModule;
IPAddress DestAdd;
bool redundantHost = true;
for (int i = 0; i < sensorNodes; i++){ sprintf(s,"host[%d]",i);
destModule = simulation.moduleByPath(s);
InterfaceTable *destIT = dynamic_cast<InterfaceTable 
*> (simulation.moduleByPath(s)->submodule("interfaceTable"));
for (int i=0; i < destIT->numlnterfaces(); i++){ InterfaceEntry *ieDest = destIT->interfaceAt(i); 
const char *name = ieDest->name(); 
if (strstr(name,"wlan") != NULL)
{ DestAdd = ieDest->ipv40 ->inetAddress0  ; 
break;
}
}if (DestAdd == destAddress)
redundantHost = false; 
break;
if (redundantHost)
{ for (int i = 0; i < redundantNodes; i++)
{ sprintf(s,"rhost[%d]",i); 
deStModule = simulation.moduleByPath(s); 
InterfaceTable *destIT = dynamic_cast<InterfaceTable 
*>(simulation.moduleByPath(s)->submodule("interfaceTable"));
for (int i=0; i < destIT->numInterfaces(}; i++)
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{ InterfaceEntry *ieDest = destIT->interfaceAt(i); 
const char *name = ieDest->name(); 
if {strstr(name,"wlan") != NULL){ DestAdd = ieDest->ipv4{)->inetAddress(); 
break;}}if (DestAdd == destAddress) 
break;
}}EV << S  < <  " has IP = " << DestAdd << " and its \n"; 
double destx = destModule->submodule("mobility")->par("x"); 
double destY = destModule->submodule("mobility")->par("y");
EV << "location is x - " << destX << " and y = " << destY << " and total 
hosts = " << totalNodes << endl;
double sourceX = submod->par(»x"); 
double sourceY = submod->par("y");
EV << "Position x = " c< sourceX << " and y = " << sourceY << endl;
double distance = sqrt(((sourceX - destX)* (sourceX - destX)) + ((sourceY - 
destY)* (sourceY - destY))); 
return distance;
}
//■
IPAddress SONS_QoS: :get_sourceAddress_SONS_QoS()
IPAddress srcAdd;
for (int i=0; i < ift->numlnterfaces(); i++){ InterfaceEntry *ie = ift->interfaceAt(i); 
const char *name = ie->name(); 
if (strstr(name,"wlan") != NULL){ //routingDecision->setInterfaceId(ie->interfaceld()); 
srcAdd = ie->ipv4()->inetAddress();}}return srcAdd;
}
bool SONS_QoS::isNotRecieved_SONS_QoS(IPAddress senderIP, int senderSerial) 
bool match = false ;
for (std::vector<DataHistoryType>::iterator x = RecievedPackets.beginO; x ! 
RecievedPackets.end 0  ; ++x)
if ((x->IPinInt == senderIP.getint()) && (x->serial == senderSerial)) 
match = true;
if (match)
return false ;
else
return true ;
}
bool SONS_QoSisBroadcast_SONS_QoS(IPAddress testIP) 
bool isBroadCast = true ;
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sv;itch(testIP.getIPClass () ){ case 'A': for (int m=l; tn<=3; m++)
if (testIP.getDByte(m) != 255)
isBroadCast = false;break;
case 'B' : for (int m=2; m<=3; m++)
if (testIP.getDByte(m) != 255)
isBroadCast = false;
break;
case 'C ': if (testiP.getDByte(3) != 255)
isBroadCast = false;
break;
default: EV << "Error in Broadcast check\n";}return isBroadCast;
}
/ /    ---------
bool SONS_QoS::isLocalDeliver_SONS_QoS(IPAddress checklP) 
bool local = false;
for (int 1=0; i < ift->numlnterfaces(); ++i){ InterfaceEntry *ie = ift->interfaceAt (i); 
if (checklP == ie->ipv4()->inetAddress()) 
local = true;
} return local;
}
/ /   --------------------------------
void SONS_QoS::checkAndUpdateParentChildTables_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram) 
bool match = false ;
std::vector<p a r e n t T y p e > iterator position = parentTable.begin(); 
for (std:: vector<parentType>::iterator x = parentTable.begin(); x ! = 
parentTable.end0  ; ++x)
if ((*x).parentlP == datagram->failedIP())
{ position = x; 
match = true;)if(match)
{ //update the parentIP with the new one
EV << "info: ParentTable has been updated from parentIP = " << 
position->parentIP << " to the new parent IP = " << datagram->srcAddress() << endl; 
position->parentIP = datagram->srcAddress();
}
match = false;
std::vector<childType>: : iterator childLocation; 
if (childTable.size() > 0)
{ // search if the failedIP exist in the childTable
for (std::vector<childType>::iterator x = childTable.begin(); x != 
ChildTable.end0  ; ++x)
if ((*x).childiP == datagram->failedIP())
{ match = true; 
childLocation = x;
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if (match)
{ // update the child table
EV << "Info: ChildTable has been updated from childIP = " << 
childLocation->childIP << " to the new child IP = " << datagram->srcAddress() << 
endl ;
childLocation->childIP = datagram->srcAddress() ;}
}
/ / -
delete datagram;
IPAddress SONS_QoS::get_netBroadcast_SONS_QoS(IPAddress src)
IPAddress netBroadcastAdd; 
switch (src.getlPClass()){ case 'A':
// Class A; network = 7 bits
netBroadcastAdd = IPAddress(src.getDByte(0), 255, 255, 255); 
break; 
case 'B':
// Class B: network = 14 bits
netBroadcastAdd = IPAddress(src.getDByte(0), src.getDByte(1),255, 255);
break; 
case 'C ':
// Class C: network = 21 bits
netBroadcastAdd = IPAddress(src.getDByte(0), src.getDByte(1), src.getDByte(2), 255);
break ; 
default :
// Class D or E
EV << "Error in BS initializing the network\n";}re turn ne tB roadcas tAdd;
}
//•
void SONS_QoS::addToRecievedPackets_SONS_QoS(IPAddress senderIP, int senderSerial)
DataHistoryType temp ;
temp.IPinInt = senderIP.getint();
temp.serial = senderSerial;
RecievedPackets.push_back(temp);
void SONS_QoS::addToParentTable_SONS_QoS(IPAddress srcAddress, int DL, bool 
tempPlag){ // add the new entry to the parentTable 
parentType tempParent; 
tempParent.parentIP = srcAddress; 
tempParent.DL = DL;
tempParent.t = simTime(); 
tempParent.tempPlag = tempPlag; 
parentTable.push_back(tempParent);}
//-
void SONS_QoS::updateParentTable_SONS_QoS(IPAddress parentAddress, int DL, simtime t
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t, bool tempFlag)
{ for (std::vector<parentType>::iterator x = parentTable.begin(); x != 
parentTable.en d (); ++x)
if ((*x).parentlP == parentAddress){ X->DL = DL; 
x->t = t ;
x->tempFlag = tempFlag;
}}
//•
void SONS_QoS;:addToChildTable_SONS_QoS(IPAddress childlP, bool numReply)
childType tempChild; 
tempChild.childlP = childlP; 
tempChild.numReply = numReply; 
childTable.push_back(tempChild);
// check if the child exist in the parentTable, if so then delete it from 
parentTable
if (isParent_SONS_QoS(childiP))
bool match = false;
std::vector<parentType>iterator position = parentTable.begin(); 
for (std::vector<parentType>::iterator x = parentTable.begin(); x != 
parentTable.en d (); ++x)
if ((*x).parentlP == childlP)
{ position = x; 
match = true;
}if (match){ EV << " Duplicate table entry in Parent & Child Table with IP =
" << childlP << " . IP has been delete from the parentTable\n"; 
parentTable.erase(position);}
, >
/ /
void SONS_QoS::updateChildTable_SONS_QoS(IPAddress childiP, bool numReply, int 
numberOfChiIds}{ if (childTable.size() i= 0)
{ for (std:;vector<childType>:: iterator x = childTable.begin(); x ! = 
childTable.end0  ; ++x)
if (x->childIP == childlP){ x->numReply = numReply; 
x->numberOfChilds = numberOfChiIds;
}}else
EV << "Error: childTable is empty\n";}
/ / ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
bool SONS_QoS::isBestParent_SONS_QoS(IPAddress srcIP, int DL) 
bool beStParent = true;
________ if (parentTable.size 0  > 0)____________________________________________________________
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for {std;; vector<parentType>::iterator x = parentTable.begin{); x ! = 
parentTable.e n d (); ++x)
if (({*x}.DL <= DL) && (x->parentIP.operatori= (srcIP))) 
bestParent = false;
return bestParent;
//■
bool SONS_QoSisOneOfBestParent_SONS_QoS(IPAddress srcIP, int DL){ bool bestParent = true ;
if (parentTable.size() > 0)
for (std::vector<parentType>::iterator x = parentTable.begin(); x != 
parentTable.end 0  ; ++x)
if ((*x).DL < DL)
bestParent = false;
return bestParent;
//•
int SONS_QoS: :totalChilds_SONS_QoS()
int total = childTable.size 0  ; 
if (total > 0)
for (std::vector<childType>::iterator x = childTable.begin(); x ! 
childTable.e n d (); ++x)
total += X - >numberOfChilds ;
return total;
/ / ■
void SONS_QoS: :initiateAtreeFormation_SONS_QoS()
SONSDatagram *prepairToSend = new SONSDatagram("treePormation"); 
prepairToSend->setSrcAddress(get_sourceAddress_SONS_QoS0); 
prepairToSend-
>setDestAddress (get__netBroadcast_SONS_QoS (get_sourceAddress__SONS_QoS () ) ) ; 
prepairToSend->setPacketType(treeFormation);
EV << "Testing: initiateAtreeFormation. Send treeFormation from address: " << 
prepairToSend->srcAddress0  << " to address : " << prepairToSend->destAddress() << 
endl ;
int position = ChoosenParent_SONS_QoS(); 
if (position != -1)
prepairToSend->setDistanceLevel((parentTable[position].DL)+1); //
check the parentTable size might = 0.... 
else
prepairToSend->setDistanceLevel(100000);
double tempE = controlTransmissionEnergy_SONS_QoS(200.0); 
overheadPacketNumber++;
overheadNumberOfPackets.record(overheadPacketNumber); 
overheadEnergy.record(tempE);
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC = get_MACinterface_SONS_QoS();
SONSDatagram *copy = (SONSDatagram *) prepairToSend->dup(); 
treeJointerapSend.push_back(copy); 
sendToWLAN_SONS_QoS(prepairToSend, ieMAC);
retrytreeJoin = 0 ; 
waittreeJoin = true ;
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cMessage *timeOutTJ = new cMessage("timeOuttreeJoin"); 
timeOuttreeJoin = timeOutTJ;
scheduleAt((simTime()+treeJoinWait), timeOutTJ);}
/ /     -------------------------------
void SONS_QoS::handleDorRD_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << ": enter handleDorRData module\n"; 
simtime_t totalTime = datagram->totalTime() + (datagram->receiveTime() - 
datagram->sendTime());
datagram->setTotalTime(totalTime);
simtime_t oneHopTime = datagram->recordTime() + (datagram->receiveTime() - 
datagram->sendTime());
datagram->setRecordTime(oneHopTime);
I l check if the packet sent from one of its child or linkRecovery = true 
// then reply with a RdataConfirm to the sender and forward the packet to 
// its best parent and wait for dataConfirm from the parent 
bool checkChild = false; 
if (forwardData)
checkChild = isChild_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress());
EV << "Testing: if (checkChild || datagram->linkRecovery() || (!forwardData))
= " << (checkChild || datagram->linkRecovery() || (!forwardData)) << endl;
if (checkChild || datagram->linkRecovery() || (!forwardData))
if (forwardData)
sendDCorRDC_SONS_QoS((SONSDatagram *) datagram->dup());
if (datagram->linkRecovery() && (!checkChild)){ addToChildTable_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress0, false); 
updateChildTable_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), true, 
datagram->numberOfChild());
if (allChildReplied_SONS_QoS())
// initiates a numChild to its parent 
int position = ChoosenParent_SONS_QoS(); 
if (position != -1)
sendNC_SONS_QoS(parentTable[position] .parentlP, 0,
false); 
exist\n";
else
EV << "Error: cannot send numChild. Parent does not
printTables_SONS_QoS();
}if (!forwardData)
sendDorRD_SONS_QoS(datagram);
else{ ev << "packet name [" << datagram->name() << "] reached this 
node via " << datagram->distanceLevel() << " hop(s) from Initiator sender [" << 
datagram->initiator() << "]\n";
checkAndSendDorRD_SONS_QoS(datagram);
}
}else
{ routingError++; 
delete datagram;
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void SONS_QoS: : handleRDataConfirtn_SONS_QoS (SONSDatagram * datagram)
{ EV << "Testing; " << this->fullPath() << ": enter handleRDataConfirm 
module\n" ;I l delete a timer if existI l Cancel the timer by searching in DCtempTable
bool isScheduled = false;
std::vector<DCtemp>: : iterator position;
for (std::vector<DCtemp>::iterator x = RDCtempTable.begin(); x !=
RDCtempTable.en d (); ++x)
if (x->id == datagram->kind0)
{ isScheduled = true ; 
position = X;
}
if (isScheduled){ simtime_t timeStamp = position->timeStamp;
// Cancel the timer
if (position->timer->isScheduled()){ delete cancelEvent(position->timer);
EV << "Testing: Timer with id = " << position->id << " has been 
canceled in handleRDataConfirm module\n";
}
EV << "record with data name = " << position->data->name() << " and id 
= " << position->id << " has been deleted from RDCtempTable \n";
SONSDatagram *temp = position->data;
RDCtempTable.erase(position); // delete the temporary data from the
container
EV << " RDCtempTable after deletetion\n"; 
printRDCtempTable_SONS_QoS(); 
delete temp ;
if (datagram->1inkRecovery0)
{ updateParentTable_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), datagram- 
>distanceLevel(), simTime(), false);
SONSDatagram *copy = (SONSDatagram *) datagram->dup(); 
checkAndUpdateParentChildTables_SONS_QoS(copy);
kindVec.record(datagram->dataNumber());
simtime_t oneHopTime = datagram->recordTime() + (datagram- 
>receiveTime() - datagram->sendTime());
double receptionEnergy = receiveEnergy_SONS_QoS();
EV << " Energy spend for reception = " << receptionEnergy << " J \n"; 
receiveEnergyData.record(receptionEnergy) ;
RecoveryTimeVec.record(oneHopTime); 
oneHopDelayRD.record(oneHopTime); 
numForwarded++;
}else
EV << " Error: " << this->fullPath() << ": timer of kind = " << 
datagram->kind() << " does not exists in RDCtempTable\n";
// delete parent from blackList if it exist 
bool match = false;
std::vector<blackList>: ; iterator Position;
________ for (std::vector<blackList>::iterator x = blackListTable.beginQ; x ! =
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blackListTable.endO ; ++x)
if (x->failedIP == datagram->srcAddress()){ match = true;
Position = x;}
if (match)
{ EV << "record with IP = " << Position->failedIP << " and retryCount = " 
<< Position->retryCount << " has been deleted from blackListTable \n"; 
blackListTable.erase(Position);
}
delete datagram;
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << ": leave handleRDataConfirm 
module\n";
/ / •
void SONS_QoS::handleDataConfirm_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << enter handleDataConfirm 
module\n";
// delete a timer if exist
// Cancel the timer by searching in DCtempTable
bool isScheduled = false;
std;:vector<DCtemp>: ; iterator position;
for (std::vector<DCtemp>:: iterator x = DCtempTable.begin(); x ! =
DCtempTable.end 0  ; ++x)
if (x->id == datagram->kind0){ isScheduled = true; 
position = x;}
if (isScheduled)
{ simtime_t timeStamp = position->timeStamp;
// Cancel the timer
if (position->timer->isScheduled()){ delete cancelEvent(position->timer);
EV << "Testing; Timer with id = " << position->id << " has been 
canceled in handleDataConfirm module\n";
}
EV << "record with data name = " << position->data->name() << " and id 
= " << position->id << " has been deleted from DCtempTable \n";
SONSDatagram *temp = position->data;
DCtempTable.erase(position); // delete the temporary data from the
container
EV << " DCtempTable after deletetion\n"; 
printDCtempTable_SONS_QoS(); 
delete tfemp;
if (datagram->linkRecovery0)
{ • updateParentTable_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), datagram- 
>distanceLevel0, simTime(), false);
SONSDatagram *copy = (SONSDatagram *) datagram->dup(); 
checkAndUpdateParentChildTables_SONS_QoS(copy);
}
kindVec.record(datagram->dataNumber());
simtime_t oneHopTime = datagram->recordTime() + (datagram- 
>receiveTime 0  - datagram->sendTime ()) ;______ _______________________________________________
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double receptionEnergy = receiveEnergy_SONS_QoS{);
EV << " Energy spend for reception = " << receptionEnergy << " J \n"; 
receiveEnergyData.record(receptionEnergy);
RecoveryTimeVec.record(oneHopTime); 
oneHopDelayD.record(oneHopTime); 
numFo rwarde d+ +;
}else
EV << '' Error: " << this->fullPath() << " : timer of kind = " << 
datagram->kind() << " does not exists in DCtempTable\n";
// delete parent from blackList if it exist 
bool match = false;
std;:vector<blackList>: : iterator Position;
for (std::vector<blackList>::iterator x = blackListTable.begin(); x != 
blackListTable.endO; ++x)
if (x->failedIP == datagram->srcAddress())
{ match = true;
Position = X;}
if (match)
{ EV << "record with IP = " << Position->failedIP << " and retryCount = " 
<< Position->retryCount << " has been deleted from blackListTable \n"; 
blackListTable.erase(Position);
}
delete datagram;
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << leave handleDataConfirm 
module\n";
}
/ / '
void SONS_QoS: :handleTreeFormation_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << enter handleTreeFormation 
module\n";
// record the new parent with tempFlag = true, and reply treeJoin to the
sender-
// if the new parent has better DL than existing one or the parentTable is
empty
// then set a treeJoinGrant timer  need to modify
if (!isChild_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress())){ if (parentTable.size() == 0){ addToParentTable_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), datagram- 
>distanceLevel(), false);
sendTJ_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress0, 0, 0, false);
else
{ IPAddress currentParentIP;
int i = ChoosenParent_SONS_QoS();
if (i != -1)
currentParentIP = parentTable[i].parentlP;
if (isParent__SONS_QoS (datagram->srcAddress ( ) ) )
updateParentTable_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), 
datagram->distanceLevel(), simTime(), false); 
else
addToParentTable_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), 
datagram->distanceLevel(), false);
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>distanceLevel()))
if (isBestParent_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress{), datagram- 
{ bool waiting4TJG = false ;
std::vector<parentType>: : iterator parentLocation; 
for (std:: vector<parentType>:: iterator x = parentTable.begin0  ; x != parentTable.end(); ++x)
if ((*x).waitTJG == true)
{ waiting4TJG = true; 
parentLocation = x;}
if (waiting4TJG)
{ parentLocation->waitTJG = false;
// cancel timer 
bool found = false;
std::vector<timer>: : iterator timerLocation; 
if (TJGtimeOutTable.size() > 0)
for (std::vector<timer>::iterator x = 
TJGtimeOutTable.begin0  ; x != TJGtimeOutTable.e nd(); ++x)
if ((*x).id == parentLocation->id) 
{ found = true; 
timerLocation = x;
}
>timeout ;
>timeOut->name{) << " and id = 
TJGtimeOutTable \n";
if (found){ cMessage *deletetimer = timerLocation-
if (deletetimer->isScheduled())
delete cancelEvent(deletetimer);
EV << "timer with name = " << timerLocation- 
<< timerLocation->id << " has been deleted from
TJGtimeOutTable.erase(timerLocation); //
delete the time from the container
}
I f delete record saved in the treeJoinGranttempSend 
found = false;
std::vector<tempSend>: ; iterator recordLocation; 
if (treeJoinGranttempSend.size() > 0)
for (std::vector<tempSend>::iterator x = 
treeJoinGranttempSend.begin0  ; x != treeJoinGranttempSend,end(); ++x)
if ((*x).id == parentLocation->id)
{ recordLocation = x; 
found = true;}
if (found)
{ EV << "treeJoin with name = " << 
recordLocation->datagram->name() << " and id = " << recordLocation->id << " has been 
deleted from treeJoinGranttempSend \n";
treeJoinGranttempSend,erase(recordLocation);
}else
EV << "Error: in module " << this- 
>fullName() << " : Packet " << datagram->name() << " does not exist in 
treeJoinGranttempSend to delete it\n";}
upda te ParentTab1e_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), 
datagram->distanceLevel0 ,  simTime(), true);________________________________________________
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sendTJ_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), 0, 0, false);
delete datagram;
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << ": leave handleTreeFormation 
module\n";
}
/ /
void SONS_QoShandleTreeJoin_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << ": enter handleTreeJoin module\n";
// check if it initiate a treeFormation ----> then delete timer &
treeJointempSend
// reply with treeJoinGrant to the sender. Then update the childTable.
if (waittreeJoin == true)
{ // delete the timer
if (timeOuttreeJoin->isScheduled())
delete cancelEvent(timeOuttreeJoin); 
if (treeJointempSend.size() != 0){ SONSDatagram *temp = treeJointempSend.back(); 
treeJointempSend.p o p b a c k (); 
delete temp;
}waittreeJoin = false;
}
if (!(isChild_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress()))){ // add to childTable 
childType newChild;
newChiId.childlP = datagram->srcAddress(); 
newChild.numReply = false; 
childTable.push_back(newChild);
}else
updateChildTable_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress0, false, 0); 
sendTJG_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), datagram->kind()); 
delete datagram;
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << ": leave handleTreeJoin module\n";
/ / ■
void SONS_QoS: :handleTreeJoinGrant_SONS__QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << ": enter handleTreeJoinGrant 
module\n";
// check if it is waiting for TJG 
bool isWaitingTJG = false;
std::vector<parentType>: : iterator parentLocation;
for (std::vector<parentType>::iterator x = parentTable.begin(); x != 
parentTable.end 0  ; ++x)
if ((*x).parentlP == datagram->srcAddress())
{ if (x->waitTJG == true)
isWaitingTJG = true; 
parentLocation = x;
}
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if (isWaitingTJG)
{ parentLocation->waitTJG = false; 
parentLocation->choosenParent = true;
// Cancel the timer by searching in TJGtimeOutTable 
bool found = false;
std::vector<timer>: ; iterator timerLocation; 
if (TJGtimeOutTable.size() > 0)
for (std::vector<timer>::iterator x = TJGtimeOutTable.beginO; x 
!= TJGtimeOutTable.end 0  ; ++x)
if ((*x).id == datagram->kind0){ found = true; 
timerLocation = x;
}
if (found)
{ cMessage *deletetiraer = timerLocation->timeOut; 
if (deletetimer->isScheduled()) // not in the design but added 
for solving the delete problem.
delete cancelEvent(deletetimer);
EV << "timer with name = " << timerLocation->timeOut->name() <<
" and id = " << timerLocation->id << " has been deleted from TJGtimeOutTable \n";
TJGtimeOutTable.erase(timerLocation); // delete the time from
the container
// delete record saved in the treeJoinGranttempSend 
bool exist = false;
std::vector<tempSend>: : iterator position2; 
if (treeJoinGranttempSend.size 0  > 0)
for (std::vector<tempSend>::iterator x = 
treeJoinGranttempSend.begin0  ; x != treeJoinGranttempSend.end{); ++x)
if ((*x).id == datagram->kind0)
{ position2 = x; 
exist = true;
}
if (exist)
{ SONSDatagram *temp = position2->datagram;
EV << "treeJoin with name = " << position2->datagram- 
>name() << " and id = " << position2->id << " has been deleted from 
treeJoinGranttempSend \n";
treeJoinGranttempSend.erase(position2); 
delete temp;
}else
EV << "Error: in module " << this->fullName() << " :
Packet " << datagram->name() << " does not exist in treeJoinGranttempSend to delete 
it\n";
}
// update parentTable of the record with temp flag -- false 
updateParentTable_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), datagram- 
>distanceLevel(), simTime(), false);
// check if it still the best parents
bool theBest = isOneOfBestParent_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), 
datagram->distanceLevel());
if (theBest) V ‘
{ // initiate a treeFormation 
initiateAtreeFormation_SONS_QoS();
}else
___________________ L _ ________________________________________________________________________________________________
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// send back a removeChild to the current parent and then send a 
treeJoin to the new best parent
sendRC_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), 0, false); 
int position = bestParent_SONS_QoS();
sendTJ_SONS_QoS(parentTable[position].parentlP, 0, 0, false);
}
}else{ EV << "Error: " << this->fullPath() << sending a RemoveChild from " 
<< datagram->destAddress() << " To " << datagram->srcAddress() << endl;
sendRC_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress0, 0, false);
delete datagram;
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << ": leave handleTreeJoinGrant 
module\n";
}
/ / -
void SONS_QoS::handleNumChild_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
{ EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << ": enter handleNumChild module\n"; 
// check if sender is one of its child, then send back a numChildConfirm and 
// update childTable with numReply to true. After that check if it recieves 
// from all childs a numChild packet, then will initiates a numChild to the
parent
bool oldchild = true ;
if ((isChild_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress0)) |] (datagram->linkRecovery()
== true)){ if (isChild_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress()))
// update childTable with numReply to true 
updateChildTable_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), true, 
datagram->numberOfChild());
}else
( addToChildTable_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), false); 
updateChildTable_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), true, datagram->numberOfChild());
oldchild = false;
}
// send back a numChildConfirm
sendNCC_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), datagram->linkRecovery()); 
if (simTime() > 300)
{ totals +=
transmitEnergy_SONS_QoS(transmi s s ionDi stance_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress())); 
totalE += (receiveEnergy_SONS_QoS()*2); 
p a r ("totalE") = totalE;
}
if (allChildReplied_SONS_QoS() && oldchild)
{ // initiates a numChild to its parent 
int position = ChoosenParent_SONS_QoS(); 
if (position != -1)
{ sendNC_SONS_QoS(parentTable[position].parentlP, 0,
false)
if (simTimeO > 300) 
{________
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totalE +=
transmitEnergy_SONS_QoS(transmissionDistance_SONS_QoS{parentTable[position] .parentlP 
)) ; p a r ("totalE") = totalE;}}else
EV «  "Error: cannot send numChild. Parent does not
exist\n";
printTables_SONS_QoS();
}}else
EV << "Error in Module: " << this->fullName() << " - in handleNumChild 
module. Child does not exist in childTable\n";
delete datagram;
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << leave handleNumChild module\n";
//■
void SONS_QoS:;handleNumChildConfirm_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << enter handleNumChildConfirm 
module\n";// if it waits for a numChildConfirm, then cancel the timer 
if (waitnumChildConfirm)
{ // delete the timer
if (timeOutnumChildConfirm->isScheduled())
delete cancelEvent(timeOutnumChildConfirm); 
if (numChildConfirmtempSend.size() > 0)
{ SONSDatagram *temp = numChildConfirmtempSend.back(); 
numChildConfirmtempSend.pop_back(); 
delete temp;
}else
EV << "Error; numChildConfirmtempSend size = " << 
numChildConfirmtempSend.size() << endl;
waitnumChildConfirm = false; 
if (datagram->linkRecovery0)
updateParentTable__SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), datagram- 
>distanceLevel(), simTime(), false);
)else
EV << "Error in Module: " << this->fullName() << " - in 
handleNumChildConfirm module\n";
delete datagram;
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << leave handleNumChildConfirm 
module\n";
//■
void SONS_QoS::handleRemoveChild_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
{ EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << ": enter hand1eRemoveChi1d 
module\n";
if (isChild_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress{))){ // remove child from the childTable 
deleteChild_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress());
// send back a removeChildConfirm
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sendRCC_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress());
if (allChildReplied_SONS_QoS())
I l initiates a nuraChild to its parent 
int position = ChoosenParent_SONS_QoS(); 
if (position != -1)
sendNC_SONS_QoS(parentTable[position].parentlP, 0,
else
EV << "Error: cannot send numChild update. Parent does
false);
not exist\n";
}}else
EV << "Error: in Module " << this->fullName() << " : Packet " << 
datagram->name() << " is not in childTable\n";
delete datagram;
EV << "Testing; " << this->fullPath() << ": leave handleRemoveChiId 
module\n";
}
//■
void SONS_QoS;:handleRemoveChildConfirm_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
EV << "Testing; " << this->fullPath() << ": enter hand1eRemoveChi1dConfirm 
module\n";
if (waitRCC){ waitRCC = false;
if (timeOutRemoveChildConfirm->isScheduled())
delete cancelEvent(timeOutRemoveChildConfirm);
if (removeChildConfirmtempSend.size() > 0){ SONSDatagram *temp = removeChildConfirmtempSend.back(); 
removeChildConfirmtempSend.pop_back(); 
delete temp;
}else
EV << "Error: cannot remove record. Because 
removeChildConfirmtempSend size = " << removeChildConfirmtempSend.size() << endl;
else
EV << "Error: node is not waiting for RCC\n"; 
delete datagram;
EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << ": leave handleRemove ChiIdConf i rm 
module\n";
}
//■
void SONS_QoS::handleCHfailure_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
// search if the failedIP is one of the parent or childs then replace it with 
the new CH
// we need to create a function to 
checkAndUpdateParentChildTables_SONS_QoS(datagram). keep in mind
// that it might recieves messages from old dead CH after deletion because of
delay
checkAndUpdateParentChildTables_SONS_QoS(datagram); 
totalE += receiveEnergy_SONS_QoS(); 
p a r ("totalE") = totalE;
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/ /   -----------------------------
void SONS_QoS::handlePacket_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
{ int packetType = datagram->packetType();
I l check for broadcast,.,. I knov/ there is no broadcast in wireless network 
// but it is used as sending to every SN in the transmission range 
IPAddress destIP = datagram->destAddress(); 
bool broadcast = isBroadcast SONS QoS(destIP);
// check for local delivery .....
bool localdeliver = false;
if (broadcast && ((packetType == treeFormation)| j (packetType == CHfailure))) 
localdeliver = true;
else
localdeliver = isLocalDeliver_SONS_QoS(destIP); 
if (localdeliver)
if ((packetType == data) | j (packetType == Rdata))
handleDorRD_SONS_QoS(datagram);
else if (packetType == RdataConfirm)
handleRDataConfirm_SONS_QoS(datagram);
//else if (packetType == data)/ /handleData_SONS_QoS(datagram);
else if (packetType == dataConfirm)
handleDataConfirm_SONS_QoS(datagram);
else if (packetType == treeFormation)
handleTreeFormation _SONS_QoS(datagram); 
else if (packetType == treeJoin)
handleTreeJoin_SONS_QoS(datagram);
else if (packetType == treeJoinGrant)
handleTreeJoinGrant_SONS_QoS(datagram); 
else if (packetType == numChild)
handleNumChild_SONS_QoS(datagram);
else if (packetType == numChildConfirm)
handleNumChildConfirm_SONS_QoS(datagram);
else if (packetType == removeChild)
handleRemoveChild_SONS_QoS(datagram);
else if (packetType == removeChildConfirm)
handleRemoveChildConf irm__SONS_QoS (datagram) ; 
else if (packetType == CHfailure)
handleCHfailure_SONS_QoS(datagram); 
else
EV << "Error: packetType does not exist\n";
} //.........  end of localdeliver..........
else
{ EV << "Testing: " << this->fullPath() << ": packet from " << datagram- 
>srcAddress0  << " To " << datagram->destAddress() << " is not for local delivery. 
Packet has been Delete it\n";
delete datagram;}   ____________
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/ /      ------------------------------
bool SONS_QoS :: searchWatchDTchild_SONS_QoS (IPAddress senderIP-, int sender ID){ // check if it is in watchDT 
bool exist = false;
for (std;:vector<watchType>::iterator x = watchDTchild.begin(); x != 
watchDTchiId.en d (); ++x)
if ((x->datagrara->srcAddress() == senderIP) && (x->datagram- 
>kind() == senderlD))
exist = true;
return exist;
}
void SONS_QoS: :deleteFromWatchDTchild_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram){ bool exist = false;
std:: vector<watchType>: : iterator position;
for (std::vector<watchType>iterator x = watchDTchild.begin(); x != 
watchDTchild.end0  ; +-fx)
if ((x->datagram->srcAddress() == datagram->destAddress()) && 
(x-^datagram->kind() == datagram->kind())){ exist = true; 
position = x;
}
if (exist){ SONSDatagram *temp = position->datagram;
EV << "Info: record with destination address = " << datagram- 
>destAddress() << " and id = " << datagram->kind() << " has been deleted from 
watchDTchild table\n";
watchDTchild.erase(position);
delete temp;}else
EV << "Error: record does not exist in watchDTchild with IP address 
<< datagram->destAddress() << " and id = " << datagram->kind() << endl;
delete datagram;
//■
void SONS_QoS::deleteFromWatchDTparent_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram) 
bool exist = false ;
std::vector<watchType>: : iterator position;
for (std::vector<watchType>::iterator x = watchDTparent.begin(); x != 
watchDTparent. end ( ) ; +-fx)
if (((x->datagram->destAddress() == datagram->srcAddress()) ||
(datagram->1inkRecovery() && (x->datagram->destAddress() == datagram->failedIP()))) 
&& (x->datagram->kind() == datagram->kind()))
{ exist = true; 
position = x;
if (exist) 
{
// add function to update the parent table if (datagram->linkRecovery()
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&& (position.->datagratn->destAddress () == datagram->failedIP ()) )if (datagram->linkRecovery() && (position->datagram->destAddress() == 
datagram->failedIP()})
{ SONSDatagram *copy = (SONSDatagram *) datagram->dup(); 
checkAndUpdateParentChiIdTables_SONS_QoS(copy);
}
SONSDatagram *temp = position->datagram;
EV << "Info: record with source address = " << datagram->srcAddress() 
<< " and id = " << datagram->kind() << " has been deleted from watchDTparent 
table\n"; watchDTparent.erase(position); 
delete temp;
}else EV << "Error: record does not exist in watchDT with IP address = " << 
datagram->srcAddress() << " and id = " << datagram->kind() << endl;
delete datagram;
//-
void SONS_QoS: :addToWatchDTchild_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
watchType temp;
temp.datagram = datagram;
temp.retryCount = 0;
EV << "Info: datagram from " << datagram->srcAddress() << " has been added to 
the watchDT\n";
watchDTchild.push_back(temp);
}
//■
void SONS_QoS::addToWatchDTparent_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
watchType temp;
temp.datagram = datagram;
temp.retryCount = 0;
EV << "Info; datagram to " << datagram->destAddress() << " has been added to 
the watchDTparent\n";
watchDTparent.push_back(temp);
}
//-
void SONS QoS: ;sendFailure_SONS_QoS()
{ SONSDatagram *failureAnnouncement = new SONSDatagram("CHfailure"); 
failureAnnouncement->setSrcAddress(get_sourceAddress_SONS_QoS()); 
f a ilureAnnouncement- 
>setDestAddress (get_netBroadcast_SONS_QoS (get_sourceAddress_SONS_QoS {)))•, 
failureAnnouncement->setFailedIP(redundantIP); 
failureAnnouncement->setPacketType(CHfailure); 
totalE +=
transmitEnergy_SONS_QoS(transmissionDistance_SONS_QoS(parentTable[ChoosenParent_SONS 
_QoS()].parentlP));
p a r ("totalE") = totalE;
EV << "Info; sending Failure Announcement from " << this->fuliPath() << "["
<< fai1ureAnnouncement->srcAddress() << "] with a failure of = " << 
failureAnnouncement->failedIP() << endl;
double tempE = controlTransmissionEnergy_SONS_QoS(200.0); 
ove rhe adPa c ke tNumbe r++;
________overheadNumberOfPackets.record(overheadPacketNumber) ;______________________________
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overheadEnergy.record(tempE);
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC2 = get_MACinterface_SONS_QoS(}; 
sendToWLAN_SONS_QoS(failureAnnouncement, ieMAC2);
//-
void SONS_QoS;:watchData_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
{ if (datagram->destAddress() == redundantIP){ // packet recieved from child
bool secondFail = searchWatchDTchild_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), 
datagram->kind());
if (secondFail)
{ // CH is dead. Then take over its operation by sending
announcement message (for parent and Childs) and
// send back a dataConfirm to the sender. Also check the watchDT
table if any existing waiting data to be
// forwarded and send back, a dataConfirm to the waiting sender
child.
GUI
redundant << endl ;
p a r ("redundant") = 0 ; // to update the parameter dispaly in
redundant = 0 ;  // actual parameter updating
EV << this->fullPath() << ": changed to CH and redundant
sendFailure_SONS_QoS();
simtime_t totalTime = datagram->totalTime() + (datagram- 
>receiveTime() - datagram->sendTime());
simtime_t oneHopTime = datagram->recordTime() + (datagram- 
>receiveTime() - datagram->sendTime());
sendDC_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), datagram->kind(), true, 
redundantIP, datagram->initiator(), datagram->dataNumber(), oneHopTime);
checkAndSend_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), datagram->kind(), 
true, datagram->timeStamp 0, datagram->initiator(), datagram->dataNumber(), 
totalTime, 0, datagram-^srcAddress(), (datagram->totalE() +
receiveEnergy_SONS_QoS()), true, redundantIP, datagram->distanceLevel()); // forward 
Data to the parent, check if newRecord = true or false
std::vector<watchType>: : iterator position; 
bool exist = false ;
for (std::vector<watchType>:;iterator x = watchDTchild.begin();
X  != watchDTchild.end0  ; ++x)
if ((x->datagram->srcAddress() == datagram->srcAddress()) 
&& (x->datagram->kind() == datagram->kind()))
{ exist = true;
position = X ;
}if (exist)
{ SONSDatagram *temp = position->datagram;
EV << "Info: record with destination address = " << temp- 
>destAddress() << " and id = " << terap->kind() << " has been deleted from 
watchDTchild table\n";
watchDTchild.erase(position); 
delete temp;}delete datagram;
if (watchDTchild.size() > 0 )  // check if ther is remaining 
waiting data when the CH failed
while (watchDTchild.size( ) > 0){ watchType temp = watchDTchild.back();
SONSDatagram *waitingData = temp.datagram;
simtime_t totalTime = waitingData->recordTime() + 
(simTime() - waitingData->sendTime());
_______________________________________ sendpc SONS_QoS(waitingData->srcAddress(),
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waitingData->kind(), true, redundantIP, waitingData->initiator(), waitingData- 
>dataNumber(}, oneHopTime); checkAndSend_SOWS_QoS(waitingData->srcAddress(), 
waitingData->kind{), true, waitingData->timeStamp(), waitingData->initiator{), 
waitingData->dataNumber0 ,  totalTime, 0, waitingData->srcAddress{), waitingData- 
>totalE(), true, redundantIP, waitingData->distanceLevel()); // forward Data to the 
parent, check if newRecord = true or false
watchDTchild.pop_back(); 
delete waitingData;
data to the parent
temp2.datagram; 
forwardData->dup{)
if (watchDTparent.size() > 0) // check and re-send forwarded
while (watchDTparent.size() > 0)
{ watchType temp2 = watchDTparent.back(); 
SONSDatagram *forwardData = (SONSDatagram *)
SONSDatagram *forwardDatagram = (SONSDatagram *)
serial++; 
forwardDatagram- 
>setSrcAddress(get_sourceAddress_SONS_QoS());forwardDatagram->setKind(serial); 
double tempE = forwardDatagram->totalE() + 
transmitEnergy_SONS_QoS(transmissionDistance_SONS_QoS(forwardDatagram- 
>destAddress())); forwardDatagram->setTotalE(tempE);
SONSDatagram *copy = (SONSDatagram *)
forwardDatagram->dup();
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC =
get_MACinterface_SONS_QoS();
EV << "Info: Re-send waiting Data from redundant CH 
with IP = " << forwardDatagram->srcAddress() << " to parent with IP = " << 
forwardDatagram->destAddress() << endl;
saveCopyOfData_SONS_QoS(copy, serial, true, copy-
>timestamp());
}else
{
sendToWLAN_SONS_QoS(forwardDatagram, ieMAC); 
watchDTparent.pop_back(); 
delete forwardData;
// add record to the watchDT (watchDataTable) 
addToWatchDTchild_SONS_QoS(datagram);
}else{ // packet send to the parent 
addToWatchDTparent_SONS_QoS(datagram);
//-
void SONS_QoS::watchDataConfirm_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
{ // check if the sender is exist in the watchDT. If so, then delete it from
the
// watchDT vector container, need to modify to take in consideration the 
dataConfirm
// from the parent (data Forwarding)
// if (from child)#
if (datagram->destAddress() == redundantIP)
________________deleteFromWatchDTparent_SONS_QoS(datagram) ;_____________________________
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else
deleteFromWatchDTchild_SONS_QoS(datagram);I l else if (from parent)
// delete packet from the forwarding table (no need to forward)
//■
void SONS_QoS::watchTreeJoin_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram){ // add the sender IP to the childTable
addToChildTable_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), false); 
delete datagram;
}
//•
void SONS_QoS;:watchTreeJoinGrant_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
addToParentTable_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), datagram->distanceLevel(),
false);
delete datagram;
}
//■
void SONS_QoS::watchNumChild_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram) 
if (isChild_SONS_QoS(datagram-^srcAddress() ) )
// update childTable with numReply to true
updateChildTable_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), true, datagram- 
>numberOfChiId());
}else
{ addToChildTable__SONS_QoS (datagram->srcAddress () , false) ; 
updateChildTable_SONS_QoS(datagram->srcAddress(), true, datagram- 
>numberOfChild());}
delete datagram;
/ / -
void SONS_QoS::watch_SONS_QoS(SONSDatagram *datagram)
{ int packetType = datagram->packetType();
if (packetType == data) // you need to take in consideration of the 
forwarding packets to the parent with a dataConfirm 
watchData_SONS_QoS(datagram); 
else if (packetType == dataConfirm)
watchDataConfirm_SONS_QoS(datagram); 
else if (packetType == treeJoin)
watchTreeJoin_SONS_QoS(datagram); 
else if (packetType == treeJoinGrant)
watchTreeJoinGrant_SONS_QoS(datagram); 
else if (packetType == numChild)
watchNumChild_SONS__QoS (datagram) ; 
else if (packetType == CHfailure)
checkAndUpdateParentChildTables_SONS_QoS(datagram);
else
delete datagram;
}
/ /
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void SONS_QoS: : finish{)I l_________________
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C. Source code of the SONS-BS
The source code of the SONS-BS is the network layer of the Base Station (BS) 
as illustrated on Figure 7-2. SONS-BS is less complicated than SONS-SN and has input 
from startWSN, udp, and wlan modules. SONS-BS output to the udp, and wlan modules. 
The code consists of several functions which are separated by commented line for ease of 
reading.
udpAprtnu^ dpApp$|
SONS-BS
W&1
Figure 7-2: SONS-BS module structure
/ /
// Copyright (C) 2008 Mohammad ALFARES (m.fares@surrey.ac.uk) / /
/ // /// Source Code for the BaseStation device / // /
#include <omnetpp.h>
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#include <stdlib.h>
#include <vectoi->
)}include <string.h> 
using namespace::std; 
using std::vector; 
using std::string;
«include "SONS_BS.h"
«include <IPAddress.h>
«include "D :\OMNeT++\INET-20061020\Network\NHR\SONSDatagrara.h "
«include <IPDatagram.h>
«include "IPControlInfo.h"
«include "iCMPMessage_m.h"
«include "IPv4InterfaceData.h"
«include "D: \OMNeT++\INET-20061020\Network\ARP\ARPPacket_m.h’'
«include "leee802Ctrl_m.h"
Define Module(SONS_BS);
/ / - - - -  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
void SONS_BS::initialize( )
{ QueueBase:: initialize( ) ;
eedStats.setName{"End-to-End Delay"};
eedD.setName("data End-to-End Delay");
eedRD.setName("sensitive data End-to-End Delay");
packetNumD.setName{"Data Number");
packetNumRD.setName("Sensitive Data Number");
energyStats.setName("Total Energy Consumption");
TotalEnergyPerPacket.setName("Total Energy per Packet");
RecoveryTimeVec.setName("End-to-End delay"); 
kindVec.setName("Packet Number");
energyVec.setName("Energy Consumption per packet"); 
energyPacketVec.setName("Energy Packet number"); 
overheadEnergyVec.setName("Overhead Energy"); 
if t = interfaceTableAccessO .get 0  ;
// values to be provided from .ned or .ini file 
defaultTimeToLive = p a r ("timeToLive");
simtime_t fragmentTimeoutTime = p a r ("fragmentTimeout"); 
mapping.parseProtocolMapping(par("protocolMapping")); 
dataConfirmWait = par ("dataConfirmWa.it") ; 
numChildConfirmWait = p a r ("numChildConfirmWait"); 
treeJoinWait = p a r ("treeJoinWait"); 
retryTimeOut = p a r ("retryTimeOut");
numberOfRetries = par("numberOfRetries");
LEACH = par("LEACH");
curFragmentId = 0; 
lastCheckTime = 0; 
totalEnergy = 0.0;
numLoc alDeliver = numDropped = numUnroutable = numForwarded = numRecievedPackets 
= SONSnumRetryCount = numRecievedRData = 0; 
wait4ReplyBS = false; 
averageTime = 0.0; 
averageTime_RD = 0.0; 
numberOfSamples = 0 ; 
numberOfSamples_RD = 0 ;
WATCH(numForwarded);
WATCH(numRecievedPackets);
WATCH(numRecievedRData);
WATCH(wait4ReplyBS);
WATCH(SONSnumRetryCount);
if (ev.isGUlO) 
updateDisplayString{);
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void SONS__BS : : updateDisplayString {)
{ char buf [8 0] = " " ; 
if (numPorwarded>0) sprintf(buf+strlen(buf), "fwd:%d ", numForwarded); 
if (numLocalDeliver>0) sprintf(buf+strlen(buf), "up:%d ", numLocalDeliver); 
if (numDropped>0) sprintf(buf+strlen(buf), "DROP:%d ", numDropped); 
if (numUnroutable>0) sprintf(buf+strlen(buf), "UNROUTABLE:%d ", numUnroutable); 
displaystring().setTagArg("t ",0,buf);}
double SONS_BS::BStransmitEnergyControl(double distance){ // Transmission Energy calculated with same condition as in the following 
paper (LEACH)
// Heinzelman W. , Chandirakasan A., Balakrishnan H. : Energy-Efficient 
Communication Protocol for
// Wireless Microsensor Networks, International Conference on System 
Sciences, Hawaii, January 2000.
// where E . transmission(k,d) = E.Tx-elec(k) -i- E.Tx-amp(k,d) = E.elec * K -i- 
E.amp * k * d'^ 2
// E.elec - 50 nJ/bit 
// E.amp = 100 pJ/bit/m^2
// k = X bits = 400 bits (our assumption of packet size)
// d = distance in m = SQRT((xl-x2)*2 + (yl-y2)^2) // distance between 2
points (xl,yl) and (x2,y2)
double Energy = 0.00002 + (0.00000004 * distance * distance); 
return Energy;
}
//■
double SONS_BS: :BSreceiveEnergyControl(){ // source same as in tranraitEnergy function 
// where E.receive(k) = E.Rx-ele(k) = E.elec * k 
return 0.00002;
}
//■
double SONS_BS::BStransmitEnergy(double distance){ // Transmission Energy calculated with same condition as in the following 
paper (LEACH)
// Heinzelman W . , Chandrakasan A . , Balakrishnan H . : Energy-Efficient 
Communication Protocol for
// Wireless Microsensor Networks. International Conference on System 
Sciences, Hawaii, January 2000.
// where E.transmission(k,d) = E.Tx-elec(k) + E.Tx-amp(k,d) = E.elec * K + 
E.amp * k * d*2
// E.elec ~ 5 0 nJ/bit 
// E.amp = 100 pj/bit/m^2
// k = X bits = 2000 bits (our assumption of packet size)
// d - distance in m - SQRT( (xl-x2) ^ 2^ + (yl-y2)''2) // distance between 2
points (xl,yl) and (x2,y2) 
double Energy;
Energy = 0,0001 + (0.0000002 * distance * distance); 
return Energy;
//■
double SONS_BS::BSreceiveEnergy()
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// source same as in tx-anmitEnergy function Il where E.receive(k) = E.Rx-ele(k) = E.elec * k 
return 0.0001;
//■
double SONS_BS::BStransmissionDistance(iPAddress destAddress)
{ cModule *submod = parentModule()->submodule("mobility");
int sensorNodes = parentModule()->parentModule()->par("nuraHosts");
char s [10] ;
cModule *destModule;
IPAddress BestAdd;
for (int i = 0; i < sensorNodes; i++)
{ sprintf(s,"host[%d]",i);
destModule = simulation.moduleByPath(s);
InterfaceTable *destIT = dynamic_cast<InterfaceTable 
* > (simulation.moduleByPath(s)->submodule("InterfaceTable"));
for (int i=0; i < destIT->numInterfaces(); i++),
InterfaceEntry *ieDest = destIT->interfaceAt(i); 
const char *name = ieDest->name{); 
if (strstr(name,"wlan") != NULL)
{ DeStAdd = ieDest->ipv40 ->inetAddress0 ; 
break;}}if (DeStAdd == destAddress) 
break;
EV << s _<< "has IP = " << De S t  Add << " and its \n"; 
double destx = destModule->submodule("mobility")->par("x"); 
double destY = destModule->submodule("mobility")->par("y");
EV << "location is x = " << destX << " and y = " << destY << endl; 
double sourceX = submod->par("x"); 
double sourceY = submod->par("y");
EV << "Position X = " << sourceX << " and y = " << sourceY << endl; 
double distance = sqrt(((sourceX - destX)* (sourceX - destX)) + ((sourceY 
destY)* (sourceY - destY))); 
return distance;
}
//■
IPAddress SONS_BS: :get sourceAddress()
{ IPAddress srcAdd;
for (int i=0; i < ift->numlnterfaces(); i++)
{ InterfaceEntry *ie = ift->interfaceAt(i); 
const char *name = ie->name(); 
if (strstr(name,"wlan") != NULL)
srcAdd = ie->ipv4()->inetAddress{);
}return srcAdd;}
/ /   ----------------------------------------------
InterfaceEntry *SONS_BS; :get_MACinterface()
( InterfaceEntry * ieMAC;
for (int i=0; i < ift->numlnterfaces(); i++)
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]
/ / -
InterfaceEntry *ie = ift->interfaceAt(i); 
const char *name = ie->name(); 
if {strstr(name,"wlan") != NULL)
ieMAC = ift->interfaceAt(i);
}return ieMAC;
IPAddress SONS_BSget_netBroadcast(IPAddress src)
IPAddress netBroadcastAd d ; 
switch (src.getlPClass0){ case 'A':I l Class A :  network = 7 bits
netBroadcastAdd = IPAddress(src.getDByte(0), 255, 255, 255); 
break; 
case 'B':
// Class B: network = 14 bits
netBroadcas tAdd = IPAddress (src. getDByte (0.) , src . getDByte (1) ,255, 255);
break; 
case 'C :
// Class C: network = 21 bits
netBroadcastAdd = IPAddress(src.getDByte(0), src.getDByte(1), 
src.getDByte(2), 255);
break ; 
default :
// Class D or E
EV << "Error in BS initializing the network\n";
}return netBroadcastAdd;
}
/ / ■
void SONS_BS: ;sendToWLAN(SONSDatagram *datagram, InterfaceEntry *ieMAC)
static MACAddress MACbroadcastAddr("FF:FF:FF:FF : FF : FF");
cMessage *msg = new cMessage(datagram->name()); 
datagram->setSendTime(simTime());
EV << "BS Testing: " << this->fullPath() << " sending the message from 
address = " << datagram->srcAddress() << " to address = " << datagram- 
>destAddress() << " with time = " << datagram->sendTime() << " and recorded time = " 
<< datagram->recordTime() << endl; 
msg->encapsulate(datagram);
// add control info with MAC address 
Ieee802Ctrl *controlInfo = new IeeeB02Ctrl(); 
controlinfo->setDest(MACbroadcastAddr); 
msg->setControlInfo(controllnfo);
// send out
send(msg, "ifOut", ieMAC->networkLayerGateIndex());
/ / -
void SONS_BS::timeOut(cMessage *msg){ SONSnumRetryCount++;
SONSDatagram *datagram = SONStempSend.back();
SONStempSend.pop_back();
ev << "Test the size of tempSend vector = " << SONStempSend.size() << "\n";
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if (SONSnumRetryCount < numberOfRetries)
{ SONSDatagram *copy = (SONSDatagram *) datagram->dup();
SONStempSend.push_back(copy);
//   send again a treeFormation message to the network ----
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC = get_MACinterface();
// Broadcast transmission, and the max. distance is raduis of the 
circlar tranmission shape = 200m
overheadEnergyVec.record(BStransmitEnergyControl(200.0)); 
overheadEnergy << simTime() << "\t" << BStransmitEnergy(200.0) << endl; 
sendToWIiAN(datagram, ieMAC);
//   set a timer named timeOuttreeJoin ----
cMessage *timeOutTJ = new cMessage("timeOuttreeJoin"); 
timeOuttreeJoin = timeOutTJ;
scheduleAt((simTime()+treeJoinWait),timeOutTJ);
)else{ EV << "Error: no near by SNs found to establish WSN" << endl; 
delete datagram;
ev << "Test2 the size of tempSend vector = " << SONStempSend.size() <<
"\n" ; 
}
/ / - - -
wait4ReplyBS = false;
}
delete msg;
void SONS_BS: :startupTheNetwork()
{ / / -------------------------------------------------------- y - ---------------------------
// Broadcast a treeFormation message, to initiate the network 
/ /   -----------------------------------------------------------------
IPAddress netBroadcastIP, src; // determine the device and network 
broadcast IP addresses
src = get_sourceAddress();
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC = getMACinterface(); 
netBroadcastip = get_netBroadcast(src);
// prepare the datagram before sending
SONSDatagram *datagram = new SONSDatagram(); 
datagram->setName("treeFormation"); 
datagram->setSrcAddress(src); 
datagram->setDestAddress(netBroadcastIP) ; 
datagram->setPacketType(treeFormation); 
datagram->setDistanceLevel(-1);
// create a copy of the message before it send to be stored in SONStempSend 
SONSDatagram *copy = (SONSDatagram *) datagram->dup();
SONStempSend.push_back(copy);
I I -------------- broadcast tree formation via WLAN m o d u l e ---------------
// Broadcast transmission, and the max. distance is raduis of the circlar 
tranmission shape = 200m
overheadEnergyVec.record(BStransmitEnergyControl(200.0)}; 
overheadEnergy << simTime() << "\t" << BStransmitEnergy(200.0) << endl; 
sendToWLAN(datagram, ieMAC);
wait4ReplyBS = true;
cMessage *timeOutTJ = new cMessage("timeOuttreeJoin"); 
timeOuttreeJoin = timeOutTJ;
________ scheduleAt((simTime()+treeJoinWait),timeOutTJ);
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if (ev.isGUI())
updateDisplayString{);
/ / -
bool SONS_BS::dataNotReceived(IPAddress initiator, int dataNumber){ if (receivedDataTable.size() == 0) 
return true ;
else{ bool notReceived = true ;
// search if the sender exist in the receivedDataTable 
for (std::vector<receivedDataType>iterator x = 
receivedDataTable.begin(); x != receivedDataTable.e n d (); ++x)
if {(x->initiator == initiator) && (x->dataNumber
dataNumber))
notReceived = false; 
return notReceived;
/ / •
void SONS_BS::addToReceivedData(IPAddress initiator, int dataNumber) { receivedDataType tempData; 
tempData.initiator = initiator; 
tempData.dataNumber = dataNumber;
receivedDataTable.push_back(tempData);
}
/ / -
void SONS_BS::handlePacketFromNetwork(SONSDatagram *datagram, int eed){ // check which phase 
bool setupPhase = false; 
bool processPhase = false;
int packetType = datagram->packetType{); // could use "kind" instead of "type"
if ((packetType > 10) && (packetType <= 20)) 
setupPhase = true; 
else if (-(packetType > 20) && (packetType <= 30)) 
processPhase = true;
bool broadcast = true ;
switch(datagram->destAddress().getlPClass())
{ case 'A'; for (int m= l ; m<=3; m++)
if (datagram->destAddress0 , getDByte(m) != 255)
broadcast = false ;
break;
case 'B ': for (int m =2; m<=3; m++)
if (datagram->destAddress().getDByte(m) != 255)
broadcast = false;
break;
case 'C '
default :
if (datagram->destAddress0 .getDByte(3) != 255)
broadcast = false;
break;
EV << "Error in Broadcast check\n";
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// check for local delivery ....
bool localdeliver = false; 
if (broadcast)
localdeliver = true; 
elsefor (int i=0; i < ift->numlnterfaces(); ++i)
{ InterfaceEntry *ie = ift->interfaceAt (i) ; 
if (datagram->destAddress0  == ie->ipv4()->inetAddress()) 
localdeliver = true;
if (localdeliver)
{ if (datagram->packetType() == treeJoin)
// cancel the reply timerif (wait4ReplyBS)
{ delete cancelEvent(timeOuttreeJoin);
SONSDatagram *temp = SONStempSend.back();
SONStempSend.pop_back();
// only in BS, but in SN we need to search 
/ / i n  vector container to delete the 
// Appropriate element 
delete temp; 
wait4ReplyBS = false;
}//   Update BS child Table  
SONSchildType tempChild;
tempChild.childIP = datagram->srcAddress(); 
tempChild.numReply = false; 
tempChild.numberOfChilds = 0;
SONSchildTable.push__back (tempChild) ;
//   send back a treeJoinGrant to the sender ---
// prepare the new datagram before sending 
IPAddress src = get sourceAddress();
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC = get_MACinterface{);
SONSDatagram *newdatagram = new SONSDatagram("treeJoinGrant"); 
newdatagram->setSrcAddress(src);
newdatagram->setDestAddress(datagram->srcAddress()); 
newdatagram->setPacketType(treeJoinGrant); 
newdatagram->setKind(datagram->kind()); 
newdatagram->setDistanceLevel(-1);
EV << "BS Testing: " << this->fullPath() << " sending
treeJoinGrant from address = " << newdatagram->srcAddress() << " to address = " < 
newdatagram->destAddress() << " . Kind = " << newdatagram->kind() << endl;
// Unicast transmission. First, Measure the transmission
distance
double tempE = BSreceiveEnergyControl() + 
BStransmitEnergyControl(BStransmissionDistance(newdatagram->srcAddress())); 
overheadEnergyVec.record(tempE);
overheadEnergy << simTime() << "\t" << tempE << endl; 
s endToWLAN(newdatagram, ieMAC);
} //---- end of treeJoin ---
else if (datagram->packetType0  == numChild)
{ // search for the child in the SONSchildTable container to 
update the numberOfChiIds field
bool allChildReply = true; 
bool childfound = false;
std::vector<SONSchildType>::iterator position =
SONSchildTable.begin();
for (std::vector<SONSchildType>::iterator x =
SONSchildTable.begin0  ; x != SONSchildTable.en d (); ++x)
if ((*x).childiP == datagram->srcAddress0)
{  childfound = true;
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)
position = X;
if (childfound)
{ (♦position).numReply = true;
(♦position).numberOfChilds = datagram->numberOfChiId();I l --- send back a numChildConfirm to the sender ---
// prepare the new datagram before sending 
IPAddress src = get_sourceAddress();
InterfaceEntry ♦ieMAC = get_MACinterface();
SONSDatagram ♦newdatagram = new 
SONSDatagram("numChildConfirm");
newdatagram->setSrcAddress(src) ;
newdatagram->setDestAddress(datagram->srcAddress()); 
newdatagram->setPacketType(numChildConfirm); 
newdatagram->setDistanceLevel(-1);
EV << "BS Testing: " << this->fullPath() << " sending 
numChildConfirm from address - " << newdatagram->srcAddress() << " to address = "
<< newdatagram->destAddress() << endl;
// Unicast transmission. First, Measure the transmissiondistance
double tempE = BSreceiveEnergyControl() + 
BStransmitEnergyControl(BStransmissionDistance(newdatagram->srcAddress()));
overheadEnergyVec.record(tempE);
overheadEnergy << simTime() << "\t" << terapE << endl; 
sendToWLAN(newdatagram, ieMAC);
}else
EV << "Error: " << this->fullName() << ": does not foundchild\n";
for (std:;vector<SONSchildType>::iterator x =
SONSchildTable.begin(); x 1= SONSchildTable.e n d (); ++x)
if (x->numReply == false)
allChildReply = false;
if (allChildReply)
EV << "Network Setup Phase is finished.\n ###«## BS has " 
<< SONSchildTable.size() << " childs ######\n --- The Network is Ready ---\n";
} //  ...  end of numChild ---
else if (datagram->packetType() == data)
{ ev << "Testing: Enter to the handle data \n";
ev << "packet name [" << datagram->name() << "] reached BS via " 
<< datagram->distanceLevel() << " h o p (s ) from Initiator sender [" << datagram- 
>initiator() << "]\n";
simtime_t totalTime = datagram->totalTime() + (datagram- 
>receiveTime0  - datagram->sendTime()) - datagram->timeOverhead();
simtime_t oneHopTime = datagram->recordTime() + (datagram- 
>receiveTime() - datagram->sendTime());
if (dataNotReceived(datagram->initiator0, datagram->dataNumber()))
{ numRecievedPackets++;
eedStats.collect(totalTime);
double tempE = (datagram->totalE() + (2 ♦
BSreceiveEnergy()) + BStransmitEnergy(BStransmissionDistance(datagram- 
>srcAddress())));
EV << "Succefully Data recieved from " << datagram->srcAddress() << endl;
EV << "Total Energy consumed by packet " << datagram- 
>dataNumber() << " with hop count = " << (datagram->distanceLevel()+1) << ".is = "
<< tempE << " J\n";
energyStats.collect(tempE);
_______________________________ energyVec.record(tempE);
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>dataNumber{));
}else{
energyPacketVec.record(numRecievedPackets); 
packetNumD.record(numRecievedPackets); 
totalEnergy += tempE;
kindVec.record(datagram->dataNumber()); 
RecoveryTimeVec.record(totalTime); 
eedD.record(totalTime);
addToReceivedData(datagram->initiator(), datagram-
numberOfSamples++; 
averageTime =+ totalTime;
}// --- send back a dataConfirm to the sender ---
// prepare the new datagram before sending 
IPAddress src = get_sourceAddress();
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC = get_MACinterface();
SONSDatagram *newdatagram = new SONSDatagram("dataConfirm") 
newdatagram->setSrcAddress(src);
newdatagram-> se tDe s tAddre s s(datagram->srcAddress()); 
newdatagram->sctPacketType(dataConfirm); 
newdatagram->setKind(datagram->kind()); 
newdatagram->setPriority(1);
newdatagram->setDataNumber(datagram->dataNumber()); 
newdatagram->setDistanceLevel(-1); 
newdatagram->setRecordTime(oneHopTime); 
sendToWLAN(newdatagram, ieMAC);
// --- end of data ---
if (datagram->packetType0  == Rdata)
(datagram-
simtime__t totalTime = datagram->totalTime ( ) + (datagram- 
>receiveTime() - datagram->sendTime()) - datagram->timeOverhead() 
simtime_t oneHopTime = datagram->recordTime()
>receiveTime() - datagram->sendTime());if (dataNotReceived(datagram->initiator0, datagram-
>dataNumber())) { numRec i eve dRDat a++; 
eedStats.collect(totalTime); 
double tempE = (datagram->totalE() + (2 * 
BStransmitEnergy(BStransmissionDistance(datagram-
EV << "Succefully Data recieved from " << datagram-
BSreceiveEnergy())
>srcAddress())));
>srcAddress() << endl;
>dataNumber() 
<< tempE << "
< <
J\n
>dataNumber())
EV << "Total Energy consumed by packet " << datagram- 
" with hop count = " << (datagram->distanceLevel()+1) << " is =
energyStats.collect(tempE); 
energyVec.record(tempE);
energyPacketVec.record(numRecievedRData); 
packetNumRD.record(numRecievedRData); 
totalEnergy += tempE;
kindVec.record(datagram->dataNumber());
RecoveryTimeVec.record(totalTime); 
eedRD.record(totalTime);
addToReceivedData (datagram-’>initiator() , datagram-
numbe rO f S amp1e s_RD++; 
averageTime_RD =+ totalTime;
}// --- send back RdataConfirm to the sender ---
// prepare the new datagram before sending 
IPAddress src = get_sourceAddress();
InterfaceEntry *ieMAC = get_MACinterface();
SONSDatagram *newdatagram = new SONSDatagram("RdataConfirm"); 
newdatagram->setSrcAddress(src) ;
newdatagram->setDestAddress(datagram->srcAddress()); 
newdatagram->setPacketType(RdataConfirm); 
newdatagram->setKind(datagram->kind());
newdatagram- >setPriority ( 2 ) ;____  ________________________
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}
/ / ■
newdatagram->setDataNumber(datagram->dataNumber(j); 
newdatagram->setDistanceLevel(-1); 
newdatagram->setRecordTime(oneHopTime); 
sendToWLAN(newdatagram, ieMAC);I l --- end of Rdata ---
end of localdeliver ---}} / /  else
EV << "Error: not for local delivery";
delete datagram;
void SONS__BS :; endService (cMessage *arrivedMsg)
{ simtime_t receiveTime = simTime();
EV << "endService handle time = " << receiveTime << endl; 
if (arrivedMsg->kind() == 9 99){ // startup the network by broadcast a treeFormation packet to
the neighbour SNs
startupTheNetwork(); 
delete arrivedMsg;
}else if (arrivedMsg->isSelfMessage0)
{ timeout(arrivedMsg);
}else
{ delete arrivedMsg->removeControlInfo(); 
int eed = arrivedMsg->priority();
SONSDatagram *msg = check_and_cast<SONSDatagram 
*>(arrivedMsg->decapsulate());
delete arrivedMsg;
msg->setReceiveTime(receiveTime);
handlePacketFromNetwork(msg, eed);
}
/ / ■
if (ev.isGUlO)
updateDisplayString0  ;
void SONS_BS: ; finish()
{ if (!LEACH)
{ int sensorNodes = parentModule()->parentModule()->par("numHosts"); 
int redundantNodes = parentModule()->parentModule()- 
>par("numRedundant" ) ;
char s [10];
for (int i = 0; i < sensorNodes; i++){ sprintf(s,"host[%d]",i);
double tempTotalE = simulâtion.moduleByPath(s)- 
>submodule("networkLayer")->par("totalE");
totalEnergy += tempTotalE; -}
for (int i = 0; i < redundantNodes; i++)
{ sprintf(s,"rhost[%d]",i);
double tempTotalE = simulation.moduleByPath(s)- 
>submodule("networkLayer")->par("totalE");
totalEnergy += tempTotalE;
 \_______________________________
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}recordScalar{"Simulation duration", simTime()),• 
eedStats.recordScalar();
energyStats.recordScalar();
recordScalar("Total Energy Consumption", totalEnergy);
averageTime = averageTime / numberOfSamples ;
averageTime_RD = averageTime_RD / numberOfSamples_RD;
int nodesNum = parentModule()->parentModule()->par("numHosts");
averageEED << "\n The number of network node = " << (int) (nodesNum/0,05) <<
endl,
averageEED <<
<< "\n-------------------------------------------------------------------------- I << endl ;
averageEED << "Average data End-to-End delay = " << averageTime << " s\n"; 
averageEED << "Average Sensitive data (Rdata) End-to-End delay = " << 
averageTime_RD << " s\n";
}
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